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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
D~rlng the research, developrrent and operational phases of the Scout 
Project, large q~antitles of docurreniatlon are generaied to describe analyti-
cal studies and correspondence from mission definition through postflight 
analysis. These docurrents take the form of engineering reports, drawings, 
parts Inventories, financial analyses, procedures, specifications, test re-
sults, and contractual reports. 
The Scout Project Automatic Data System, SPAOS, was developed as a 
single entry, multiple cross-reference filing system. It was implerrented to 
Improve the overal I management efficiency by: 
a) reducln!; the nun.ber of olan hours required to retrieve data 
from files 
b) providing for ful I data availability with quick retrieval during 
veh i c I e anorr,a I y Invest i gat Ions 
c) answering Inquiries from NASA Headquarters and outside agencies 
for Inform,tlon on a Scout vehicle 
d) helping alleviate a rapidly growing storage problem. 
SPADS wc:s expanded In 1981 to Include program support for the 
Projects Directorate. These progranls store and maintain drawings, parts 
I nventor I es, ma I I correspondence, proc.es s. i n9 docunents. and conference 
registration data. Secretarial support is also provlCed through PR1ME'S 
Office Automation System. 
This docurrent Is Intended to provlte the Operating Procedures 
required for a user to access the SPADS programs and retrieve data based c.n 
various query parameters, and for maintaining the SPAOS data files. Input, 
Update, Delete, Search, and Report operations wll I be described and Illustr-
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ated for each of the SPADS programs. The follo~ling sections are designed to 
demonstrate the menu driven, user frlencly ~thods by which a user Is to 
operate with a PT65. A PT65 Is a PR1ME terminal specialized for use In 
word processing. Of course, other terminals may be used. The Scout Office 
currently uses seven (7) other terminal types. 
The Input, Update, and Delete operations are privileged commands 
and require some type of security clearance for use. A file maintenance 
procedure referred to as the Rebuild option or the Sort & Housekeeplrg option 
is a non-privileged command, but does reside In a privileged area within the 
Alpha Numeric Drawings file and the Cross Reference Index file. 
The privileged commands are protected in one of two ways: the 
Motor file, History file, Property file, Cross Reference Index, Alpha Numeric 
Drawings file, Daily Work Items file, Scheduler file, and Ctnference Regls-
, 
tratlon file al I require a password; the Mall Log file, Analysis file, 
Change Requests file, DIR / Reports file, and Mark Up file al I check Inter-
nal Iy for clearance on a specific user ID. Please note that passwords wi I I 
rot be printed within this docunent. 
1.1 SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
The purpose of this section Is to give a brief description of each 
of the f~1 Icwlng sections of this docunent. 
VOLUME I SECTION DESCRIP1IOl\S 
2. BASIC OPERATIONS 
3. SPEC I Al OPERP,l IONS 
4. OFFICE AUTOMATION 
Login, Program Entry, Input Screens and Forms, 
Update Screens and Forms, Error Messages, and 
Logout procedures. 
Spooling and Emergency / Recovery procedures, 
Archive and Quickie operations. 
OAS Entry r.lenu from the SPADS Master Menu. 
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5. TELEMAIL N~TWORK 
6. MAIL LOG 
7. MOTORS 
8. HISTORY 
9. CHANGE REQU[STS 
10. DIR / REPOR1S 
11. PROPERTY 
12. CROSS INDEX 
13. ALPHA NUMER I c: 
14. MARK UP 
15. DAILY WORK ITEMS 
16. SCHEDULER FILE 
17. REGISTRATION FILE 
Entry and Exit procedures, Document transfer 
opera1ions. 
AI I operating procedures for SPO's Dally Mall 
Correspondence. 
AI I operating procedures for the Motor stack 
inventory Information containing a complete 
Parts Inventory as wei I as Costs / Contracts 
for vehicles 192 and subsequent. 
All operating procedures for the Historical 
Information for al I launched Scout vehicles. 
Data includes: Configurations, Motors, 
Orbital results, Ccntracts, & Reference 
sources. 
AI I operating procedures for CR's. 
AI I operating procedures for Design Information 
Releases and other Reports. 
AI I operating procedures for the Government 
Furnished Property Inventory Files built from 
Contract NASl-14950, Motor Parts Inventory, and 
Subccntractor Property Invantorles. 
A II operatl ng pro('edure~ for the Standard Op-
erating Procedures (SOP) Cross Reference Index. 
A II operatl ng procedures for the Draw i ngs and 
Specification Listing File. 
AI I operating procedures for the Mark Up track-
Ing docun~nts on Change Requests. 
AI I operating procedures for the OWl's from 
launch sites. 
A I I operat I ng proced ures for the personne I 
act I v i ty f I Ie. 
AI I operating procedures for t~e Conference 
Registration file for the Scout Project Office 
VOLUME I I SECl ION DESCRIPTIONS 
1. INTRODUCTION Analysis data bases for financial contracts 
NASl-9258, 10000, 11000, 11400, 12500, 13100, 
14200, 15000, 151GO, 16200, 18100, and 18200. 
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2. BASIC OPERATIONS 
3. SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
4. RETRIEVE 
5. INPUT 
6. BOOK PART 
7. REPORT 
8. UPDATE 
9. RATE TABLE 
Login, entering 
crlptions, error 
edures. 
Analysis, record field des-
rressages and logout proc-
Spooling and emergency / recovery procedues. 
All operating procedures and examples for 
selecting a record from the Analysis data 
base using various search and retrieve crit-
eria. 
AI I operating procedures and examples for In-
putting a new data record. 
AI I operating procedure5 and examples for 
data base query and output of retrieved rec-
ords. 
AI I operating procedures and examples for 
generating various specialized reports. 
AI I operating procedures and examples for 
updating the financial data base and 61 I 
supporting lookup tables. 
AI I operating procedures and exa~ples for 
using the rate table as an ad hoc calculator. 
VOLUME I I I SECl ION DESCRIPTIONS 
1. 
2. 
':t 
-'. 
4. 
INTRODUCTION 
BASIC OPERATIONS 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
OFFICE AUTOMATION 
5. TELE~AIL NETWORK 
Projects Directorate data base appl 1-
cation programs and associated oper-
ating procedures for t~e Office Auto-
mation system. 
Login, program entry, input screens and 
forms, update screens and forms, error 
nessages, and logout procedures. 
Spooling and emergency / recovery pro-
cedure5, archive and quickie operations. 
OAS entry neru from the Main Selection 
menu. 
Entry and exit procedures, document 
transfer operations. 
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6. MAIL LOG CORRESPONDENCE 
7. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS 
8. ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 
9. FIPPS PROCESSING 
10.. ACEE COI\fERENCE REG. 
11. LSAST CONFERENCE REG. 
12. ERBE CONFERENCE REG. 
AI I operating procedures for Projects' 
daily Mail Log Correspondence and Con-
figuration Change Requests (CCR's). 
AI I operating procedures for the Mechan-
Ical Drawings for UARS / ERBE projects 
which contain drawing Information, spec-
Ifications, and a complete parts invent-
ory. 
AI I operating procedures for the Electr-
ical Drawings for the UARS / ERBE pro-
Ject which contain drawing information 
and a complete parts inventory. 
AI I operating procedures for the FIPPS / 
Processing documents for the HALOE and 
ERBE projects. 
AI I operating procedures f~r the Comp-
osite Structure Conference registration 
for the ACEE project. 
AI I operating procedures for the Large 
Space Antenna Systerrs Te~hnology Con-
ference Registration for the LSAST pro-
ject. 
AI I operating procedures for the Earth 
Radiant Budget Experin~nt Ccnference 
Registration and LOGO order accounting 
for the ERBE project. 
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2.0 BAS J C OPER'T I NG PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this sec11cn Is to provide a description of the 
terminal actions the U5er must perform In order to Login tc the PRIME 750 
computer system, select a progra~ from the SPADS menu, and then exit the 
system. Note that al I user actions are terminated with a carriage return, 
designated by the key marked RETURN on the terminal. Input screens and 
forms, Update screens and forms, and error rressages wll I also be discussed. 
2.1 LOGIN 
User actions for login are displayed below. XXX represents the 
user's initials, N is the terminal line number, HR, MN, and SC are the time 
the user ent~red the system In hours, minutes, and seconds, and MM, DO, and 
YY are the month, day, and year. See the exarrple below: 
OK, LOGIN PLEASE 
LOGI N >:XX 
Password? 
XXX (u SE R N) LOGGED I N DA Y, DO MM YY HR: MN : SC 
Welcon€ to PRIMOS version REV'. 
Last login Day, DO MM YY HR:MN:SC 
HI I, 
ENTER PASSWORD > 
Note that for security reasons the PASSWORDs are not visible on the terminal 
screen. If no PASSWORD has been assigned, simply hit the Carriage Return. 
An incorrect first PASSWORD wil I result in the fol lowing error nessage: 
Invalid user id or password; please try again. 
An Incorrect second PASSWORD wi I I result in an ** error ** message with up 
to three retries. On the third incorrect attempt, the system wil I automatl-
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cally log the user off the system. If the LOGIN and PASSWORD procedures are 
performed correctly, the user wil I see a display of the SYSTEM NEWS on the 
terminal. The SYSTEM NEWS Is a short description of any special events af-
fecting operations of the computer system. See the exan,ple below: 
SYSTEM NEWS 
==~======== 
*************************************************** 
* PR1ME MONTHLY PREVENTIVE MAI~TENANCE * 
* NOW SCHEDULED FOR THE FIRST * 
* MONDAY OF EACH MONTH ••• 7 TO 9 AM (EST) * 
****~********************************************** 
2.2 PROGRAM ENTRY 
After system LOGIN is completed, the user must specify the program 
selection from the SPADS Master Menu displayed on the terminal screen as 
displayed b~lo~. In the 'WELCOME' acknowledgement to the user AAAAAA 
represents the first name. See Exan:ple below: 
We I come AAAAAA to the PR1ME 750 SPADS Main Menu 
The fol lowing Is a list of programs for the Scout Project Office 
********************************************************************** (0) Logout Menu ( 1) Change Request 
(2) Dir / Report (3) Motor Information 
(4) Office Automation (5) Mark Up's / CR'S 
(6) Program Development (7) Scheduler System 
(8) Contracts Analysis (9) Mall Log Correspondence 
(10) Property Inventory (11) History Information 
(12) Cross Refer. Index (13) Alpha Numeric Index 
(14) Dally Work Items (15) Conference Registration 
(16) Pilot Study - Future Program (17) TeleMal1 ~etwork 
-------------------------------------~--------------------------------
Enter Opt Ion NUIT,ber > 8 
2.3 PROGRAM EXIT 
To leave the program the user must enter a zero as shown In the 
menu. Note that In most cases a Carriage Return Is Interpreted as a zero 
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entry. Exit from a menu returns the user to the previous rrenu until the 
SPADS Exit Menu Is reached. The user can then display the spool queue. 
display all users. send or receive a message. return to the SPADS Master 
Menu. or Logout. These options are discussed In further detail In section 
3.2 of this docurrent. 
2.4 ENTRANCE TO PRIVILEGED AREAS 
AI I users must legally enter the program privileged routines 
either by entering the correct password for a particular operation or by 
having the correct user 10 clearance. The fol lowing examples Illustrate 
the error messages generated when a user does not have proper clearance. 
In both cases the user Is returned to the program main menu. 
Examp Ie #1 - enter i ng an Ineor reet pc:_sword: 
MOTOR PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPl IONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============~====~~:=~==~~===:= 
1 • Input tli6nu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search tlenu 
SELECT (fITION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
ENTER PASSWORD > WRONG 
YOU ARE NOT CLEARED FOR THIS COMMAND II!!!!!!!!II 
MOTOR PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT (f"FICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update tli6nu 
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3. Delete ~enu 
4. Report ~~nu 
5. Search ~~nu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Example 12 - having the Incorrect user 10 clearance: 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE Mall Log Correspondence 
====================~====:===============~==~==~= 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Exit 
Input 
Update 
Search 
Archive 
- quit program (Return) 
- add new record to file 
- revise or delete record 
- query & retrieve records 
- purge & save old records 
Enter Option >1 
SORRY, YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE. 
IF IT IS NECESSARY, PLEASE CONTACT SY5TEM ADMINISTRATOR. 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE Mall Log Correspondence 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Exit - quit program (Return) 
(1) Input - add new record to file 
(2) Update - revise or delete record 
(3) Search - query & retrieve rec.ords 
(4 ) Archive - purge & save old records 
Enter Option> 
2.5 INPUT OPERATIONS 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the procedures used 
for Inputting new records Into toe cata base. 
2.5.1 INFO INPUT SCREENS 
The fol lowing programs use INFO Input screens for their Input mode 
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of operation: fJlOtor Information file, History Information file, Government 
Furnished Property file, Cross Reference Index file, Alpha Numeric Drawing 
file, Dally Work Items file, Scheduler file, and Conference Registration 
file. As the data is entered for each field, a carriage return wll I place 
the cursor In position to enter data Into the next field. If several records 
are being Input and the data for a particular field is Identical to the data 
for that same field in the record that was input previously, pressing the tab 
key at that field position wll I enter the same data for that field and then 
posltlor the cursor at the next field on the Input screen. The tab key Is 
also useful in skipping a field that is to remain blank and positioning the 
cursor to the next field. If al I the desired fields have been fil led and the 
user wishes to exit from the record without using the return or tab key at 
each field, the user may press the C().VJIAND key and 'A' simultaneously. When 
this Is done, or when the user Is completely finished inputting data for that 
record, the fo I low I ng message w II I appear at the term I na I screen: 
IS THIS RECORD ACCEPTABLE (Y,N,Q,L or E) > 
where the Y stands for YES, the N stands for NO, the Q stands for QUIT, the 
L stands for LAST and the E stands for EXIT. If a "Y" response Is selected 
the record wll I be added to the data base and an empty Input screen wll I be 
displayed for additional input. If an "N" response is selecte~ the cursor 
wil I be positioned at the first field ir the record and the user way teb to 
the incorrect field for re-input. If a "Q" response Is selected the record 
w II I not be added to the ~dta base and an empty input screen w il I be d I s-
played for additional Input. If an "L" response is selected the record will 
be added to the data base and the user is exited fro~ the Input screen. If 
an "E" response Is selected the record wil I not be added to the data base and 
the user is exited from the Input screen. 
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2.5.2 FORTRAN INPUT FORMS 
The following programs use FORTRAN Input forms In their Input 
mode of operation: Mall Log file, Change Request file, DIR / Report file 
and Mark Up file. AI I data field entries must be placed between exclamation 
poInts, one line (or one field) at a time. For example, 
13) AUTHOR 
r 
When all the data has been entered for a record, the entire record wll I be 
displayed along with the prompt RECORD CORRECT (COR OR REV) >. If the 
user responds with "COR" the record wll I be added to the data base. I f the 
"REV" response Is selected the system wll I prompt for the nurrber of fields, 
and which fields, that are to be corrected. 
2.6 UPDATE OPERATIONS 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the procedures used to 
update or revise a record within the data base. 
2.6.1 INFO UPDATE SCREENS 
AI I INFO update screens are IdentIcal to theIr correspond-
Ing Input screens. The user must press the tab key to position the cursor 
to the fIeld that Is to be updated. A return wll I enter the new value for 
that field and wll I position the cursor to the next field. When updating Is 
completed and either t~e tab key Is pressed through al I the fIelds present 
on the update screen, or the CG~MAND key and 'A' are pressed sImultaneously, 
the fol lowing message wll I be displayed a1 tte terminal screen: 
IS THIS RECORD ACCEPTABLE (Y,N,Q,L or E) > In whIch Y, N, Q, L, and E 
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represent the same options that are discussed In section 2.5.1. 
2.6.2 FORTRAN UPDA1E FORMS 
FORTRAN update forms are generated si~llarly to the FORTRAN 
Input forms. Data Is entered between exclamation points one line (or one 
field) at a ti~. For further details refer to section 2.5.2 of this 
document. 
2.7 ERROR MESSAGES 
Some data field values are checked irternally for accuracy. If 
an Incorrect value Is entered, an error message Is displayed at the terminal 
screen, and the user Is required to reenter the value. 
2.8 SY~lEM EXIT / LOGOUT 
System LOGOUT is always accomplished with the ZERO option on every 
menu throughout the SPADS system. Note 1hot the user wll I always be given 
an opportunity to LOGOUT prior to returning to the SPADS Master Menu. See 
the example below: 
(0) LOGOUT 
(9) DISPLAY SPOOL QUEUE (69) SEND MESSAGE TO USER 
(19) DISPLAY ALL USERS (79) ANSWER MESSAGE FROM USER 
(99) RETURN TO SPADS ~'A I 1'1 MENU 
OPTION: SPADS / LO > 0 
XXX (N) Logged Out MMDDYY HR:MN:SC 
Where XXX, N, MM, DO, YY, HR, MN, and SC are the same as in Section 2.1. 
The zero (0) option en the SPADS main menu (see page 5) displays 
a logout menu rather than performing a system logout. This menu appears as 
follows: 
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The following Is a list of LOGOUT Options 
============================================ 
(0) Return to SPADS Menu 
(1) Logout Current Terminal 
(2) Logout Other Terminals with same User 10 
Enter Option Number> 
Option 0 returns the user to the SPADS main menu. Option 1 per-
forms a system logout on the terminal at which the user Is currently logged 
In. Option 2 performs a system logout on al I other terminals at which the 
user Is logged In with the same User 10. This option Is very useful In cases 
such as a PT65 terminal with a locked keyboard needing to be force logged 
out. Rather than cal ling the system administrator, the user may login to 
another terminal, go Into the logout menu, and select option 2. A message 
confirming the logout of another terminal wll I be dl5played, such as: 
User 11 logged out. If no other terminals are logged In using the same User 
10 and option 2 Is selected, the user wll I be returned to the SPADS main 
menu. 
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3.0 SPECIAL OPEfV'.TIONS 
This 5ectlon wil I discuss Special Operating Procedures such as 
SpoolinQ, Special Menu Options, Emergency / Recovery procedures, Archive and 
Quickie operations. 
3. 1 PR I NTOUT SPOOL I NG 
AI I SPADS programs display a series of questions upon request to 
get a hard copy of a I istlng or report by the user. This pr"intlng process 
Is cal led SPOOL INC. Note that the SYSTEM PRINTER located in the Scout 
Project Computer Room is approximately 25 tlnE-s faster than any of the 
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS, LQPs, on the system. Vought Corporation In Dal las, 
Texas also has a sys,tem printer which Is designated as 'W'. This 
Printronix line printer Is half the speed of the Scout system printer. The 
LQP's designated to have long computer paper are LQP A (located in Room 
109B of the Scout Project Office) and LQP T (located in Vought Corp., 
Dallas, Texas). 
AI I other LQP's are designated as 
printers. Due tc their slow speed, the 
single sheet word processing 
LQP's shou I d spoo I ci ! arge 
printout or a large number of copies only In the case of an errergency. 
The user first responds to the type of prln1er to which the desired 
output is to be spooled. A zero entry is used to cancel the output desired. 
The user Is then asked to give the nunber of ccples to be printed. The max-
imum number of copies al lowed 1~, five (5). A zero en1ry again cancels the 
output des I red. See the Examp I e of the Spoo II ng Precess en the fo I low I ng 
page. 
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SPOOLING MENU 
================= 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
Option number 1 generates the menu for the Scout Office printer 
options: 
OUTPUT TO 
0) S1 ART OVER 
1) LQP A - COMPUTER PAPER 
2) LQP B - SINGLE SHEET 
3) LQP G - DUAL SHEET 
4) SCOUT SYSTEM PRINTER 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
Option number 2 generates the menu for the Vought Corp. Dal las 
office printer optIons 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP S - SINGLE SHEET 
2) LQP T - COMPUTER PAPER 
3) DALLAS SYSTEM PRINTER / W 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
Option number 3 generates the menu for the Projects Directorate 
printer options 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRI NTER / H 
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ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
The Zero (0) opt i on or the Scout pr inter, the Da I I as pr inter, and the 
Projects Directorate printer nenus wll I restart the main spool nenu. 
After the desired printer option has been chosen, a prompt for 
entering the number of copies appears as fol lows 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
(MAX. Cf 5) 
(0 TO ABORT> 
P. 'NO OUTPUT SPOOLED ! 1 III' rressage appears c..n the term i na I screen on 
either Zero (0) ertry explained previously. 
OAS Spooling is a different function fron. the SPADS Application 
prograrr.s and is briefly discussed in section 4 - OFFICE. AUTa.1AlION. 
3.2 SPECIAL MENU OPTIONS 
The followirg menu is displayed at tre terneinal screen when any 
SPADS program is e~ited cleanly: 
(0) LOGOUT 
(9) DISPLAY ~.F-·COL QUEUE (69) SEND MESSAGE TO USER 
(19) DISPLAY ALL U~E.RS (7 C) Ar,S~JE.R MESSAGE FR(lvl USER 
(99) RETURN TC' SPADS MA I N MENU 
Option 0 performs a system logout. Ar example of this is provided 
in section 2.8 of this docuoent. 
Option 9 provides a I ist of printcuts in the spool queue: 
eNlE.R OPl ION> 9 
[SPOOL rev 19.1.0J 
user prt time name size opts/' form defer at: PRO 
------ --- ----- ---------------- ------ ------ --------------
CGH 001* 8:39 BASIC 3 
CGH 002* 8:39 HIST 6 F 2 C().1P A 
DKH 003 8:42 BOOK 27 F 
* means file being printed. 
Option 19 provides a list of users currently on the system: 
ENTER OPTION> 19 
User No Li ne Dev Ices 
SYSTEM 1 asr <COOEV> 
CGH 2 0 <SPOOEV> 
CLl 6 4 <PRJDEV> <OASDEV> 
CH1 9 7 <PRJDEV> <OASDEV> 
PMK 10 10 <SPODEV> <OASDEV> 
DKH 12 12 <USRDEV> 
GMG 17 17 <SPODEV> <OASDEV> 
FS2 28 32 <SPODEV> <OASDEV> 
Option 69 al lows the user to send a multiple line message to an-
other user currently logged Into the system. This option may also be In-
voked by option 11 or. the OAS main nenu (see section 4.0 of this document). 
A I ist of currently available users ~II I be displayed on the terminal 
screen along with a list of available commands. The appropriate user 10 
must then be entered. The system wll I then 'cal I' the desired user, who 
must answer the cal I before the message may be sent. If the user does not 
answer his 'ring', an opportunity wll I be given to cal I again or exit the 
routine. At the prompt 'SEND>', type the message. Multiple lines may be 
entered. To end the message, press ts the 'CMND' or 'CONTROL' key and the 
'E' key simultaneously, and then enter a carriage return. This must 
be the first character entered at the 'SEND>' prompt. To exit the 
routine, press the 'CMND' key or the 'CONTROL' key and the 'P' key slmul-
taneously, and enter option 4 on the menu. See the fol lowing example. 
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ENTER OPllON > 69 
•••••••••••••••• .• ACl I VE USER LiST •••••••••••••••••• 
CGH 
SLl 
CHl 
CMD>l 
DPB 
GMG 
CL 1 
AVA I LABLE CQtv'1t-1At-{)S 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
WHO DO YOU WISP TO CALL 
* GMG 
ONE MOMENT PLfASE •.. 
* PHONE I SRI NG I NG ••• 
* 
DKH 
PMK 
PHl 
YOUR PARTY IS NOT RECEIVING CALLS AT ThiS TIME 
AVA I LABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANS~IER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMO>3 
•••••••••••••••••• ACTIVE USER LiST •••••••••••••••••• 
CGH 
SLl 
CHl 
CMD>l 
ABR 
GMG 
CLl 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACl I VE llSER5 
4. DISCONNECT 
WHO DO YOU WISH TO CALL 
* CGG 
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DKH 
PM< 
FS2 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE •.• 
* PARTY NOT LOGGED IN 1 
AVA I LABLE C()1r~A~S 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMJ>l 
WHO DO YOU WIS~ TO CALL 
* CGH 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE •.• 
* PHONE IS RINGING •.• 
* YOUR PARTY IS NOT RESPONOING ••• CONTINUE WAITING(Y/~) 
Y 
* WA ITI NG ••• 
* 
TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
* TYPE CNTL -E- TO END MESSAGE 
SEND>THIS IS A TEST ~i55AGE 
SEND>ThIS IS THE LAST LINE OF THE MESSAGE 
SEND>(* CNTL E * return *) 
* DATA SENT •••• WAITING FOR RESPONSE 
********************************************«*«**************************** 
THANK YOU F OR ME SSAGE • GOODBYE. 
**********************«*************************************************««* 
TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
* TYPE CNTL -E- TO END MESSAGE 
SEND>(* CNTL E * return *) 
* LINE DISCONNECTED 
* 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
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Ct-f» 4 
Option 79 al lows the user to receive a multiple line message from 
another user currently logged Into the system. This opticn Is al~o Invoked 
by option 12 on the OAS rrlain menu (see section 4.0 of this document). 
When a user receives the follo~llng message: 
'*** XXX (user I) AT HH:MM 
I NC()III NG CALL TYPE PHONE l' 
~Ihere XXX is a user I D and HH:MM is the time in hours and minutes, th is 
Indicates that the user, after exiting his current program, should type '79' 
at the Exit menu. A list of the currently available users wi I I be displayed 
on the terminal screen, along with a I i5t of avai lable commands. Ne>t, 
'PLEASE HOLD INCOMING CALL' wil I be displayed. A longer nessage may 
take several minutes to be typed In by the sender. After the rressage has 
been sent, the prompt 'SEND>' wil I appear, at which a reply may be sent. 
This operatlor. Is described under option 69 in the previous paragraph. See 
the fol lowing example. 
ENTER OPl ION> 79 
••••••••.••••••••• ACT I V E USE R L I 5T . . . • . . . ...•..•.... 
CGH 
SLl 
CHl 
CMI»2 
it-
DCM 
GMG 
CLl 
AVA I LABLE CC»1t~ANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
PLEASE HOLD .•• INCOMING CALL 
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DKH 
PM!< 
FS2 
*************************************************************************** 
THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE 
THIS IS THE LAST LINE OF THE MESSAGE 
***********************************************************************«*** 
TYPE CNTL -E- TO END MESSAGE 
* TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
SEND>ThANK YOU FOR MESSAGE. GOODBYE. 
SE~D>(* CNTL E * return *) 
DATA SENT ••• WAITING FOR RESPONSE 
* LINE DISCONNECTED 
* 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
Ct-I» 4 
Option 99 restarts the SPADS Main Menu. See section 2.2 of this 
document for an Illustration of this menu. 
3.3 EMERGENCY / RECOVERY 
If an error should occur the fol lowing procedure~ have been de-
signed to al low the user to recover and continue SPADS operations. 
3.3.1 SOFTWAR~ / OPERATOR ERRORS FOR SPADS 
If an error occurs and sends the user out of a SPADS program Into 
the PR1ME 750 Operating System, the fol lowing message wi I I be displayed: 
ERROR: CALL / SPADS. The user should then type 'C ALL' and Return. This 
step Is very Importan1 to the recovery procedure since It closes al I open 
files the user was using. The user should then type 'SPADS' and Return to 
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restart the SPADS Master Menu. 
I f the fo Ilowl n9 SPADS programs: MOTOR, HI STORY , PROPERTY, 
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX, ALPHANUMERIC DRAWINGS, DAILY WORK ITEMS, SCHEDULER, 
or CONFERENCE REGISTRAl ION have been selected and an error occurs, the user 
will see 'EtnER C{)tIiJf.'IAND >'. The user should type 'Q STOP' and RETURN In 
order to cleanly exit. 
3.3.2 FILE IN USE 
AI I SPADS programs al low only one user at a time within a data 
file area. When a user Qttempts to select a program that another user ha5 
accessed a 'FILE IN USE' message will be displayed Or"! the screen. I f the 
follc~"ng SPADS programs: ~IAll lOG, ANALYSIS, DIR, CR, or ~A~UP's have 
been selectee the user wll I be given a n~nu as shown below. If the MOTOR, 
HISTORY, PROP~RTY, CROSS REFERENCE INDEX, ALPHA NUMERIC DRAWINGS, DAilY 
WORK ITEMS, SCHEDULfR, or CONFERENCE REGISTRATION programs have been 5el-
ected, the prompt 'ENTER USER NAME>' wll I appear on the terminal screen. 
The user should type 'STeP' and RETURN. This will be followed by the menu 
5hown below: 
(0) LOGOUT 
(9) DISPLAY SPOOL QUEUE (69) SEND MESSAGE TO USER 
(19) DISPLAY ALL USERS (79) ANS~JER MESSAGE FRQ\1 USER 
(99) RETURN TO SPADS MAIN MENU 
3.4 EMERGENCY / RECOVERY FOR OAS 
If an error should occur within the Office Automation System the 
fol lowing procedures have been found to help the user to recover and to 
continue operations. OAS generally traps nost operator errors and provides 
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Internal recovery autoll',atlcally. This section Is designed to demonstrate 
procedures which are not taught In-PR1ME's OAS training class. 
3.4.1 S()fnJARE / OPERATOR ERRORS 
If an error occurs which totally locks up a terminal keyboard or 
blanks out Q document on a terminal screen, the user should try the fol low-
Ing steps: 
(1) Whi Ie holding down the COMMAND key hit the P key 3 times. 
CP.S shou I d respond with a message at the bottom of the 
screen. If not, proceed to step 2. 
(2) Turn termlr,al power off, then back on. Hit the Return key 
and then repeat step 1. 
Th is procedure shou I d produce the fo I low I ng message at the bottom 
of the screen: '(E) TO EXIT RETURN TO OAS MENU'. The user should always 
respond with the E option fol lowed by 'C ALL', and then 'SPADS'. Note that 
the PT65 term I na I II'L ~.1 be DOWI\L I NE LOADED for OAS operat Ion. 
3.5 ARCHIVE OPERATION 
The Archiving procedure Is used to create a file containing those 
records which are considered to be obsolete based on various criteria, but 
are not to be deleted from the data base. This procedure Is used In the 
Mall Log file, the Change Requests file, the DIR file, and the Mark Up file, 
and Is discussed In further detail In sections 6.8,9.8,10.8, and 1~.8 of 
this doculllent. 
3.6 QUICKIE OPERATION 
The Quickie procedure Is a multi-record method of updating selected 
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records In the Change Requests data file and In the Mark Up data file. This 
procedure Is discussed In further detal I In sections 9.10, and 14.10 of this 
docunent. 
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4.0 OFFICE AUT~ATION SYSTEM 
OAS Is option number 4 on the SPADS Master Menu. When this option 
Is taken, the fol lowing ~~nu Is displayed on the terminal. 
================~==============:===:=:=== 
WELC().1E TO THE OFF ICE AUT(l.1ATION SYSTEM 
::::========~=~=====;=:==============:=== 
( 0) 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
Logout 
OAS 
ATM 
Down line 
Down II ne 
~1enu 
Menu 
Menu 
Load 
Load 
PT65 ONLY 
PT65 , Then OAS Menu 
(5) Check USER Status 
(6) Check SPOOL QUEUE Status 
(7) Cancel SPOOLED Output File 
(8) 'PUSH' BLANK page to LQP 
(9) Display SYSTEM News 
(10) Display OAS News 
(11) Send Message to User 
(12) Answer Message from User 
(55) OAS Administrator Functions 
(77) Telemall Network 
(99) Return to SPADS MAIN Menu 
Enter Option: 
Option 0 generates the logout menu, which displays al I line 
numbers on which the user is logged in with the same User 10, ctlong witt- the 
line number on which the user Is currently logged In. The user must then 
enter the line number that Is to be logged out: either that for the current 
terminal, or for another terminal. This procedure Is very useful in cases 
such as a locked keyboard on a PT65 terminal which needs to be force logged 
out. Rather than cal ling the system administrator, the user may login to 
another terminal, access the logout "~nu, and logout the problem terminal. 
See the example below: 
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Enter Opt Ion: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No LI ne Dev Ices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
11 11 <SPODEV><USRDEV> 
You are currently logged In on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line nu"ber to be logged out: 16 
Can't log user 16 out. 
(Back to OAS menu) 
Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No LI ne Dev Ices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
11 11 <SPODE V> <USRDE V> 
You are currently logged in on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: ** return ** 
*************** No Logout Performed 
(Back to Oas menu) 
Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No Li ne Dev Ices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><U~RDEV> 
11 11 <SPODEV><USRDEV> 
You are cur rent I y logged I n on User LIne Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: 11 
***********«*** Reques1ed User Line Number Logged Out 
(Back to OAS menu) 
Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
o 
No Li ne Dev ices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
You are currently logged In on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line nu".ber to be logged out: 2 
CGH (user 2) logged out Friday, 20 Jul 84 10:34:48. 
Time used: 02h 32m connect, 07m 045 CPU, 01m 34s I/O 
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If the PT65 has already been 'DOWNLINE LOADED', then Option 1 wll I 
take the user clrectly Intc the OAS Main Menu. A special note on Option 1: 
If the PT65 terminal has lost Its 'LOAD', the OAS system wll I ask for the 
terminal type (pt65, pt45, pt45AA, pt25, pst100, fox, owl, tty) ID code. DO 
NOT enter pt65 because of possible recovery problems. Recovery steps are as 
fol lows: (a) enter termiral type 'tty', (b) enter user ID and password 
as usual, (c) when OAS asks 'Enter Option: >' exit with a 9, (d) the 
above wenu should again be displayed and Option 4 should be performed to 
relnltlal I LEI the DOWNLINE LOADING process. 
Option 2 provides entry Into the Advanced Text Management (ATM) 
Module for proofreading and dictionary maintenance. 
Options 3 and 4 wll I DOWNLINE LOAD the PT65, which is required In 
order to opu ate with OAS. Opt Ion 3 will perform the DOWNL I t£ LOAD on I y, 
whi Ie Option 4 wi II DOWNLINE LOAD the terminal and then display the OAS Main 
Menu. If the PT65 has not been 'DOWNLINE LOADED', or If the previous 'LOAD' 
is not known then Option 3 or Option 4 should be selected. A clicking sound 
wll I be made as the terminal is loaded; this process wll I last about 15 se-
conds to 2 minutes depending upon the operating speed of the terminal. 
Cptlon 5 is used to display at the terminal screen al I the users 
currently logged Into the system. 
Option 6 can be used to view the spool queue for the current 
status of any output docunents to any printers. 
Option 7 can be used to cancel an output spooled to eny printer. 
It wll I display the spool queue as In Option 6 fol lowed by the Instructions 
for cancel ling the output. It should be noted that a document which has al-
ready started printing or which was spooled by another user cannot be can-
cel led. Cancel ling Is performed by entering the document's PRT number which 
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Is displayed In the spool queue listing. 
Option 8 Is used to perfor~ the spooling of e blank page to any 
letter quality printer. This Is usually done in order to 'push' a previous-
ly spooled document out on a specified printer. Option 8 wll I display the 
spool queue as In Option 6 followed by 
'push'. Designation of the printer 
print rrenu. 
the Instructions for performing the 
Is done by LQP letter as In the OAS 
Option 9 displays the SYSTEM NEWS at the terminal screen, which IS 
normally vlewec at login time. 
Option 10 displays the OAS NEWS at the terminal screen which dis-
plays al I printers currently supported by the system. 
sage may be Invoked by Cption 6 on the OAS Main Menu. 
This sane news w~s-
Option 11 al lows the u~er to send a message to another user cur-
rently logged Into the system. A list of available recipien1~ is displayed 
on the terminal screen. Refer to section 3.2 of this docurrent for further 
Instructions and examples of this option. 
Option 12 al lows the user to answer a message that was sent from 
another user using Option 11. Refer to section 3.2 of this docun~nt for 
further Instructions and examples of this option. 
Cptlon 55 provides entry into the OAS System Administrator Module 
for major OAS file maintenance. This privileged opticlr requires a password 
and Is to be used only by the OAS System Administrator. 
Option 77 provides entry into the Telemall / Telenet Network In 
which one may send or receive docurrents from other participating facil itles. 
Detailed Instructions and procedures related to Telemall can be found In 
~ectlon 5.0 of this docunEnt. 
Option 99 is uspd to restart or reinltialize the user as If just 
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logged into SPADS. 
Further operation within OAS Is not a subject of this document 
and Is addressed In PRtME's OAS Manuals which accompany their training class. 
Those manuals Include: DQC6754-040P CAS Advanced Text Managen~nt Guide, 
DOC6755-040P OAS Management COmmunications and Support, and D0C6756-040P 
OAS Word Processing Guide (PT65). 
Emergency exit from OAS wll I result in the displaying of the 
following message: 'ERROR: CALL / SPADS >'. Typing 'C ALL' closes all 
f i I es I eft open by the II lega I ex It from the OAS system. Typ I ng 'SPADS' wi I I 
then restart the SPADS main entry menu. Typing an 'LO' will perform a user 
logout. 
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5.0 TELE~:A I L I\ET'~ORK 
The purpose of this section Is to describe and Illustrate the basic 
procedures In operating with the Telema" I Telenet Network, which Is Invoked 
by selectlns the Telemall option (option 77) on the OAS main rrenu. 
5.1 TELE~AIL GENEHAL ENTRY 
When the Telemall option Is selected from the OAS menu, the date and 
tlrr~ ~i I I be displayed at the terminal screen along with a list of al I the 
files Iccated within the user's directory and the fol lowing message: 
'Eefore proceeding record the como fl Ie name closest tc the above date and 
time.' The user Is now at PRIMOS level, and should record the COMO file name 
that ~atches the date and time. For example, if the date and time 
are '6 July 84 13:03:56 Friday', then the COMO file wi I I appear as 
'COM0840706.130356'. 
The user wi II then type 'DIALOUT'. The followll'1g prompt ~/i II be 
displayed: 'Enter baud rate of host port' at which the user should I:nter 
'1200' • The fol lowing wll I then be displayed: 'Enter line number 
53 
Terminal rrode ••• ' 
The user wll I then press RETURN to connect to the MICOM switching system and 
e MICOM message wil I appear as fol lows: 
NASA LANGLEY CENlRAL COMPUTE RS/M I COM 
ENTER RESOllRCE 
The user should then type 'TELENET' without hesitation. The word 'GO' wi I I 
appear on the terminal screen and the lIser wll I then press RETUPN twice. 
Next, 'TERMINAL =, wll I be displayed, and the user wi I I press RETURN. The 
symbol '@' wll I then appear and the user wll I type 'TELE~AIL'. At the prompt 
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'USER NAME' the user should enter the appropriate user 10. At the next 
prompt, 'PASSWORD', enter the appropriate password. Note that the password 
will not be visible on the terminal screen as it Is entered. Telemall wll I 
respond with the fol lowing messages: 
Welco~e to GTE Telenet's TELEMAIL service! 
TELEMAIL is a servlcemark of GTE Telenet Communication Corporation. 
Copyright 1984 
Your last access was Friday, May 4, 1984 3:06 PM EDT 
Today Is Friday, July 6, 1984 9:07 AM EDT 
CHECK these buJ letln boards: 
TELEMAIL 
NASA 
No new ma I J. 
Command? 
5.2 TELEMAIL EXIT 
To exit the Telemall Network, type 'BYE', and Telemall ~II I respond 
with the follewlng messages: 
This mall session Is now complete. 
lELEfJ:A I L 0 I SCONNECTED 
-10 disconnect from t-lICW, press the COMMAND key and the 'C' key slRiultaneous-
Iy. 
The user will then be returned to the DIALOUT program and the follow-
I ng w I I I be dis played: 
COMMANDS: TERMINAL MODE, SEND FILE, RECEIVE FILE, QUIT, DISCONNECT 
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The user wll I then type 'Q' for QUIT, and wil I then be returned to PRI~~S 
level. The message 'Exiting dlalout program ••• ' wll I be displayed. Next, 
the PRIMOS prompt 'OPTION: OAS/SPADS/LO' wll I be displayed. If the user 
enters 'OAS', the OAS rrenu wll I be displayed. If 'SPADS' Is entered, the 
SPADS main menu wll I be displayed, and If 'LO' Is entered, a system logout 
~III be performed. 
5.3 CLEANUP Of PRIMCS FILES 
This procedure Is performed at the PRIMOS level which can be reached 
by one of two methods: entry from the OAS Men~ as described In section 5.1 
of this document, or entry by exiting from a Telemall session as described in 
section 5.2 of this document. M the PRIMOS prompt 'OPTION: OAS/SPADS/LO' 
the user wll I enter 'CLEANUP'. The PRIMOS system wll I then display each fl Ie 
wlthlr the user's directory area as a prompt. A 'V' response wil I Indicate 
that the file Is to be deleted, whereas a response of 'N' wil I indicate that 
the file Is n0t to be deleted. Note that any files beginning with a 'T$' 
~hould be deleted. In order to verify those files that have been selected 
for deletion, the user responds with a 'V' or an 'N' for each fi Ie again. A 
nessage wil I then be displayed for each f: IE as it is deleted, such as: 
'T$OC01' deleted. 
'J00066.EXPORT' deleted. 
5.4 SHoOING A DOCUMENT 
The document to be transported must first be created within OAS. 
NotE' that Telemail requires that the last line be b lank with a '.' in the 
first column. This Indicates that the text portion of the Telemail document 
has been c.orr,p I E'ted . Use the OAS Word Proce£ s i n9 lIenu export opt Ion to trans-
port the OAS document to PRIMCS level. Then exit OAS and enter the Telemall 
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Network as described In section 5.1 of this document. At PRIMOS level, write 
down the name of the desired transfer document, for example: 'H00066.EXPORT'. 
When the U5er COMPOSEs a Telemail docunent, the fol lowing must be entered: 
TO: 
CC: 
SUBJECT: 
TEXT: Press COMMAND AND C simultaneously. 
The follc~J1ng wi II then be dlsp layed: 
COMMANDS: TERMINAL MODE, SEND FILE, RECEIVE FILE, QUIT, DISCONNECT 
Next, type 'S' • The prompt 'GIVE THE NAME OF T~E FILE TO BE SENT' wi II be 
displayed, and the user now enters the name of the transfer document. Note 
that the document name wi II not be visible en HE' terminal screen as it Is 
being entered. The OAS document w III then be put in as the text of the 
Telemall docunent. For further Information cn the COMPOSE command, refer to 
the Telemall booklets: 'Introduction To Telemail', Parts and 2 - 'Basic 
User Training' and 'Advanced User Training'. 
After sending a Tele~all document, the user wil I be returned to 
PRIMOS level and may type either 'OAS', i~PADS', or 'LO'. At this tine, 
the user may wish to perform a cleanup of the PRIMOS level directory fil6s 
as described In section 5.3 of this docuoent. 
5.5 RECEIVING A DOCUMENT 
Enter telemall using the same procedures as described In section 5.1 
of this document, and read the Incoming docunents as described in 'Introduc-
tion To Telemall Part l' - Basic User Training. Further read options are 
discussed In 'Introduction to Telemail Part 2' - Advanced User Training. 
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Exit Telemail as describec In ~ectlon 5.2 of this document. At the PRIMOS 
level prompt 'OPTION: OAS/sPADS/LO' type 'OAS'. Enter OAS and select the 
OAS Word Processing rrenu Import option. Import the prevlols!y recorded COMO 
file which contains the Incoming Te I err, a I I document. Ir the example, the 
PRIMOS filename was COM0840521.130356. Enter the OAS Word Processing menu 
edit option to delete the extraneous material and edit as desired. 
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6.0 MAIL LOG CORRESPONDENCE FILE 
This file contains al I correspondence either entering or exltlns the 
Scout Project Office. Each document Is classified as having a status of one 
of the three fol lowing codes: 1M (Incoming Mall), OM (Outgoing Mall), or VC 
(Vought Correspondence). Every document Is electronically filed Into one of 
the following subflles: (1) Transmittals and Specifications, (2) Memos and 
Letters, (3) TWX, Magnafax, and Raplfax, (4) Announcerrents, (5) Purchase 
Requests, or (6) Miscellaneous and Reports. 
Information for each record Is stored In the fol lowing fields: 
1. MAIL STATUS 
2. AUTHOR/SOURCE 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 
4. TO/ADDRESSEE 
VC 
LARRY R. TANT 
3- 7-84 
VC/REMO/NAVY-REP 
5. DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER: S-6778/LRT 
6. SUBJECT 
7. ROUTING 
8. INPUT DATE 
9. W.A. NU~BER / 10 CODE 
1 o. CONTRACT 
11. ACTION DUE DATE 
APPROVAL 23-DIR-2394 TASK C, PREFLIGHT 
PERFORMANCE PROFILE, VEH. S-199C 
LRT/JVC/LRF 
3- 7-84 
NASl-16200 
0- 0- 0 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT(S): 3-14100/4L-3111 
13. FILE CODE 302.2 / 
14. ENGINEERS LRT/ / 
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The Mail Log Correspondence File program main menu appears as follows: 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE Mall Log Correspondence 
=======:=========================:=========:~:~== 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Exit 
Input 
Update 
Search 
Archive 
- quit program (Return) 
add new record to file 
- revise or delete record 
- query & retrieve records 
- purge & save old records 
Enter Option > 3 
The Mall Log main menu has 4 options: options 1,2, and 4, 
INPUT, UPDATE, and ARCHIVE, which are privileged rrenus and require a security 
clearance, and option 3, SEARCH, which has open access. AI I options are des-
cribed In detail in the fol lowing sections. 
6.1 INPUT (~TION 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the various paths of input 
available In the Mall Log Correspondence file. Mal I Correspondence input, 
Action Due Items, and Input of DIR's and Reports wll I be discussed In detail. 
6.1 .1 INPUT MAIL CORRESPONDENCE 
When tre input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mai I Log fi Ie input routine 
wi II operate as follows: 
Enter Option >1 
Is this a Continuation of Input (Y or N) > N 
Do you wish to Start New Entry NEW 
or Spool Last output again LAST 
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or Spool New data entered ( DATA) 
Enter Option Name > NEW 
~~LCOME TO THE MAIL LOG FILE INPUT ROUTINE 
Please note that al I entries are to be placed between 
the exclamation marks and should be left Justified 
Enter the Current Input Date (MMDDYY) > 061684 Note that this value Is 
automatically input In Item 
number 8. 
In which Sub-file Is this record to be stored: 
====~===;==;======================:========~= 
1. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION 
3. TWX/MAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX 
5. PURCHASE REQUEST 
Enter Option # > 6 
2. MEMO/LETTER 
4. ANNOUNCEMENT 
6. MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT 
(1) MAIL STATUS - (VC) Vought Correspondence 
(1M) Incoming Mail 
(OM) Outgoing Mail 
I I 
TC 
THE MAIL STATUS CODE YOU HAVE ENTERED (TC) IS NOT VALID - TRY AGAIN 
(1) MAIL STATUS - (VC) Vought Correspondence 
(1M) Incoming Mail 
(OM) Outgoing Mall 
I I 
1M 
1M 
I 
(2) AUTHOR/SOURCE 
HARRIS. D. K. / KENTROM 
HARRIS. D. K. / KE~TROM 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 
IMMDDYYI 
061~84 
614e4 
(4) TO 
FOSTER. LEE R. / SPO 
FOSTER. LEE R. / SPO 
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(5) DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER 
I I 
2-1465/4H-980 
2-1465/4H-980 
(6) SUBJECT 
123DIRNNNNIIITITLE ( If a Dlr Is referenced) 
I REPORT: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAIITITLE ( If a Report Is referenced) 
UPGRADE TO REV. 19.4 OF PRIME 750 
UPGRADE 10 REV. 19.4 OF PRIME 750 
(7) ROUTING 
I II II II II II I 
LRF JVC JCW DCM DPB CGH 
LRF JVC JCW DCM DPB CGH 
(8) INPUT DATA DATE 
I~DYYI 
61684 Note that this value is Input 8utomatical Iy by the system -
not by the user. 
(9) W.A. NUMBER / I D. COOE 
I I 
3005 
3005 
Note: IF the W.A. Number Is not recognized as having 
a va II d contract number, the system w III prompt for 
10) CONTRACT NUMBER 
CONTRACT NUMBER NASl-16200 
(11) ACTION ITEM DUE DATE 
! MflDDYVI 
** return ** 
000 
I I 
How many Reference Numbers are there (Max of 6) 
** return ** 
(13) FILE SYSTEM COOE (S) 
I II I 
203.9 
203.9 
(14) RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S) 
I I I I I I 
JDD 
JDD 
1. MAIL STATUS 
2. AUTHOR 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 
4. TO 
5. DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER: 
6. SUBJECT 
1M 
HARRIS, D. K. / KENTROM 
6-14-84 
FOSTER, LEE R. / SPO 
2-1465/4h-980 
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UPGRADE TO REV. 
7. ROUTING 
8. INPUT DATE 
19.4 OF PRIME 750 
LRF/JVC/JCW/DCM/DPB/CGH 
6-16-84 
9. W.A. NUMBER / ID CODE : 3005 
10. CONTRACT 
11. ACTION DUE DATE 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT(S): 
13. FILE CODE 
14. ENGINEERS 
NASl-16200 
0- 0- 0 
203.9 
JDD/ / 
/ 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) / NEED REVISION (REV) > REV 
How many Items are to be Revise (Max 14) > 1 
Enter the Item number to be Revised> 2 
(2) AUTHOR/SOURCE 
I 
HARRIS, D. K. / KENTRON 
HARRIS, D. K. / KENTRON 
1. MAIL STATUS 
2. AUTHOR 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 
4. TO 
5. DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER: 
6. SUBJECT 
1M 
HARRIS, D. K. / KENTRON 
6-14-84 
FOSTER, LEE R. / SPO 
2-1465/4H-980 
UPGRADE TO REV. 
7. ROUTING 
19.4 OF PRIME 750 
LRF/JVC/JCW/DCM/DPB/CGH 
8. INPUT DATE 
9. W.A. NUMBER / ID CODE : 
10. CONTRACT 
11. ACTION DUE DATE 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT< S) : 
13. FILE CODE 
14. ENGINEERS 
6-16-84 
3005 
NASl-16200 
0- 0- 0 
203.9 
JDD/ / 
/ 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) / NEED REVISION (REV) > COR 
~~re Data to be Input (Y or N) > N 
Do you want the Dally Output (NOW or WAIT) > NOW 
NOW SPOOLI NG SPO tJ;A I L LOG 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFlt~ / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 1 
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(0) START OVER 
(1) LQP A - COMPUTER PAPER 
(2) LQP B - SINGLE SHEET 
(3) LQP G - DUAL SHEET 
(4) SCOUT SYSTEM PRINTER / PRO 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES (MAX 5) > 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER IIII 
NOW SPOOLING VC MAIL LOG FOR DALLAS 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 2 
(0) START OVER 
(1) LQP S - SINGLE SHEET 
(2) LQP T - COMPUTER PAPER 
(3) DALLAS SYSTEM PRINTER / W 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 2 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES (MAX 5) > 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER IIII 
Refer to Appendix A-1 for an example of the Mail Log Daily Corres-
pondence outLt report format. 
If the user responds with 'Y' to the prompt 'Is this a Continuation of 
Input (Y or N) >' the user will then enter the input date. The system wil I 
check to verify that the input date entered is the same input date entered 
for those records entered previously of which the current Input is a contin-
uation. 
If the current input is not a continuation the user must specify 
whether a NEW Input Is desired, a new spool ing of the LAST data that was in-
put and spooled Is desired, or a printout of the DATA that was put on wait 
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(to be continued later). 
When the Input record Is displayed on the terminal screen the user 
must either enter 'COR' to Indicate that the record Is correct. or 'REV' 
to Indicate that the record needs revision. If the user responds with 'REV' 
the system will prompt the user for how many and which fields need to be 
corrected. When the Input has been completed. the prompt 'More Input Y or N' 
will be displayed. If the user responds with 'V'. the user will then reenter 
the appropriate subflle selection and continue to input. If the user re-
sponds with 'N'. the prompt for spooling the output NOW or WAIT to spool 
wll I be displayed. If NOW is entered the user wll I enter the appropriate 
printers for output to the Scout Office In Hampton and output to Vought Cor-
poration In Dal las. If WAIT Is entered. the system wll I suspend the Input 
session until the user restarts the Mail Log file Input routine. The user 
wll I then be returned to the program main menu. When the Input routine Is 
restarted. the user entering the input !Tlode wi II respond with 'V' to the 
previously described prompt 'Is this a Continuation of Input (Y or N) >'. 
6.1.2 INPUT ACTION DUE ITEMS 
After the user has responded with 'COR' to indicate that the current 
Input record Is correct. the system will enter that record into a temporary 
Action Due file In addition to the subfile initially specified by the user 
only if an action due date was entered for data Item number eleven (11) of 
the Input record. Note that two copies of the record are entered Into the 
system; one copy is In the Action Due file and the other is In the subflle 
first specified by the user. 
During the Input of Outgoing Mail (OM) and Vought Correspondence (VC). 
the system performs an Internal check on the Referenced Dccurrent number(s) 
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Input with the current Input record (up to six are al lowed). If Referenced 
Document numbers are found, the system assumes that the current entry could 
possibly be the Action Response to an existing Action Due record In the data 
base. If this should happen the fol lowing message wll I be displayed at the 
terminal screen: 'STAND BY. SYSTEM NOw IN AUTOMATIC UPDATE MODE.' The system 
automatically searches the temporary Action Due file for a match between the 
Action Due record's Document / Letter Number and the Referenced Document 
Number In the current input record. If a match is found, one of two opera-
tions wll I be performed: (1) If the subject of the current Input record be-
gins with 'APPROV ••• ' or 'DISAPPROV ••• ' or 'DISPOSITION', then the 
Action Due record Is deleted from the temporary Action Due fi Ie; (2) If the 
subject of the current input record begins with 'DELAY ••• ' then the current 
Act Ion Due date of the document I n the temporary Act Ion Due f i lew i I I be 
displayed and the user wil I be prompted for a new Action Due date as fol lows: 
ACTION DUE DATE: 4- 2-84 ** terminal wll I beep here ** 
Enter New Due Date: If None, Repeat Old Date> 060584 
The new due date must be entered in the format MMDDYY. 
6.1.3 INPUT DIR'S / REPORTS 
After the user has responded with 'COR' to Indicate that the current 
Input record is correct the system wll I perform an Internal check or. the 
current Input subject to see If It begins with '23DIR' or 'REPORT:' If the 
desired phrase 
the DIR / Report 
is found In the subject, that record must also be Input Into 
file. 
to be queued for Input 
Add it i ona I I nfornlat i on must be I nput for that record 
into the DIR / Report fi Ie. The title for the DIR/ 
Report record Is taken from the Mall Log record subject and must fol low one 
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of the following formats: 
123DIRNNNNIIITITLE ( If a Dlr Is referenced) 
I REPORT: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAIITITLE ( if a Report Is referenced 
Once the DIR or Report number has been derived from the Mail Log 
record subject the system auto~atlcal Iy determines whether the DIR or Report 
already exists In the current DIR / Report data base. If the record Is not 
found In the current data base, input of additional Information to complete 
the Input of a new DIR / Report record Is necessary, and the fol lowing wll I 
be displayed: 
OIR Update for 
(or) REPORT Update for 
*** DIR or Report number *** 
ENTER VEHICLE 
I II I 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
ENTER SYSTEM (ELEC,GSE,GUID,MECH,PROP,PMAN,CONF,RF,RCS,PERF,RELI,P/L) 
I II II I 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
ENTER DOCUMENT DATE 
!MMDDYYI 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
ENTER REVISION 
I 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
ENTER REVISION DATE 
IMMDDYVI 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
Note that since the prompt 'Correct Entry (Y or N) >' Is displayed at 
each data field, for revision purposes, the entire record Is not displayed 
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with the option to revise when the Input has been completed. 
If HELP Is entered for data field number three (3), a listing of the 
system fields and their descriptions wll I be displayed. For that listing and 
further Information on the DIR / Report Input routine refer to section 10.1 
of this document. 
If the DIR or Report is found to already exist In the current da1a 
base, the fol lowing wil I be dl5played: 
DIR Update for 
(or) REPORT Update for 
*** DIR or Report number *** 
ENTE.R REVISION 
I 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
ENTER REVISION DATE 
!t41DDYYI 
Correct Entry (Y or N) > 
In either case, whether the DIR or Report already exists or not, if 
no revision Is entered no prompt for the entry of a revision date wil I be 
displayed. See Appendix A-2 for an example of the Mail Log Daily DIR/Report 
output format. 
6.2 UPDATE OPTION 
The purpose of thi: section i: to describe the various update paths 
In the Mall Log Correspondence file. Mail Correspondence update and Action 
Due items update wil I be discussed in detail. 
6.2.1 UPDATE MAIL CORRESPONDENCE 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
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security clearance has been passed. the Mall Log tile update routine operates 
as tollows: 
Enter Option >2 
PLEASE ENTER THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE OF THE 
DOCUMENT TO BE REVI5ED OR DELETED 
I II 
060584 1 
Is this an Action Due Item (YES or NO) > NO 
SUE~llE ~ELECTION: 
1. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION SUBFILE 
2. MEMO/LETTER SUBFllE 
3. TWX/MAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX SUBFILE 
4. ANNOUNCEMENT SUBFILE 
5. PURCHASE REQUEST SUBFILE 
6. M I SCELLANEOUS/REPOPT SlJEf I LE 
************************************ 
How many subtlles to be Opened> 4 
Enter Subtile Number (1 to 6) > 1 
Enter Subtile Number (1 to 6) > 2 
Enter Subtile Number (1 to 6) > 5 
Enter Subtile Number (1 to 6) > 6 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1.MAILS1ATUS VC 
2. AUTHOR URASH. R.G. 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 5-30-84 
4. TO SPO 
5. DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER: 3-14100/4L-3299 
6. SUBJECT . 
23DIR1911 PRE-FLIGHT DATA SYSTEMS CALIBRATIONS FOR VEHICLE S-199C. N-16 
7. ROUTING LRT/JDD/JRL/CWW/ / 
8. INPUT DATE : 6- 5-84 
9. W.A. NUMBER / 10 CODE : 3005 
10. CONTRACT NASl-16200 
11. ACTION DUE DATE : 7- 3-84 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT(S): 
13. FILE CODE 302.2 / 
14. ENGINEERS LRT/ / 
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Is this the correct record (YES OR NO) > YES 
REVISE or DELETE this record (REV or DEL) >REV 
How many items are to be Revised (Max 14) > 1 
Enter the item number to be Revised> 14 
(14) RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S) 
I I I I I I 
KFT RLD 
KFT RLD 
1. MA I L STATUS VC 
2. AUTHOR URASH, R .G. 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 5-30-84 
4. TO SPO 
5. DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER: 3-14100/4L-3299 
6. SUBJECT 
23DIR1911 PRE-FLIGHT DATA SYSTEMS CALIBRATIONS FOR VEHICLE S-199C, N-16 
7. ROUTING LRT/JDD/JRL/CWW/ / 
8. INPUT DATE : 6- 5-84 
9. W.A. NUMBER / 10 CODE : 3005 
10. CONTRACT NASl-16200 
11. ACTION DUE DATE 7- 3-84 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT(S): 
13. FILE CODE 302.2 / 
14. ENGINEERS KFT/RLD/ 
RECORD CORRECT (COP) / NEED REVISION (REV) > COR 
When the updated record Is displayed the user must type either 'COR', 
to Indicate that the record Is correct, or 'REV' to Indicate that th€ record 
needs further revision. If the user responds with 'REV', the system wi I I 
again prompt for how many and which fields need to be updated. When updat-
Ing has been completed, the user wll I be returned to the program main menu. 
6.2.2 UPDATE ACTION DUE ITEMS 
The update routine for Action Due records Is Invoked when 'YES' is 
entered at the prompt 'Is this an Action Due Item (YES or NO) >' In the Mall 
Log update option. The system performs a search for the desired documents 
In the Action Due file rather than In any of the six Mall Log sub-files. 
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If the desired record Is found, the fol lowing fields wll I be displayed: 
SUBJECT 
DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER 
AUTHOR 
FILE CODE INPUT DATE COUNT 
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERS ACTION DUE DATE 
The prompt 'Is this the Correct Record (YES or NO) >' wll I also be displayed. 
If the user responds with 'NO', the system wll I continue searching, and if 
the desired record Is not found, a message stating so wll I be displayed and 
the user wll I then be returned to the program main menu. If the user re-
sponds with 'YES', the prompt 'REVISE or DELETE this record (REV or DEL) >, 
will be displayed. When 'DEL' Is entered, the rressage 
MAIL CORRESPONDENCE RECORD: 6/16/84 
UPGRADE TO REV. 19.4 OF PRIME 750 
***** DELETED FROM DATA cASE ***** 
will be displayed and the user wll I then be returned to the program main 
menu. If the user responds with 'REV', the fol lowing menu wll I appear: 
Revise Options: Enter Number Only - Zero (0) If Finished 
1. Author 
3. Action Due Date 
5. Subject 
Enter Option # > 
2. Document / Letter Number 
4. File System Code 
6. Responsible Engineer 
For each option that Is entered, a prompt for updating that particular field 
will be displayed. The fol lowing Is a listing of those prompts. 
ENTER AUTHOR 
I 
ENTER DOC./LETTER NUMBER 
I ! 
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ENTER ACTION DUE DATE 
IMMDDYY! 
ENTER FILE SYSTEM CODE 
! 11 1 
ENTER SUBJECT 
ENTER RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 
11 11 1 
Note that the user wil I be returned to the program main menu after 
enter I ng a zero (0) for the Rev I se menu opt Ion. See the exan:p I e be low. 
Enter Option >2 
PLEASE ENTER THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE OF THE 
DOCUMENT TO BE RE~ISED OR DELETED 
I ! 1 1 
060584 12 
Is this an Action Due Item (YES or NO) > YES 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
REPORT: 23.667 
3-14100/4L-3306 
URASH, R.G. 
SCOUT MOTORS STRUCTURAL SUMMARY, TASK R-32 
684.22 / 6- 5-84 12 
JDD 7- 5-84 
Is thi~ the correct record (YES or NO) > YES 
REVISE or DELETE this record (REV or DEL) >REV 
Revise Options: Enter Nu~ber Only - Zero (0) If Finished 
1. Author 
3. Action Due Date 
5. Subject 
Enter Option # > 6 
2. Document/Letter Number 
4. Fi Ie System Code 
6. Responsible Engineer 
ENTER RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 
1 11 I 1 1 
KFT 
REPORT: 23.667 
3-14100/4L-3308 
URASH, R.G. 
SCOUT MOTORS STRUCTURAL SUMMARY, TASK R-32 
684.22 / 6- 5-84 12 
KFT 7- 5-84 
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Revise Options: Enter Number Only - Zero (0) If Finished 
1. Author 
3. Action Due Date 
5. Subject 
Enter Option I > 3 
ENTER ACTION DUE DATE 
IMM:lDYYI 
081584 
REPORT: 23.667 
3-14100/4L-3308 
URASH, R.G. 
2. Document/Letter Number 
4. F lie System Code 
6. Responsible Engineer 
SCOUT MOTORS STRUCTURAL SUMMARY, TASK R-32 
684.22 / 6- 5-84 12 
JDD 8-15-84 
Revise Options: Enter Number Only - Zero (0) If Finished 
1. Author 
3. Action Due Date 
5. Subject 
Enter Option I > 0 
6.3 DELETE OPllON 
2. Document/Letter Number 
4. File System Code 
6. Responsible Engineer 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the various delete options 
In the Mall Log file. Deletion of mail correspondence records and of action 
due Items will be discussed. 
6.3.1 DELETE MAIL CORRESPONDENCE 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mail Log file mail correspondence 
delete routine operates as fol lows: 
Enter Option >2 
PLEASE ENTER lHE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE OF THE 
DOCUMENT TO PE REVISED OR DELETED 
I 'I 
061684 1 
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Is this an Action Due Item (YES or NO) > NO 
SUB FILE SELECTION: 
1. TRANSMITTAL/5PECIFICATION SUB-FILE 
2. MEMO/LETTER SUB-FILE 
3. n.X/~1AGNAFAX/RAP IFAX SU8-F I LE 
4. ANNOUNCEMENT SUB-FILE 
5. PURCHASE REQUEST SUE~FILE 
6. MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT SUB-FILE 
*********************************+** 
How many sub-files to be Opened> 6 
STAND BY. SEARCH Nc\\r I N PROGRESS. 
1. MAIL STATUS 1M 
Note that If al 16 files are to be 
opened, no prompting Is necessary 
(See difference In update example). 
2. AUTHOR 
3. DOCUMENT DATE 
HARRIS, D. K. / KE~TRON 
6-13-84 
4. TO 
5. DOCUMENT LEDER NUMBER: 
FO~TER, LEE R. / SPO 
2-96154/2C-065 
6. SUBJECT 
UPGRADE TO REV. 
7. ROUTING 
19.4 OF PRIME 750 
LRF/DCM/DPB/CGH/JCW/BLB 
8. INPUT DATE 
9. W.A. NUMBER / 10 CODE : 
10. CONTRACT 
11. ACTION DUE DATE 
12. REFERENCED DOCUMENT(S): 
13. FILE CODE 
14. ENGINEERS 
6-16-84 
3005 
NASl-16200 
0- 0- 0 
206.9 
JDD/ / 
/ 
Is this the correct record (YES OR NO) > YES 
REVISE or DELETE this record (REV or DEL) >DEL 
MAIL CORRE5PONDENCE RECORD: 6/16/c4 
UPGRADE TO REV. 19.4 OF PRIME 750 
H*** DELE TED FROM DATA BASE ***** 
When deleting Is completed the user wll I be returned to the program 
main menu. 
6.3.2 DELETE ACTION DUE ITEMS 
Occasionally an action due Item must be deleted from the data base 
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manually. The fol lowing example Illustrates the action due Items delete 
routine: 
Enter Option >2 
PLEASE EN1ER THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE OF THE 
DOCUMENT TO BE REVISED OR DELETED 
I II! 
072384 2 
Is this an Action Due Item (YES or NO) > YES 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
TASK R-48 PLAN FOR APPROVAL, INSPECTION Of ALGOL II I MOTOR SN 5504-10 
3-14100/4L-3406 684.5.1 / 7-23-84 2 
URASH, R.G. FPK 8-20-84 
Is this the correct record (YES or NO) > YES 
REVISE or DELETE this record (REV or DEL) >DEL 
***** DELETED FROM DATA BASE ***** 
When deleting has been completed, the user wll I be returned to the 
program main menu. 
6.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the Mall Log Correspondence program and data 
base area, no report generator exists for this file. 
6.5 SEARCH OPllON 
Of the fourteen (14) data Items within a document record, twelve 
(12) are searchable. The resulting outputs from these searches vary from 
five (5) to eight (8) data Items. AI I searches except the Action Due 
Date 5earch have a multiple subflle selection capability In which any 
single or combination of the six subflles may be used. The Action Due Date 
search automatically searches al I six subflles. There Is a specialized All 
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search which outputs al I documents In a specified subflle or conblnatlon of 
subflles. 
The searches may also be assigned for a particular tirre frame. If 
no time frame Is selected, the first valid date becomes the earl lest date In 
the data base and the last valid date defaults to 12-31-99. Of course, the 
Action Due Date, Document Date, and Input Date searches do not use the time 
framing capabll ity. However, the Document and Input date searches can 
retrieve a month's or an entire year's worth of data by entering 00. For 
example, entering 110078 would result in finding al I the documents within the 
data base I n the eleventh month, November, for the year 1978. LI kew i se, an 
entry of 000078 would retrieve al I documents for the year 1978. 
CORRESPONDENCE DATA FIELD ITEMS 
MAIL STATUS 
AUTHOR/SOURCE 
DOCUMENT DATE 
TO/ADDRESSEE 
DOCUMENT LETTER NUMBER 
SUBJECT 
ROUTING 
INPUT DATE 
W.A. NUMBER/ID CODE 
CONTRACT NUMBER 
ACTION DUE DATE 
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 
FILE SYSTEM CODE 
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 
DA I L Y COUNTER 
SE.ARCHABLE 
========== 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* OUTPUT IN ALL SEARCHES 
** ONLY OUTPUT DURING AN ACTION DUE SEARCH 
*** OUTPUT IN ALL BUT AN ACTION DUE OR ALL SEARCH 
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OUTPUT 
====== 
* 
* 
* 
** 
*** 
* 
** 
* 
If many documents are found during a search, only enough records to 
fill the terminal screen wll I be displayed at a time, with 'More?' displayed 
at the bottom of the terminal screen. The user may respond with 'Y', to 
Indicate that the next screen ful I of records Is to be displayed, or with 
'N', to Indicate that no more records are to be displayed. If a carriage 
return Is entered, a value of 'Y' Is taken as default. 
6.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
The purpose of this section is to provide examples of user actions 
performed in order to SEARCH the Mall Log Data Base. 
Welcome to the Mall Log Search Routine 
--------------------------------------
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Ex it 
( 1) Ma i I Statu s 
(2) Author / Source 
(3) Document Date 
(4) To / Addressee 
(5) Doc. Letter No. 
(6) Subject 
(7) I nput Date 
(8) WA No./ID Code 
(9) Contract Number 
(10) Action Due Date 
(11) Responsible Eng. 
(12) Referenced Doc. 
- Return to Ma i n ~1enu 
- Search & Retrieve on Mail Status (In, Out or Vought) 
- Search & Retrieve on Partial Word within Author/Source 
- Search & Retrieve on the Correspondence Document Date 
- Partial Word Search & Retrieve on Who To / Addressee 
- Partial Word Search & Retrieve on Document Letter # 
- Single Word Search within the Correspondence Subject 
- Search & Retrieve on the Correspondence Date of Input 
- Search & Retrieve on WA (3008) or 10 Code (EAC) 
- Search & Retrieve on NAS1 - Contract Number 
- Search & Retrieve on Current List by Action Due Date 
- Search & Retrieve on Engineer Initials (ex. LRF) 
- Search & Retrieve on Referenced Document Letter No.'s 
Enter Option > 
EXAMPLE FOR OPTION '10: (ACTION DUE SEARCH) 
tnter Option> 1C 
THIS IS THE ACTION ITEM DUE DATE ROUTINE 
NOTE - THE BREAK KEY HAS BEEN DISABLED FOR THIS RUN 
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There are Two (2) Options for the Action Due Search 
O. Return to Search ~~nu 
1. A Complete listing of al I current Action Dues 
2. A Listing of those within 5 Days or Past Due 
PLEASE STAND BY. SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
****************~*********************************************************** 
* ACTION DUE DATE * 
* SUBJECT * 
* TYPE/LnTER NUt-mER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE * 
* AUTHOR / SOURCE RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER DUE DATE * 
**************************************************************************** 
EO 51754 (ELEC) SPECIFICATION 305-917 FOR APPROVAL 
2-19200/3L-3185 684.4.2 / 4-15-83 6 
HORNE, R.C. DMF 5-13-83 
23DIR2187 PREFLIGHT ASSIGNMENT AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF MOTORS, S-205 
2-19200/3L-3220 302.2 / 4-26-83 6 
URASH, R.G. LRT 5-25-83 
RETURN TO CONTINUE> ** return ** 
Refer to Appendix B-1 for an example of the tviail Log Action Due Search 
output report format. 
EXAMPLE FOR OPTION # 6: (SUBJECT SEARCH) 
SUB FILE SELECl ION: 
1. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION SUB-FILE 
2. MEMO/L~TTER SUB-FILE 
3. TWX/MAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX SUB-FILE 
4. ANNOUNCEMENT SUB-FILE 
5. PURCHASE REQUEST SUB-FILE 
6. MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT SUB-F I LE 
************************************** 
HmJ MANY SUBF I LES DC WISH TO OPEN > 2 
ENTER SUB-F I LE NUtvlBER (1 TC 6) > 2 
ENTER SUB-FILE NUMBER (1 TO 6) > 3 
WHAT I S THE FIRST VAL ID DATE (t-tMDDYY) > 010183 
WHAT IS THE LAST VALID DATE (MMDDYY) > 042983 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED WORD (FINISHED, TYPE 'QUIT') 
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RING 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
REPORT ON EO STEERING COMMI1TEE FOR FY 1982 
DPR-L-10978B, HANDLING AND STORING OF NASA SCOUT ROCKET MOTORS 
PROMOTION REQUE~lS FOR SPRING PROMOTION SCHEDULE 
TEMPORARY ASSIGNMEN1S 10 FILL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MANAGER POSITION 
TIERING FORKLIFTS FOR USE BY SCOUT PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE CA 
(NOPR) L-l0978B, HANDLING AND STORING OF NASA SCOUT ROCKET MOTORS 
MIXING PERSONAL LEAVE WITH TRAVEL DURING PERIOD APRIL 20 - MAY 2, 1983 
NDPR L-l0978B, HANDLING AND STORING OF NASA SCOUT ROCKET MOTORS 
THERE ARE 8 DOCUMENTS CONTAINING THE WORD RING 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED WORD (FINISHED, TYPE 'QUIT') 
TIE 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
TIERING FORKLIFTS FOR USE BY SCOUT PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE CA 
THERE ARE 1 DOCUMENTS CONTAINING THE WORD TIE 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED WORD (FINISHED, TYPE 'QUIT') 
QUIT 
**************************************************************************** 
* SUBJECT: RING TIE * 
* SUBJECT 
* TYPE/LfllER NU~8ER FILE SYSTEM CODE 
* REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 
INPUT DATE-CODE * * 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
TIERING FORKLIFTS FOR USE BY SCOUT PROGRA~l AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE CA 
158A/756 403 / 3-17-83 5 
NONE 
Refer to Appendix B-2 for an example of the Mall Log Subject Search 
output report form~t. 
6.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
As the terminal output Is being generated, an OUTPUT file Is also 
being created. When the search Is finished the user hes the option to 
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send this output file to any printer. The option Is displayed as fol lows: 
'HARD COpy TO PRINTER (Y or N) >'. If 'V' Is entered, the SPOOLING ~~nu is 
activated as described in Section 3.1. A Carriage Return can be used In 
place of an 'N' response for no prln1out. 
6.8 ARCHIV~ OPTION 
When the archive optior. Is selected froIT the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mail Log archive nenu wil I appear as 
follows: 
Do you wish to: Archive Documents by Dates 
Archive Individual Records 
Clean up AI I Deletions 
Quit or Return 
Enter Option Name > 
(DATE) 
( I NOV) 
(DELE) 
(QUIT> 
If the user responds with 'DATE', the fol lowing wil I be displayed: 
What is the First Valid Date (MMDDYY) > 
What Is the Last Valid Date (MMDDYY) > 
After the appropriate dates have been entered, al I six subfi les of the Mail 
Log f i lew i I I be autorrlat icC': I I) cpened and those records hav I ng I nput dates 
between the first and last valid dates entered by the U5er wil I be archived. 
When the archiving has been completed, the user WI I I be returned to the 
program ma in menu. 
If the user responds with 'INDV', the fol lowing wil I be displayed: 
How many documents do you ~,.; 5 h to Arch i ve > 
Please enter the Input Date and Count Code of the document to be Archived 
I II I 
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In which Subflle Is the docurrent located: 
=:===::====::=====================;:===== 
1. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION 
3 • TWX/MAGNAFAX/RAP I FAX 
5. PURCHASE REQUEST 
Enter Option I > 
2. MEMO/LETTER 
4. ANNOUNCEMENT 
6. ~, I SCFLLANEOUS/REPORT 
This cycle of prompts wll I occur the same number of times as the number of 
docurr~nts to be archived entered initially by the user. After an option nurn-
ber has been entered, the message: ' STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS.' wi I I 
be displayed. If the desired document Is not found, the message: 
'DOCUMENT NOT FOUND IN SPECIFIED SUBFILE.' wil I be displayed, and the system 
wll I prompt the user for the next record to be archived, or if no more doc-
uments ere to be archivE>c' tbf:' lJ~,€r will be returned to the program main menu. 
If the desired document Is found, the fol lowing message wll I be displayed: 
Is this the correct document (YES or NO) > 
If the user responds with 'YES', the document wil I be archived and the sys-
tem wll I prompt the user for the next record to be archived. If the user 
responds with 'NO', the system wll I search further for a record having the 
desired Input date and count code. If no other record Is found having the 
same date and count code, the system will prompt the user for the next 
record to be archived. When no more documents are to be arChived, the user 
wll I be returned to the program main menu. 
If the user responds with 'DELE', a routine wll I be Invoked which 
performs the Internal purging of those records that have been marked for 
deletion by the Mall Log delete routine, and which performs general file 
maintenance for the Mall Log data files' associated pointer files. These 
pointer files enhance the organization and utilization of the Mall Log data 
and should be of no concern to the user. However, it Is Important that 
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they be maintained through this routine. This option requires no terminal 
Input from the user, but several messages wll I be displayed to Indicate the 
completion of certain tasks. As each subflle has been completed, a message 
stating so and how many records were deleted wll I be displayed. See the 
fol lowing list of messages: 
CLEAN UP OF TRAN SUBFILE = 8 RECORDS 
CLEAN UP OF MEMO SUBFILE = 15 RECORDS 
CLEAN UP OF TWFX SUBFILE = 4 RECORDS 
CLEAN UP OF ANN SUBFILE = 11 RECORDS 
CLEAN UP OF PR SUBF I LE = 3 RECORDS 
CLEAN UP Of MIS SUBFILE = o RECORDS 
PLEASE STAND BY. POINTER FILE UPDATE NOW IN PROGRESS. 
When the clean up and update have been completed for al I files, the user 
wll I be returned to the program main menu. 
If the user responds with 'QUIT', the user wll I be returned to the 
program main menu. 
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7.0 MOTOR INFORMATION FILE 
This file contains information on motor stacks for vehicles S-192 
and subsequent, for spare vehicle parts, and for test fired parts. The 
stages for each vehicle have been divided Into nine possible stage assign-
ments (as listed In the record below). Each of these stages has up to 
six categories (MOTORS, CASES, NOZZLES, IGNITERS, MISCELLANEOUS, CONTAIN / 
DOLLY). The file also contains a set of notes for each stage. The notes 
are referenced In the COMMENT field of each appropriate record. 
Information for each record Is stored In the fol lowing fields: 
VEH / DESCP > STAGE NUMBER > 
1. ALGOL I I 6. ANTARES IIA 
CATEGORY > 2. ALGOL IliA 7. ANTARES liB 
1. Motors 4. Igniter 3. CASTOR II 8. ANTARES I II 
2. Case 5. Miscellaneous 4. CASTOR IIA 9. ALTAIR II IA 
3. Nozzle 6. Contain/Doily 5. ANTARES II 
COMPONENT / MATERIAL OR SERIAL NUMBER> LOCATION> 
CAST DATE (MM/YY) > S/L EXP. DATE (MM/YY) > 
CONTRACT NO. > NAS1- CONTRACT MISC. > COST > 
COMMENT > INDICATION OF CHANGE > 
The Motor Information File program main menu appears as follows: 
MOTOR PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The motor program main menu has 5 options: options 1, 2, and 3, 
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INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE which are privileged menus and require a security 
clearance, and options 4 and 5, REPORT and SEARCH, which have open access. 
All options are described In the following sections. 
7.1 INPUT OPTION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Motor Information file Input menu 
will appear as follows: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
ENTER PASSWORD > 
MOTOR INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============================;== 
1. Input to Spares File 
2. Input to Vehicle Fi Ie 
3. Input to Test Expended File 
4. Input to Note File 
5. Input to Stage Lookup Table 
6. Input to Category Lookup Table 
7. Input to Location Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
7.1 .1 I f'.PUT TO SPARES, VEH I CLE, AND TEST EXPENDED FILES 
Options 1, 2, and 3 al low the user to input records Into each of 
the three subflles in the Motor fi Ie: Vehicle file, Spares fi Ie, and Test 
Expended file. These three options use the same Input screen, which appears 
as follows: 
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INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN FOR MOTOR FILE INFORMATION 
------------------------------------------------
VEH / DESCRIPTION > •••••••••• < STAGE NUMBER >.< ........... 
CATEGORY >.< 
1. Motors 4. Igniter 
2. Case 5. Miscellaneous 
3. Nozzle 6. Contain/Dolly 
1. ALGOL II 6. ANTARES 
2. ALGOL IliA 7. ANTARES 
IIA 
liB 
3. CASTOR I I 8. ANTARES II I 
4. CASTOR IIA 9. ALTAIR IliA 
5. ANTARES I I 
COMPONENT / MATERIAL OR SERIAL NUMBER > •••••••••••••••••• < LOCATION > •• < 
CAST DATE (MM/YY) > ••••• < S/L EXP. DATE (MM/YY) > ••••• < 
CONTRACT NO. >NAS1- ••••• < CONTPACT MISC. > •••••••• < COST > ••.••• < 
C().1MENT > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < INDICATION OF CHANGE > ••••••••• < 
7.1 .2 INPUT TO NOTE FILE 
Option 4 al lows the user to add to the note file - the data file 
which is appended to the motor data f lie. The Input screen for this option 
appears as fo I lows: 
INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN FOR NOTE FILE 
-----------------------------------
-----------------------------------
STAGE NUMBER > NOTE NUMBER > 
ENTER NOTE LINES 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
RETURN TO COl'<TINUE 
7.1 .3 INPUT TO STAGE, CATEGORY, AND LOCATION LOOKUP TABLES 
Options 5, 6, and 7 al low the U5er to Input a record into one of the 
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tables used in the Motor Information file. A listing of the current lookup 
table Is displayed at the terminal screen within each Input routine. The 
fol lowing exa~ples Illustrate these last three options. 
Example #1 - option 5 - Input to the Stage Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
TH I S PROCRAt.-l I NPUTS TO THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT STAGE LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=:=:=~::==:::==~==~======~=================================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
STAGE> 10 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES I I A 
7 ANTARES liB 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
STAGE-NAME> TEST 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=============:====:==~===~======~==~:=~~=====:=:========= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL I I IA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES I I A 
7 ANTARES liB 
8 At-lTARES II I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
10 TEST 
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Example #2 - option 6 - Input to the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RE~~RDS 
~==============================~===================~=:~========= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 ~, I SCELLANEOU5 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
7 
CATEGORY> 7 
DESCRIPTION> KIT 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=======~==============~===========:;=====================:== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 t\07ZLE 
4 IGNI TER 
5 ,.11 SCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
7 KIT 
Example 13 - option 7 - Input to the Location Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=========~=================~=~=~:====:========================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o N/A 
C CSD 
D DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
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7 R 
8 lE 
9 TH 
10 V 
11 VD 
12 W 
13 
LOCATION> KT 
REJECT 
ELKTON 
HUNlSVILLE 
VAFB 
VOUGHT/DAL 
WFF 
DESCRIPTION> KENTRON 
1 RECORD(S> ADDED 
THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=================================;==================== ~~==== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
7.2 
10 
11 
12 
13 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o ~/A 
C CSD 
D DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
R REJECT 
TE ELKTON 
TH HUNTSVILLE 
V VAFB 
VD VOUGHT/DAL 
W WFF 
KT KENTRON 
UPDA TE OPT I ON 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Motor Information fi Ie update menu 
will appear as follows: 
MOTOR UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
========~~==;==~~=============== 
1. Update 
2. Update 
3. Update 
4. Update 
Spares 
Vehicle 
Test Expended 
Note 
5. Update Stage Lookup Table 
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6. Update Category Lookup Table 
7. Update Location Lookup Table 
8. Transfer of Components 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
7.2.1 UPDATE SPARES, VEHICLE, AND TEST EXPENDED FILES 
Options 1, 2, and 3 al low the user to update a record within one 
of three data files: Spares, Vehicle, or Test Expended. In order to 
retrieve the desired record the user must enter the appropriate vehicle 
number (or description if no number exists), stage number, category number, 
and component or serial number. A search is performed after the first three 
data items are entered in order to retrieve those records having the desired 
stage and category. If some records are found, the user wil I be prompted for 
the component or serial number. If the desired record is found it wll I be 
displayed in an update screen identical to the motor file Input screen 
illustrated in section 7.4 of this document. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
ENTER VEHICLE NUMBER> $-205 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 3 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NO. > 5 
COMPONENT-S/N > 5504-5 
If no records having the desired stage and category are found, a 
message stating so wll I be displayed at the terminal screen and the user 
wil I be returned to the program main menu. See the example below. 
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NO RECORD FOUND FOR S-205 
WITH STAGE EQUAL TO 3 
AND CATEGORY EQUAL 5 
If sorr~ records hcvlng the desired stage and category are found 
and, after the user has entered the component or serial number, the desired 
record Is not found, the message 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I be displayed. If 
a carriage return is entered, the user is returned to the prompt 'ENTER 
VEHICLE NUMBER >'. If a carriage return Is entered for this prompt, the user 
wll I be returned to the program main menu. If there are multiple records 
having the same component or serial number, only the first record wll I be 
displayed on the Input I update screen. To retrieve the subsequent records 
type an I:' at the prompt 'COMPONENT-SIN >'. 
7.2.2 UPDATE NOTE FILE 
Option 4 al lows the user to update a record in the Note file - the 
data fi Ie which is appended to the motor data fi Ie. The update screen for 
this option Is Identical to the Input screen Illustrated in section 7.4 of 
this document. In order to retr ieve the appropriate record the user must 
enter the stage number, the screen that is to be updated (1st or 2nd), and 
the note number for that stage. If the note record Is not found, a message 
stating so wil I be displayed at the terminal screen and the user wi I I be 
al lowed to enter another note number for that same stage. If a carriage 
return Is entered for the note number prompt, the user wil I be al lowed to 
enter a new stage number. If a carriage return is entered for the stage 
number prompt, the user Is returned to the program main menu. See the 
example below. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 4 
UPDA1E FOR SCREEN #1 
OR SCRFEN #2 
ENTER OPTION # > 1 
NOTE-NUMBER? > 27 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
NOTE-NUMBER? > ** return ** 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > ** return ** 
7.2.3 UPDATE STAGE, CATEGORY, AND LOCATION LOOKUP TABLES 
Options 5, 6, and 7 al lo~ the user to update records In one of the 
lookup tables used in the Motor Information file. A listing of the current 
lookup table Is displayed at the terminal screen within each update routine. 
The fol lowing examples Illustrate these last three options. 
Example #1 - option 5 - Update the Stage Lookup Tobie 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT STAGE LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
RECNO?>5 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL I I 
2 ALGOL I I IA 
3 CASTOR I I 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES I I 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES I IB 
8 ANTARES III 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
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5 
STAGE =5 
STAGE-NAME =ANTARES II 
STAGE>5 
STAGE-NAME>ANTARES 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
~===========:===============================:===~=====~== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL I I IA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES I 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES liB 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
Example #2 - option 6 - Update the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
lHIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTA I NS THE FOL LO~/I NG RECORDS 
=============:===========~========~======~=~==================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
RECNO?> 6 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
6 
CATEGORY = 6 
DESCRIPTION = CONTAIN/DOLLY 
C.f.TEGCRY> 6 
DESCRIPTION> OBSOLETE 
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THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
======================~===================================== 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 MOTOR 
2 2 CASE 
3 3 NOZZLE 
4 4 IGNITER 
5 5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 6 OBSOLETE 
Example #3 - option 7 - Update the Location Lookup Table 
~ELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
1HIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
===============~==:=========~=====~============================= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o N/A 
C CSD 
o DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
R REJECT 
TE ELKTON 
TH HUNTSVILLE 
V VAFB 
VD VOUGHT/DAL 
W ~,fF 
RECNO?> 10 
10 
LOCATION =V 
DESCRIPTION =VAFB 
LOCATION> VA 
DESCRIPTION> ** return ** Note that when a carriage return Is entered 
the same field value is taken as default. 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
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THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o N/A 
C CSD 
D DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
R REJECT 
TE ELKTON 
TH HUNTSVILLE 
VA VAFB 
VD VOUGHT/DAL 
W ~F 
When the update has been completed the user wi I I be returned to the 
program main menu. 
7.2.4 TRANSFER OF COMPONENTS 
Option 8 generates the Motor Transfer menu for the Motor Information 
file, which appears as fol lows: 
MOTOR TRANSFER MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Move Vehicle to Vehicle 
2. Move Vehicle to Spare 
3. Move Spare to Vehicle 
4. Move Spare to Spare 
5. Move Spare to Test Expended 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I five options al low the user to move a component from one data fl Ie 
to another data file or to another location in the same data file. The user 
must enter the vehicle number or description, stage number, category number, 
and serial number of the component that is to be moved. If more than one 
component or no components are found having the given information, a message 
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stating so wll I be displayed and the user must either begin again by entering 
the appropriate vehicle number or description, or type 'QUIT' to exit. If 
the desired component Is found, the message 'COMPONENT HAS BEEN FOUND.' wll I 
be displayed. The user must then enter the vehicle number or description to 
which the component Is to be reassigned, which the system wll I automatically 
display for verification. If the user Indicates that the new vehicle number 
or description Is Incorrect, the use must either enter another vehicle number 
or description for reassignment, or type 'QUIT'. If the user types 'QUIT', 
Information for a new component to be transferred may be entered, or the 
user may type 'QUIT' a second time to exit the routine. When the vehicle 
number or description for reassignment Is correct, the fol lowing message 
wil I be displayed: 'PLEASE STAND By •••• COMPONENT NOW BEING TRANSFERRED.' 
The user may then enter information for a new component to be moved, or type 
'QUIT' to exit the program. Once any of the five options has been exited, 
a request for printing an output of the Items moved wll I be made. At least 
two (2) copies of the report are to be spooled to the printer: one for the 
engIneer responsible for the motor fIle and one for the financIal manager of 
SPADS. The fol lowing message wll I appear on the termInal screen prior to the 
spooling menu: 
'TWO (2) COPIES OF THIS TRANSFER MUST BE SPOOLED. 
(1) FOR THE RESPONSIBLE MOTOR ENGINEER 
(2) FOR THE RESPONSIBLE FINANCIAL MANAGER' 
The user wll I then enter the spooling menu and then wll I be returned to the 
update menu. See Appendix C-1 for an example of the motor transfer report. 
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7.2.4.1 TRANSFER VEHICLE TO VEHICLE 
Option 1 al lows the user to move a component from one vehicle In the 
vehicle file to another vehicle In the vehicle file. The fol lowing example 
Illustrates option 1. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL TRANSFER A COMPONENT FROM THE VEHICLE FILE 
TO ANOTHER VEHICLE IN THE VEHICLE FILE. 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S-198 
1 ALGOL I I 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES I I B 
8 ANTARES II I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER > 
ENTER THE COMPONENT SERIAL NUMBER> E29 
PLEASE STAND By ••.• COMPONENT SELECTION NOW BEING MADE. 
COMPONENT HAS BEEN FOUND. 
PLEASE ENTER VEHICLE TO WHICH THE COMPONENT IS TO BE REASSIGNED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S666 
IS S666 THE CORRECT VEHICLE FOR ASSIGNMENT (Y OR N) > N 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
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PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.2.4.2 TRANSFER VEHICLE TO SPARE 
Option 2 al lows the user to transfer a component from a vehicle 
In the vehicle file to a stack in the spares file. See the fol lowing 
example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM WILL TRANSFER A COMPONENT FROM THE VEHICLE FILE 
TO ANOTHER STACK IN THE SPARES FILE. 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S-198 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES II A 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTA I R I I I A 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER > 3 
ENTER THE COMPONENT SERIAL NUMBER> 107 
PLEASE STAND By .••• COMPONENT SELECTION NOW BEING MADE. 
COMPONENT HAS BEEN FOUND. 
PLEASE ENTER SPARE DESCRIPTION TO WHICH THE COMPONENT IS TO BE REASSIGNED: 
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SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S444 
IS S444 THE CORRECT DESCRIPTION FOR ASSIGNMENT (Y OR N) > N 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.2.4.3 TRANSFER SPARE TO VEHICLE 
Option 3 al lows the user to transfer a component from the spares 
file to a vehicle in the vehicle fl Ie. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO-QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM WILL TRANSFER A C~1PONENT FROM THE SPARES FILE 
TO ANOTHER VEHICLE IN THE VEHICLE FILE. 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE C~1PONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > SPARE 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES I I A 
7 ANTARES I I B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTA I R I I I A 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER > 4 
ENTER THE COMPONENT SERIAL NUMBER> 062 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• COMPONENT SELECT I ON NOW BE I NG ~1ADE. 
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C(J.1PONENT HAS BEEN FOUND. 
PLEASE ENTER VEHICLE NUMBER TO WHICH THE C(J.1PONENT IS TO BE REASSIGNED: 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S333 
IS 5333 THE CORRECT VEHICLE FOR ASSIGNMENT (Y OR N) > N 
VEHICLE NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) QUIT 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.2.4.4 TRANSFER SPARE TO SPARE 
Option 4 al lows the user to transfer a component from the spares 
file to another stack within the spares file. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM WILL TRANSFER A C(J.1PONENT FROM THE SPARES FILE 
TO ANOTHER STACK IN THE SPARES FILE. 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > SPARE 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES I I A 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER > 6 
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ENTER THE COMPONENT SERIAL NUMBER> ADC-013 
PLEASE STAND By •••• COMPONENT SELECTION NOW BEING MADE. 
COMPONENT HAS BEEN FOUND. 
PLEASE ENTER SPARE DESCRIPTION TO WHICH THE COMPONENT IS TO BE REASSIGNED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > S666 
IS S666 THE CORRECT DESCRIPTION FOR ASSIGNMENT (Y OR N) > N 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.2.4.5 TRANSFER SPARE TO TEST EXPENDED 
Option 5 al lows the user to transfer a component from the spares 
file to the test expended file. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM WILL TRANSFER A COMPONENT FROM THE SPARES FILE 
TO ANOTHER STACK IN THE TEST EXPENDED FILE. 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > SPARE 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES II A 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
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6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER > 4 
ENTER THE COMPONENT SERIAL NUMBER> 063 
PLEASE STAND By •••• COMPONENT SELECTION NOW BEING MADE. 
COMPONENT HAS BEEN FOUND. 
PLEASE ENTER DESCRIPTION TO WHICH THE COMPONENT IS TO BE REASSIGNED: 
TEST EXPENDED DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > 5555 
IS S555 THE CORRECT TEST EXPENDED FOR ASSIGNMENT (Y OR N) > N 
TEST EXPENDED DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION FOR THE COMPONENT THAT IS TO BE MOVED: 
SPARE DESCRIPTION (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Motor Information file delete menu 
wll I appear as fol lows: 
MOTOR DELETION MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OfFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Delete Record In the Category Lookup Table 
2. Delete Record In the Location Lookup Table 
3. Delete Record In the Stage Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
For security reasons, the capability to delete a record from the 
motor file data base Is not provided In the motor file delete menu. 
AI I three options al low the user to delete a record from one of the 
lookup tables used In the Motor Information file. A listing of the current 
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lookup table Is displayed at the terminal screen within each delete routine. 
When the deletion is completed, the user Is returned to the program 
main menu. 
The following examples Illustrate these options. 
Example #1 - option 1 - Delete a record in the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=;============================================================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE DELETED > 6 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
Example #2 - option 2 - Delete a record from the Location Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DELETE~ A RECORD IN THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CON1AI~S THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
================================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o N/A 
C CSD 
D DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
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5 H HWAAP 
6 NL NASA/LARC 
7 R REJECT 
8 TE ELKTON 
9 TH HUNTSVILLE 
10 V VAFB 
11 VD VOUGHT/DAL 
12 W WFF 
ENTER LOCATION TO BE DELETED > VD 
THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
LOCATION DESCRIPTION 
o N/A 
C CSD 
D DI SPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
R REJECT 
TE ELKTON 
TH HUNTSVILLE 
V VAFB 
W WFF 
Example 13 - option 3 - Delete a record from the Stage Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT STAGE LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES I I B 
8 ANTARES III 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE TO BE DELETED > 3 
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THE STAGE LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
========================================================= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
7.4 
STAGE STAGE-NAME 
1 ALGOL I I 
2 ALGOL II IA 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES liB 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 AL TA I R I I I A 
REPORT OPTION 
The report menu for the Motor file appears as fol lows: 
1. Dump Spares File 
2. Dump Vehicle Fi Ie 
3. Dump Test Expended File 
4. Dump Note Fi Ie 
5. Information Report 
6. Cost Information Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Options 1 through 4 are complete dumps of each data file. Due to 
the extensive size of each file, no terminal screen output Is given. Since 
the printouts are long, it is recommended that users do not spool these 
dumps to Letter Quality Printers. Refer to Appendix C-2 for an example of 
the Motor file Test Expended Dump report output format, and to Appendix C-3 
for an example of the Motor file Note File Dump report output format. 
Options 5 and 6 are recommended for use and both compile 
Information with identical search criteria. Option 5, the Information Re-
port, displays the complete data records from the specified file (Vehicle, 
Spare, or Test Expended) that satisfy the fol lowing search criteria: Vehicle 
Number / Description, Stage, Category, Contract Number, and Contract Mlscel-
laneous. A carriage return ertered for any of these fields indlceies that 
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all records are to be selected for this field. When retrieval has been 
completed, a printout may be spooled. Refer to the example report below. 
See Appendix C-4 for an example of the Motor Information Report output for-
mat. 
Option 6, the Cost Information Report, generates cost reports 
grouped by vehicle with subtotals and grand totals. The report is not 
displayed on the terminal screen and so must be spooled for the user to view 
the Information. Refer to Appendix C-5 for an example of the Motor Cost 
Information Report output format. 
Example of option 5 - Information Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS INFORMATION FOR ANY VEHICLE, SPARE, OR 
TEST EXPENDED WITH STAGE AND CATEGORY OPTIONS. PRINTER OUTPUT 
ALSO AVA I LABLE. 
FILE SELECTION> 
O. EXIT 
1. VEHICLE 
2. SPARES 
3. TEST EXPENDED 
ENTER VEHICLE DESCRIPTION OR BLANK FOR ALL> ** return ** 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES II A 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES III 
9 ALTA I R I I I A 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
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4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 3 
ENTER CONTRACT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL> NAS1- ** return ** 
ENTER CONTRACT MOD / TASK MISCELLANEOl.!S OR BLANK FOR ALL> ** return ** 
PLEASE STAND BY:::::: SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
5/ 9/84 PAGE 
INFORMATION REPORT FOR NRL-Ol 
======================================= 
STAGE COMPONENT OR SERIAL NUMBER CAST CONTRACT MOD/TASK 
CATEGORY COMMENTCS) EXP LOCATION COST 
------------- ------------------------------ ---------- --------
ALTAIR IliA 010 NASl-11400 3.0.2. 
NOZZLE SEE ALTAIR NOTE 18 FIRED $ 8016 
ALTAIR IliA 104 NASl-14200 C 3 .A • ) 
NOZZLE FIRED $ 0 
ALTAIR IliA 004 NASl-11400 3.0.2. 
NOZZLE SEE ALTAIR NOTE 18 FIRED $ 8016 
7.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The search menu for the Motor file appears as fol lows: 
1. Retr leve on Comment 
2. Retrieve on Location 
3. Retr leve on Cast Date 
4. Retrieve on Expiration Date 
5. Retrieve on Component / Serial # 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I searches display complete data records from the specified fi Ie 
(Vehicle, Spares, or Test Expended). The Stage and Category search criteria 
are used in a! I 5 0p+lons, where a blank indicates al I records to be selected 
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for this field. All retrievals are partial field searches, such as retrieval 
for the word 'RING' contained In the COMMENT field. When retrieval Is com-
pleted and displayed at the terminal screen, a printout may be spooled. 
7.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
The purpose of this section Is to Illustrate the terminal actions 
required to perform the Comment search and the Location search routines for 
the Motor Information file. AI I the search options use the same report for-
mat that Is used In the example on page 84. 
Example #1 - Search option 1 - Comment search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS IS THE COMMENT SEARCH / QUERY ROUTINE FOR THE MOTOR FILE 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS INFORMATION FOR ANY VEHICLE, SPARE, OR 
TEST EXPENDED WITH STAGE AND CATEGORY OPTIONS. 
PRINTER OUTPUT OPTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. 
FILE SELECTION> 1 
O. EXIT 
1. VEHICLE 
2. SPARES 
3. TEST EXPENDED 
1 ALGOL I I 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 9 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
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5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > ** return ** 
PLEASE STAND BY::::::: SEARCHING NOW FOR STAGE & CATEGORY 
226 RECORDS SELECTED FROM FILE 1 
STAGE : 9 & CATEGORY : 0 
ENTER COMMENT TO BE SEARCHED ON > RING 
COMMENT SEARCH FOR RING FOUND 8 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••••• PLEASE STAND BY 
5/ 9/84 
STAGE 
CATEGORY 
ALTAIR IliA 
CASE 
5/ 9/84 
STAGE 
CATEGORY 
SEARCH / QUERY REPORT FOR NRL-07 
COMMENT :: RING 
COMPONENT OR SERIAL NUMBER 
COMMENT<S) 
068 
HAS 3 RING FORG CQMPS., NOTE 7 
CAST 
EXP 
SEARCH / QUERY REPORT FOR NRL-09 
COMMENT :: RING 
COMPONENT OR SERIAL NUMBER 
COMMENT<S) 
CAST 
EXP 
ALTAIR IliA 072 
CASE HAS RING FORG COMPONENT 
Example #2 - Search option 2 - Location search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER <RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
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CONTRACT 
LOCATION 
PAGE 
NASl-14200 
MOO/TASK 
COST 
FIRED $ o 
CONTRACT 
LOCATION 
PAGE 2 
MOO/TASK 
COST 
NAS 1-14200 < 3 • L • 1 • ) 
VAFB $ 0 
THIS IS THE LOCATION SEARCH / QUERY ROUTINE FOR THE MOTOR FILE 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS INFORMATION FOR ANY VEHICLE, SPARE, OR 
TEST EXPENDED WITH STAGE AND CATEGORY OPTIONS. 
PRINTER OUTPUT OPTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. 
FILE SELECTION> 2 
o. EXIT 
1. VEHICLE 
2. SPARES 
3. TEST EXPENDED 
1 ALGOL II 
2 ALGOL IliA 
3 CASTOR II 
4 CASTOR IIA 
5 ANTARES II 
6 ANTARES IIA 
7 ANTARES II B 
8 ANTARES I I I 
9 ALTAIR IliA 
ENTER STAGE NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > ** return ** 
1 MOTOR 
2 CASE 
3 NOZZLE 
4 IGNITER 
5 MISCELLANEOUS 
6 CONTAIN/DOLLY 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > ** return ** 
THE CURRENT AVAILABLE LOCATION CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
=================================================== 
o N/A 
C CSD 
o DISPLAY 
F FIRED 
H HWAAP 
NL NASA/LARC 
R REJECT 
TE ELKTON 
TH HUNTSVILLE 
V VAFB 
VD VOUGHT/DAL 
W WFF 
ENTER LOCATION CODE TO BE SEARCHED ON > TH 
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PLEASE STAND BY:::::: SEARCHING NOW FOR STAGE & CATEGORY 
147 RECORDS SELECTED FROM FILE 2 
STAGE o & CATEGORY o 
L OCAT I ON CODE SEARCH FOR TH FOUND 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED 
5/ 9/84 
.... 
13 RECORDS 
PLEASE STAND BY 
SEARCH / QUERY REPORT FOR SPARE 
LOCATION CODE :: TH 
PAGE 
STAGE 
CATEGORY 
COMPONENT OR SERIAL NUMBER 
COMMENT<S) 
CAST 
EXP 
CONTRACT MOO/TASK 
LOCATION COST 
---------- --------
CASTOR IIA 620-19 NAS1- 5034 
NOZZLE HUNTSVILLE $ 
CASTOR I I A 510-003A NAS1- 0 
CONTAIN/DOLLY HUNTSVILLE $ 
CASTOR IIA 620-019 NAS1- 0 
CONTAIN/DOLLY HUNTSVILLE $ 
7.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
While the Search or Report is being compiled. a 'STAND BY' message 
wll I be displayed and then the Information wil I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report is longer than the terminal screen. a prompt 'MORE?' 
wll I be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return Is 
understood as a page by page display of the information compi led. When an N 
Is entered or the report is completed. the fol lowing message wil I be dis-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wil I end the ses-
sion. If 'Y' Is entered. the prompt 'NOTES WITH OUTPUT (Y OR N) >' Is dis-
displayed. The SPOOLING menu wll I now appear as described In Section 3.1. 
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0 
0 
0 
7.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the data files In the Motor Information file 
data base, archiving capabll ity Is not provided In this area. If data does 
need to be archived In this area, however, the system administrator or the 
data administrator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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8.0 HISTORY INFORMATION FILE 
This file contains history Information for al I Scout Project launch-
ed vehicles. The data base Is divided Into four (4) subflles: Veh Ic Ie 
Configurations, Motor Stacks, Orbital Achievements, and References / Contract 
Data. Each subfile contains record Information on every vehicle by VEHICLE 
NUMBER. The numbers range from S-110 to S-217. 
Information for each vehicle Information record is stored in the 
following fields: VEHICLE HISTORY INFORMATION 
============================= 
VEHICLE NUMBER> PAYLOAD > LAUNCH DATE > 
MISSION TYPE> LAUNCH SITE> F LIGHT OUTC<J.1E> 
FLIGHT NUMBER> 4TH STAGE TM TYPE > 4TH STAGE TM NO. > 
HEATSHIELD MATL> HEATSHIELD TYPE> HEATSHIELD NO. > 
P/L SEP SYSTEM> P/L SEP TYPE> P/L SEP NUMBER> 
SCOUT FIRST OR FLIGHT UNIQUE 
REMARKS > 
Information for each motor Information record is stored in the 
following fields: MOTOR HISTORY INFORMATION 
=========================== 
VEHICLE NUMBER> 
1ST STAGE MOTOR TYPE> 1ST STAGE MOTOR NO. > 
2ND STAGE MOTOR TYPE > 2ND STAGE MOTOR NO. > 
3RD STAGE MOTOR TYPE > 3RD STAGE MOTOR NO. > 
4TH STAGE MOTOR TYPE > 4TH STAGE MOTOR NO. > 
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Information for each orbital information record is stored in the 
following fields: 
VEHICLE NUMBER> 
PAYLOAD WEIGHT> 
PREFLIGHT REPORT> 
POSTFLIGHT REPORT> 
ORBITAL HISTORY INFORMATION 
===================:========= 
APOGEE > 
PERI GEE > 
INCLINATION> 
SPIN RATE> 
ALTITUDE> 
MAX VELOC I TV > 
PREDICTED 
HISTORY SUMMARY REFERENCE: 
ACTUAL 
Information for each contract and reference information record is 
stored in the fol lowing fields: 
REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY INFORMATION 
=====================================:==== 
VEH ICLE NUMBER> CONTRACT NUMBERCS) >NAS1-
PAYLOAD/VEHICLE DRAWING> GSE DRA~ING > 
H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT> H202 3RD STAGE WEIGHT> 
OTHER REFERENCES: 
REMARKS / ANOMALIES: 
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The History Information file program main menu appears as fol lows: 
HISTORY PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Report Menu 
4. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The history program main menu has 4 options: options 1 and 2, 
INPUT and UPDATE, which are privileged menus and require a security clear-
ance, and options 3 and 4, REPORT and SEARCH, which have open access. AI I 
of these options are described In the fol lowing sections. 
8. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the History Information file Input menu 
will appear as follows: 
HISTORY INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Input to History Information Files 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The only option In the history file Input menu al lows the user to 
Input records Into the History Information file data base, which consists of 
four subflles: Vehicle History Information, Motor History Information, 
Orbital History Information, and Reference / Contract History Information. 
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When adding a record to the history file, the user must Input Into al I four 
subflles, as four separate Input screens wll I be automatically displayed. 
If no data Is to be Input Into a particular subflle, the first fleld-
Vehicle Number - must stll I be entered. The four Input screens for the 
History Information file wll I appear as fol lows: 
Input Screen #1 - Vehicle History Information 
VEHICLE HISTORY DATA FILE 
VEHICLE NUMBER > •••••• PAYLOAD > •••••••••••• lAUNCH DATE > •••••••••• 
MISSION TYPE >......... lAUNCH SITE > ••••••• FLIGHT OUTCOME > ••••••••• 
FLIGHT NUMBER > ••••• 4TH STAGE TM TYPE > •••••••• 4TH STAGE TM NO. > •.••• 
HEATSHIELD MATl> ••••••••• HEATSHIElD TYPE > •••••••••• HEATSHIElD NO. > ••••••• 
P/L SEP SYSTEM > ••••• P/l SEP TYPE > •••••••••• P/L SEP NUMBER > ••••• 
SCOUT FIRST OR FLIGHT UNIQUE: 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
REMARKS > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Input Screen #2 - Motor History Information 
MOTOR HISTORY DATA FilE 
VEHICLE NUMBER > •••••• 
1ST STAGE MOTOR TYPE > ••••••••••• 1ST STAGE MOTOR NO. > ••••••• 
2ND STAGE MOTOR TYPE > ••••••••••• 2ND STAGE MOTOR NO. > ••••••• 
3RD STAGE MOTOR TYPE > ••••••••••• 3RD STAGE MOTOR NO. > ••••••• 
4TH STAGE MOTOR TYPE > ••••••••••• 4TH STAGE MOTOR NO. > ••••••• 
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Input Screen 13 - Orbital History Information 
ORBITAL HISTORY DATA FILE 
VEHICLE NUMBER > •••••• PREDICTED ACTUAL 
--------- ------
PAYLOAD WEIGHT > ••••••• APOGEE > · ........ · ........ 
PERIGEE > · ........ · ........ 
I NCLI NAT! ON > · ........ · ........ 
SPIN RATE > · ........ · ........ 
ALTITUDE > · ........ · ........ 
MAX VELOCITY > · ........ · ........ 
PREF L I Gil REPORT > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
POSTF LIGHT REPORT> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
HISTORY SUMMARY REFERENCE: 
Input Screen #4 - Reference / Contract History Information 
REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY DATA FilE 
VEHiCLE NUMBER > •••••• CONTRACT NUMBERCS) >NAS1- •••.• 
PAYLOAD/VEHICLE DRAWING > ••••••••• GSE DRAWING > ••••••••• 
H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT> H202 3RO STAGE WEIGHT> ••••• 
OTHER REFERENCES: 
............................................................................. 
REMARKS / ANOMALIES: 
............................................................................. 
8.2 UPDA1E OPTiON 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the History Information fl Ie update menu 
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will appear as follows: 
HISTORY UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Update 
2. Update 
3. Update 
4. Update 
History of Vehicle 
History of Motors 
History of Orbital Data 
History of References / Contracts 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
All options allow the user to update a record within one of the sub-
files. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter the 
appropriate vehicle number. If found, the record wll I be displayed In an 
update screen Identical to the corresponding Input screen Illustrated In 
8.1 of this document. When the update Is completed, 'VEHICLE-NUMBER?>' wi I I 
be displayed. If no other records are desired, entering a carriage return 
wil I return the user to the program main menu. If the desired record is 
not found, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wil I be displayed and the user may enter another 
vehicle number. Again, a carriage return wil I return the user to the 
program main menu. If there are multiple records having the same vehicle 
number, only the first record wil I be displayed on the input / update screen. 
To retrieve subsequent records, type an ,=, at the prompt 'VEHICLE-NUMBER?>'. 
The example below Illustrates option 1, updating a record in the Vehicle 
History Information file. Options 2, 3, and 4 operate In the same fashion. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL ALLOW REVISIONS TO THE VEHICLE HISTORY 
FILE BY ENTERING THE VEHICLE NUMBER YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED 
VEHICLE-NUMBER?> S-234 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
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VEHICLE-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
8.3 DELETE OPTION 
For security reasons, delete capabll ity Is not provided within the 
History Information file data base area. 
8.4 REPORT OPTION 
The report menu for the History Information fl Ie appears as fol lows: 
1. Dump of Vehicle History File 
2. Dump of Motor History File 
3. Dump of Orbital History File 
4. Dump of Reference / Contract History 
5. Information Report for any subflle 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Options 1 through 4 are complete dumps of each data file. Due to 
the extensive size of each file, no terminal screen output is given. Since 
the printouts are long, it Is recommended that users do not spool these 
dumps to Letter Quality Printers. 
Option 5 al lows the Information for any subflle to be retrieved by 
VEHICLE NUMBER as described below. Note that the 'S-' must be on the 
number for the correct record to be found. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS ON THE SCREEN ANY CHOICE OF HISTORY 
INFORMATION FOR ANY SPECIFIC VEHICLE. PRINTER OUTPUT OPTIONAL. 
ENTER VEHICLE NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL> S-205 
1) VEHICLE HISTORY 
2) MOTOR HISTORY 
3) ORBITAL HISTORY 
4) REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER (ZERO OR RETURN TO EXIT) > 1 
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7/31/84 PAGE 
VEHICLE HISTORY INFORMATION 
============================= 
VEHICLE NUMBER >S-205C PAYLOAD >P83-1(HILAT) LAUNCH DATE> 6/27/1983 
LAUNCH SITE >VAFB FLIGHT NUMBER >103 FLIGHT OUTCOME >SUCCESS 
MISSION TYPE >ORBITAL 4TH STAGE TM TYPE >COMP 4TH STAGE TM NO. >025 
HEATSHIELD MATL >FG/C 
P/L SEP SYSTEM >YES 
HEATSHIELD TYPE >42, -45 
P/L SEP TYPE >P/L 
SCOUT FIRST OR FLIGHT UNIQUE: 
HEATSHIELD NO. >A-519 
P/L SEP NUMBER >N/A 
FIRST RECONFIGD AF CASTOR/UPDATED PH VII TO PH VIII/SHIMMED '0' SECT 
REMARKS >BEGIN STATIC BALANCE MIDDLE "0", USE SHIMS, VEH. CONFIG 0-1 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > 
1) VEHICLE HISTORY 
2) MOTOR HISTORY 
3) ORBITAL HISTORY 
4) REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER (ZERO OR RETURN TO EXIT) > ** return ** 
8.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The search menu for the History Information file al lows the user to 
select the appropriate search menu for a desired subflle as shown below: 
1. Vehicle History Search / Query 
2. Motor History Search / Query 
3. Orbital History Search I Query 
4. Contract History Search / Query 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
All searches display complete data records from the specified sub-
file. AI I character field retrievals are partial field searches, such as 
find the word 'FIRST' contained In the 'REMARKS' field. AI I numeric field 
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retrievals are 'GREATER THAN' / 'LESS THAN' searches as shown in the example 
below. When a search has been completed and displayed at the terminal, the 
user may spool a printout to a printer. 
Each of the four (4) search menu options are described in the 
following sections. 
8.5.1 VEHICLE SEARCH 
The search menu for the History Vehicle file appears as fol lows: 
1. Vehicle Number 
2. Mi ss ion Type 
3. Payload 
4. Launch Date 
5. Launch Site 
6. Flight Number 
7. Flight Outcome 
8. Flight Unique / First 
9. Remarks 
10. 4th Stage TM Type 
11. 4th Stage TM Number 
12. Separation System 
13. Separation Type 
14. Separation Number 
15. Heatshield Type 
16. Heatshield Number 
17. Heatshield Material 
8.5.2 MOTOR SEARCH 
The search menu for the History Motor file appears as fol lows: 
1. Vehicle Nurroer 
2. 1st Stage Motor Type 
3. 2nd Stage Motor Type 
4. 3rd Stage Motor Type 
5. 4th Stage Motor Type 
6. 1st Stage Motor Number 
7. 2nd Stage Motor Number 
8. 3rd Stage Motor Number 
9. 4th Stage Motor Number 
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8.5.3 ORBITAL SEARCH 
The search menu for the History Orbital file appears as fol lows: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 • 
Vehicle Number 
Pre-Flight Report 
Post-Flight Report 
Historical Summary 
Payload Weight 
Maximum Velocity 
Apogee 
Perigee 
Inclination 
Sp In Rate 
Altitude 
(Actual 
(Actual 
(Actual 
(Actual 
(Actual 
(Actual 
/ Predicted) 
/ Predicted} 
/ Predicted} 
/ Predicted} 
/ Predicted} 
/ Predicted} 
The user should note that all options In this record EXCEPT 1,2,3, 
and 4 are numeric fields using the 'GREATER THAN' / 'LESS THAN' search 
criteria. The others are partial character field searches. 
8.5.4 CONTRACT / REFERENCE SEARCH 
The search menu for the Contract/Reference file appears as fol lows: 
1. Vehicle Number 
2. Contract Number 
3. Payload Vehicle Drawing 
4. Payload GSE Drawing 
5. Remarks 
6. References 
7. H202 2nd Stage Weight 
8. H202 3rd Stage Weight 
The user should note that options 7 and 8 are numeric fields using 
the special 'GREATER THAN' / 'LESS THAN' search criteria. 
8.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
The purpose of this section Is to demonstrate the user actions per-
formed in a typical search and retrieval In anyone of the four History sub-
files. Example Ills a partial search on a character field CONTRACT In the 
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CONTRACT / REFERENCE subtile. Example # 2 Is a number search on a numeric 
field H202 2nd Stage Weight, also In the CONTRACT / REFERENCE subflle. 
EXAMPLE 1: 
THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CONTRACT NUMBER QUERY / RETRIEVAL ON THE 
CONTRACT / REFERENCE HISTORY FILE 
ENTER CONTRACT NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 110 
CONTRACT NUMBER SEARCH FOR 110 FOUND 15 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY 
5/9/83 PAGE 
REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY INFORMATION 
CONTRACT NUMBER :: 110 
VEHICLE NUMBER >S-193C CONTRACT NUMBERCS) >NAS1-ll000 
PAYLOAD/VEHICLE DRAWING >23-003073 GSE DRAWING >331-39723 
H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT> 39.00 H202 3RD STAGE WEIGHT> 4.00 
OTHER REFERENCES: 
VOLUME 11-2 3-34100/9R-12 AUG. 4, 1975 PAGE 3-11,REV.C SUMMARY OF BOOST TRAJ. 
REMARKS / ANOMALIES: 
NO 
EXAMPLE 2: 
THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS THE H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT QUERY / RETRIEVAL ON THE 
CONTRACT / REFERENCE HISTORY FILE 
ENTER H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT VALUES 
GREATER THAN > 42 BUT LESS THAN > 45 
SEARCH PROCESSING FOR H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHTS BETWEEN 42 & 45 
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H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT SEARCH BETWEEN 42 & 45 FOUND 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY. 
5/ 9/83 
REFERENCE / CONTRACT HISTORY INFORMATION 
H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHTS BETWEEN 42 & 45 
VEHICLE NUMBER >S-122R CONTRACT NUMBER(S) >NASl-1295 
PAYLOAD/VEHICLE DRAWING >23-002001 GSE DRAWING> 
H202 2ND STAGE WEIGHT> 42.00 H202 3RD STAGE WEIGHT> 3.20 
OTHER REFERENCES: 
REMARKS / ANOMALIES: 
NO 
8.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
6 RECORDS 
PAGE 
While the Search or Report Is being compiled. a 'STAND BY' message 
wll I be displayed and then the Information wll I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report Is longer than the terminal screen. a prompt 'MORE?' 
will be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return Is 
understood as a page by page display of the Information compl led. When an N 
Is entered or the report Is completed. the fol lowing message wll I be dls-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wll I end the ses-
slon. If 'Y' Is entered. the SPOOLING menu Is activated as described In 
section 3.1. 
8.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the History Information file program and the 
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data files, no archiving capability Is provided within this area. If data 
does need to be archived in this area, however, the system administrator or 
the data administrator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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9.0 CHANGE REQUEST FILE 
The purpose of this section Is to describe al I of the operating 
procedures for the Change Request data base file. This file Is a database 
area containing Change Requests (C/R's) that have been written In reference 
to Scout Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's). Change Requests wll I be num-
bered consecutively with one of the fol lowing prefixes: DAL (DALlas I 
Vought), WI (Wal lops Island I Vought), WFC (Wal lops Flight Center I NASA), 
SPO (Scout Project Office I NASA), SM (San Marco), or PA (Point Argue I 10 VAFB 
I Vought). The letter suffix represents the revision, for example: DAL3100B 
or WI 2333A. 
The Change Request file Is used as 
record the 
a continuously updated log of 
NASA I LaRC I SPO preliminary Change Request traffic, and to 
disposition of al I Change Requests. The final disposition of Change Requests 
Is via a TWX message to the contractor and is tracked In the Mark Up file 
(see section 14.0). 
Information for each record Is stored in the fol lowing fields: 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER 
2) DATE 
3) TITLE 
4) DRAWINGS I COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE I ENGINEER 
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The Change Request file program main menu appears as fol lows: 
Welcome to SPADS - Change Request File 
Available Options are as follows: 
====================;============ 
(0) Exit - quit program (Return) 
(1) I nput add new records to f II e 
(2) Update - revise or delete records 
(3) Search - query & retrieve records 
(4) Archive - purge & save old records 
(5) Quickie - fast change or output of records 
(6) Rebuild - Sorting & housekeeping of data file 
Enter Option > 
The Change Request file main menu has six (6) options: options 1, 
2, and 4, INPUT, UPDATE, and ARCHIVE, which are privileged options and re-
quire a security clearance, and options 3, 5, and 6, SEARCH, QUICKIE, and 
REBUILD, which have open access. AI I options are discussed in the fol lowing 
sections. 
9. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Change Request file Input routine 
w r I I operate as fo I lows: 
Enter Option > 1 
WELCOME TO THE CHANGE REQUEST FILE INPUT ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
(1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER 
IAAANNNNAI 
DAL3026 
DAL3026 
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(2) DATE 
I Mr.DDYYI 
2 482 
2 482 
(3) TITLE (76 CHAR) 
I 
DELETE BONDING OF CASTOR NOZZLE PLUG SOP-3-4-5 
DELETE BONDING OF CASTOR NOZZLE PLUG SOP-3-4-5 
(4) EFFECTED DRAWING / COMMENTS 
I 
(5) VEH ICLE 
I I I 
206 
206 0 0 0 
(6) SYSTEM: (ELEC,GUID,MECH,PROP,RF,SOP,MGSE,EGSE,FGSE,CONT,H202) 
I I I I I 
PROP 
PROP 
(7) STATUS - APPROVAL OPEN REJECTION WITHDRAWN REVISED (APP OPN REJ WON REV) 
I I 
APP 
APP 
(8) EFFECTED PROCEDURE 
I I I I I 
345 
345 0 0 0 0 o o 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER DAL3026 
2) DATE 2- 4-82 
3) TITLE 
o o 
DELETE BONDING OF CASTOR NOZZLE PLUG SOP-3-4-5 
4) DRAWINGS / COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
206 
PROP 
APP 
345 
o o o 
FPK/KFT 
o 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) ** NEED REVISE (REV) > COR 
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o o o o o 
More Input (Y or N) > N 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER IIII 
*** SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION PAGE *** 
SPOOL TO LQP : "Z", "B", OR "A" 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER IIII 
Data Base File needs Sorting ••• Run option # 6 when ready 
The codes for the systems In data field number six (6) of the Input 
record represent the fol lowing: 
ELEC - Electrical 
MECH - Mechanical 
RF - Radio Frequency 
MGSE - Mechanical Ground Support Equipment 
EGSE - Electrical Ground Support Equipment 
FGSE - Fluid Ground Support Equipment 
SOP - Standard Operating Procedure 
GUID - Guidance 
PROP - Propulsion 
CO NT - Control 
H202 - Hydrogen Peroxide 
When the Input record Is displayed on the terminal screen, the user 
must either enter 'COR' to indicate that the record is correct, or 'REV' 
to Indicate that the record needs revision. If the user responds with 'REV' 
the system wll I prompt the user for how many and which fields need to be 
corrected. When the Input has been completed, the user wil I have a chance 
to spool a hard copy of the Input record(s) and a distribution list (spooled 
to a letter quality printer using 8.5 x 11 paper), and wil I then be returned 
to the program main menu. Refer to Appendix 0-1 for an example of the 
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Change Request Input Report output format and to Appendix 0-2 for an example 
of the Change Request Distribution List output format. The Rebuild option 
(option 6) must be run before any more operations are performed on the Change 
Request data base. 
9.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Change Request file update routine 
wil I operate as fol lows: 
Enter Option> 2 
WELCOME TO THE CHANGE FILE REVISE ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
Enter Change Request Number to be Revised or Deleted 
AAANNNNA 
DAL2780 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
SORRY, DOCUMENT DAL2780 HAS NOT BEEN FOUND 
Enter Change Request Number to be Revised or Deleted 
AAANNNNA 
DAL3100 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER: DAL3100 
2) DATE : 12-10-82 
3) TITLE 
UPPER C ASSEMBLY REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL TEST 
4) DRAWINGS / COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
o 0 
CONT H202 
REV 
448 
o o 
RLD/KFT 
Is this the correct document (YES or NO) > YES 
Document Revised or Deleted (REV or DEL) > REV 
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How many Items do you wish to Revise> 1 
Enter Item number to be Revised> 5 
(5) VEHICLE 
I I I 
2025 
2025 0 o o 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER DAL3100 
2) DATE 12-10-82 
3) TITLE 
UPPER C ASSEMBLY REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL TEST 
4) DRAWINGS / COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
2025 0 
CONT H202 
REV 
448 
o o 
RLD/KFT 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) ** NEED REVISE (REV) > COR 
Enter Change Request Number to be Revised or Deleted 
AAANNNNA 
** return ** 
When the updated record Is displayed the user must type either 'COR', 
to Indicate that the record Is correct, or 'REV' to indicate that the record 
needs further revision. If the user responds with 'REV', the system wll I 
again prompt for how many and which fields need to be updated. When updat-
Ing has been completed, the user must enter a carriage return at the prompt 
for change request number and wll I then be returned to the program main menu. 
9.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Change Request fi Ie delete routine 
wll I operate as fol lows: 
Enter Option> 2 
WELCOME TO THE CHANGE FILE REVISE ROUTINE 
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PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEE~ THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
Enter Change Request Number to be Revised or Deleted 
AAANNNNA 
DAL3026 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER: DAL3026 
2) DATE 2- 4-82 
3) TITLE 
DELETE BONDING OF CASTOR NOZZLE PLUG SOP-3-4-5 
4) DRAWINGS / COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
206 
PROP 
APP 
345 
o o o 
FPK/KFT 
Is this the correct document (YES or NO) > YES 
Document Revised or Deleted (REV or DEL) > DEL 
CR: DAL3026 DELETED FROM DATA BASE 
Enter Change Request Number to be Revised or Deleted 
AAANNNNA 
** return ** 
Data Base File needs Sorting ••• Run option # 6 when ready 
When deleting is completed the user must enter a carriage return at 
the prompt for change request number and wil I then be returned to the 
program main menu. The Rebuild option (option 6) must be run before any 
more operations are performed on the Change Request data base. 
9.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the Change Request data base program and data 
files, no report generator exists within this area. 
9.5 SEARCH OPTION 
Of the eight data Items within a Change Request record, al I are 
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searchable. It should also be noted that the CR program's mode of operation 
Is very similar to that of MAIL LOG and DIR / REPORT. Therefore, a 
review of Sections 3 and 8 should prove helpful to the user. The Date search 
has the capability of retrieving an entire month's or year's worth of data by 
entering 00 for the day or month. For example, entering 110078 would result 
In finding al I the documents within the data base In the eleventh month, 
November, for the year 1978. Likewise, an entry of 000078 would retrieve al I 
documents for the year 1978. 
There Is a specialized 'ALL' search which outputs al I documents In 
the Change Request file data base. No terminal display of the records is 
performed. However, the number of CR's found wi I I be displayed. The output 
Is automatically spooled to the system printer located in the SPO computer 
room at NASA/LaRC in Hampton, Virginia. Refer to Appendix 0-3 for an example 
of the Change Request ALL Search report output format. 
The Vehicle search also has a special quality. A group of vehicles 
may be found by using the first and last valid vehicle option. For example, 
If a user sets the first valid vehicle as 197 and Is searching for vehicle 
number 200, not only would al I documents containing vehicle 200 be found, but 
also those with numbers 1975, 1995, and 200S, where S represents al I sub-
sequent vehicles. Default for the first and last valid vehicle numbers are 
the user desired vehicle number. This wi I I therefore search for only one 
vehicle value. 
The SOP Engineer search option provides a report of the responsible 
englneer(s) for each Standard Operating Procedure. Refer to Appendix 1-3 for 
an example of the Responsible Engineer SOP Report output format. 
If many documents are found during a search, only enough records to 
fil I the terminal screen wil I be displayed at a time, with 'More?' displayed 
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at the bottom of the terminal screen. The user may respond with 'Y', to 
Indicate that the next screen ful I of records Is to be displayed, or with 
'N', to Indicate that no more records are to be displayed. If a carriage 
return Is entered, a value of 'Y' Is taken as default. 
9.6 SAMPLE SEARCH 
The purpose of this section is to provide an example of the ter-
mlnal actions performed In order to SEARCH the Change Request file data base. 
AI I of the search options use the same report format that Is Illustrated in 
the fol lowing example. 
Enter Option> 3 
Welcome to the Change Request Search Routine 
====================~======================= 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Exit - Return to Main Menu 
(1) Dump All - Output Entire File to Printer (No Terminal Display) 
(2) Title - Single Word Search within Titles 
(3) C/R Number - Search & Retrieve or Change Request Number 
(4) Doc Status - Search & Retrieve on CR Document Status 
(5) SOP Number - Search & Retrieve on Standard Operating Procedure No. 
(6) System - Search & Retrieve on Appl icable System 
(7) Vehicle No. - Search & Retrieve on Vehicle Affectivity 
(8) Comments - Single Word Search within Comnent Lines (Drawing No.) 
(9) Date / Type - Search & Retrieve on Document Date with CR Type (ex. DAL) 
(10) SOP Engineer - Search & Retrieve Responsible Engineer(s) by SOP No. 
Enter Option > 
This Is a sample Change Request (CR) Number search, option # 3: 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED CR DOCUMENT IliUMBER 
AAANNNNA 
DAL3100 
ST~ND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
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1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER: DAL3100B 
2) DATE 2-25-83 
3) TITLE 
UPPER C ASSEMBLY REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL TEST 
4) DRAWINGS I COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE I ENGINEER 
9.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
o 0 
H202 SOP 
APP 
448 
o 0 
FGSE CONT 
RLD/KFT 
As the terminal output Is being generated, an OUTPUT file Is also 
being created. When the search is finished the user has the option to 
send this output file to any printer. The option is displayed as fol lows: 
'HARD COPY TO PRINTER (Y or N) >'. If 'Y' Is entered, the SPOOLING menu Is 
activated as described In Section 3.1. A Carriage Return can be used In 
place of an 'N' response for no printout. 
9.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
When the archive option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Change Request archive routine wil I 
operate as follows: 
Enter Option> 4 
WELCOME TO lHE CHANGE FILE ARCHIVE ROUTINE 
DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE A GROUP OF CR'S BY DATE 
ENTER (YES or NO) > NO 
How Many Change Requests do you wish to Archive 
1 
Which Change Request Record Is to be Archived 
PA 1305 
** ARCHIVE PATH # 1 ** 
Stand By. Search Now In Progress. ** NOTE ** If no records are found, the 
user Is returned to the program main menu. 
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1) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBER: PA 1305 
2) DATE : 2-16-82 
3) TITLE : 
DELETE BONDING TEST FOR ALTAIR NOZZLE PLUG SOP-4-3-2 
4) DRAWINGS / COMMENTS 
5) VEHICLES 
6) SYSTEMS 
7) STATUS 
206 
PROP 
APP 
o o '0 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 432 FPK/KFT 
Correct document to be Archived (YES or NO) > Y 
(0) NO OUTPUT 111 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 1111 
DO YOU WIS~ TO ARCHIVE A GROUP OF CR'S BY DATE 
ENTER (YES or NO) > YES 
** ARCHIVE PATH # 2 ** 
What Is the First Valid Date (MMDDYY) > 030184 
What Is the Last Valid Date (MMDDYY) > ** return ** 
Stand By. Search Now In Progress. 
The default date Is 
123199 - Dec. 31, 1999 
** NOTE ** If no records are found, the user Is 
(0) NO OUTPUT 111 returned to the program main menu. 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
9.9 REBUILD OPTION 
The Rebuild option - option 6 - performs general file maintenance 
for the Change Request data file and sorts the file by CR number. Finding 
blank records during any Search of the data base Indicates that this option 
should be run. No terminal actions are necessary; see the following sample: 
Enter Option > 6 
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PLEASE STAND BY ** HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
DATA FILE HOUSEKEEPING CONTINUING 
CHANGE REQUEST FILE CONTAINS 833 DOCUMENTS 
POINTER FILE NOW IN UPDATE MODE 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 1111 
9.10 QUICKIE OPTION 
The QUICKIE option has two (2) choices: #1 STATUS UPDATE which Is a 
privileged command and 62 CR NUMBER SEARCH which has open access. 
Option 61, the STATUS UPDATE, al lows for the Change Request status to 
be modified to one of four conditions for up to 25 records. This option 
operates as fol lows: 
Enter Option Number> 
This Routine AI lows for the Automatic Update of the Status 
For up to 25 CR's 
Enter the New Status (APP REJ WON REV) > LOC 
LOC IS NOT A VALID ENTRY III! TRY AGAIN 
Enter the New Status (APP REJ wON REV) > APP 
ENTER CR NUMBER > DAL2780 
ENTER CR NUMBER > PA 3234 
ENTER CR NUMBER> DAL1302 
ENTER CR NUMBER > ** return ** 
If ** reiurn ** is entered 
here the user Is returned to 
the program main menu. 
*** PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS FOR THE 3 CR'S *** 
CR: DAL2780 FOUND. OLD STATUS WAS REJ CHANGED TO APP 
********** CR: PA 3234 NOT FOUND FOR UPDATE II!I 
CR: DAL1302 FOUND. OLD STATUS WAS WON CHANGED TO APP 
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10 SECOND DELAY ••• BEFORE SCREEN CLEARS 
The prompt 'ENTER CR NUMBER>' will appear 25 times or until the user 
enters a carriage return. A report of those records found and not found 
Is displayed on the screen for ten seconds after the update is completed, 
after which the user Is returned to the program main menu. 
Option #2, the 'CR NUMBER SEARCH & OUTPUT' option al lows the user to 
enter up to 25 Change Request Numbers for retrieval. The program then 
searches for these CR's and builds an OUTPUT file for printing. No terminal 
display of the records is performed. However, a 'NOT FOUND' message Is dls-
played for each CR not In the data base file. When the search has been comp-
leted, the SPOOLING menu is activated as described In Section 3.1 of this 
docurr~nt. The fol lowing is an example of the user actions required to per-
form the 'QUICKIE' command - option #2. 
1. QUICKIE STATUS UPDATE 
2. QUICKIE CR NUMBER SEARCH & OUTPUT 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 2 
THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS FOR AUTOMATIC PRINTER OUTPUT OF UP TO 25 CR'S 
ENTER CR NUMBER> DAL3100 
ENTER CR NUMBER> DAL3101 
ENTER CR NUMBER> WI 2710 
ENTER CR NUMBER > ** return ** 
*** PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS FOR THE 3 CR'S *** 
WI2710 NOT FOUND IN CURRENT CR FILEIIIII 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION I DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> ** return ** 
Note that a CarrIage Return Indicates to the program that al I 
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desired Change Request numbers have been entered. 
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10.0 DIR AND REPORT FILE 
This data base area contains two (2) subflles: Design Information 
Releases (DIR) and Reports (REP). AI I DIR numbers begin with the prefix 
'23DIR', whereas REP numbers follow no pattern. The user should also note 
that this program Is very similar to the Mall Log Correspondence fl Ie In its 
mode of operation (see section 6.0 of this document). 
Information for each record Is stored In the fol lowing fields: 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER 
( 2) TITLE 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 
( 4) SYSTEMS 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 
(6) CONTRACT NUMBER NAS1-
(7) VEHICLES 
( 8) REVISION 
( 9) REVISION DATE 
The DIR / Report file program main menu appears as fol lows: 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE DIR / REPORT 
====================================== 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
Exit 
Input 
Update 
Search 
Archive 
Enter Option > 
- quit program (Return) 
- add new record to file 
- revise or delete record 
- query & retrieve records 
- purge & save old records 
The DIR / Report file main menu has four (4) options: options 1, 
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2, and 4, INPUT, UPDATE and ARCHIVE, which are privileged options and require 
a security clearance, and option 3, SEARCH, which has open access. AI I of 
these options are discussed in the fol lowing sections. 
1 O. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the input option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the DIR / Report file input routine wi I I 
operate as follows: 
Enter Option> 1 
WELCOME TO THE DIR-REPORT FILE INPUT ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN EXCLAMATION MARKS 
AND LEFT JUSTIFY ALL ENTRIES 
Enter DIR or REPORT Number> 23.178 
Is this a DIR or Report (DIR OR REP) > REP 
CHECK For PREVIOUS Entry (Y or N) > Y 
(2) TITLE 
I 
FAILING LOAD TEST BASE A FORWARD ATTACH RING 
FAILING LOAD TEST BASE A FORWARD ATTACH RING 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 
I t+DDYY I 
11 364 
11 364 
(4) SYSTEM (ELEC,GSE,GUID,MECH,PROP,PMAN,CONF,RF,RCS,PERF,RELI,P/L) 
I I II I 
** return ** 
(5) W.A. NUMBER/ID CODE 
I I 
3170 
3170 
CONTRACT NUMBER NASl-3589 
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(6) VEHICLE 
! ! ! ! 
135R 
135R 0 
(7) RE V I S I ON 
! ! 
** return ** 
(8) REVISION DATE 
!Mf.fJDYY! 
** return ** 
000 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER: 23.178 
(2) TI TLE 
FAILING LOAD TEST BASE A FORWARD ATTACH RING 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 11- 3-64 
(4) SYSTEMS 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 3170 
(6) VEHICLES 135R 0 
(7) RE V I S I ON 
(8) REVISION DATE 0- 0- 0 
Is record CORRECT (COR) or REVISE (REV) >COR 
MAIL LOG POINTER FILE BEING BUILT 
PLEASE STAND BY 
MORE INPUT (Y OR N) > N 
If the user enters HELP for data field number four(4) of the Input 
record, a listing of the system codes and their descriptions wil I be dls-
played as follows: 
=========================================================================== 
THE FOLLOWING ARE SYSTEM FIELDS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS 
==============:============~============~================================== 
1) ELEC Electrical 
2) MECH Mechanical 
3) GUID Guidance 
4) PROP Propulsion 
5) RF Radio Frequency 
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6) CONF Configuration 
7) RELI Re I I ab I I I ty 
8) P/L Pay Load 
9) RCS Reaction Control Systems 
10) PMAN Project Management 
11) PERF Performance 
12) GSE Ground Support Equipment 
When the Input record Is displayed on the terminal screen the user 
must either enter 'COR' to Indicate that the record is correct, or 'REV' 
to Indicate that the record needs revision. If the user responds with 'REV' 
the system wll I prompt the user for how many and which fields need to be 
corrected. When the input has been completed the user wi I I be returned to 
the program main menu. It should be noted that DIR's and REPORT's are 
operationally Input from the Mall Log Input routine which IS discussed In 
section 6.4.3 of this document. 
10.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the DIR / Report file update routine 
will operate as follows: 
Enter Option > 2 
Enter the DIR-REPORT # to be REVISED> 23DIRl157 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
(1) DIR!REPORT NUMBER: 23DIRl157 
(2) TITLE 
FOURTH STAGE SPIN BEARING ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 11-30-70 
(4) SYSTE~S : MECH (5) 'fj'A NUMBER! I D COOE : 3245ABZ 
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(6) VEH I CLES 
(7) REV I S I ON 
o 0 
B 
(8) REVISION DATE 6- 8-71 
Is this the correct record (YES or NO) > YES 
Record to REVISED or DELETED (REV or DEL) > REV 
How many items to be Revised> 1 
Enter Item number > 4 
(4) SYSTEM (ELEC,GSE,GUID,MECH,PROP,PMAN,CONF,RF,RCS,PERF,RELI,P/L) 
I I I I I I 
PMAN 
PMAN 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER: 23DIRl157 
(2) TITLE 
FOURTH STAGE SPIN BEARING ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 11-30-70 
(4) SYSTEMS PMAN 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 3245ABZ 
(6) VEHICLES 0 0 
(7) RE V I S I ON B 
(8) REVISION DATE 6- 8-71 
Is record CORRECT (COR) or REVISE (REV) >COR 
If the user enters a number for the DIR-REPORT number to be revised 
which does pot begin with '23DIR' the system wll I prompt the user for which 
subflle Is desired - DIR or Report (REP). 
When the updated record Is displayed the user must type either 'COR', 
to Indicate that the record Is correct, or 'REV' to Indicate that the record 
needs further revision. If the user responds with 'REV', the system wll I 
again prompt for how many and which fields need to be updated. When updat-
Ing has been completed and the record is correct, the user wll I then be re-
turned to the program main menu. 
10.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
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security clearance has been passed, the DIR / Report file delete routine 
w II I operate as fo I lows: 
Enter Option> 2 
Enter the DIR-REPORT I to be REVISED> 23.178 
Is this a DIR or REPORT (DIR or REP) > REP 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER: 23.178 
(2) TITLE 
FAILING LOAD TEST BASE A FORWARD ATIACH RING 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 11- 3-64 
(4) SYSTEMS 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 3170 
(6) VEHICLES 135R 0 
(7 ) RE V I S I ON 
(8) REVISION DATE 0- 0- 0 
Is this the correct record (YES or NO) > YES 
Record to REVISED or DELETED (REV or DEL) > DEL 
23.178 DELETED FROM DATA BASE 
When deletion has been completed the user wi I I be returned to the 
program main menu. 
10.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the DIR / Report file program and data files, 
a report generator does not exist for this area. 
10.5 SEARCH OPTION 
Of the nine (9) data Items within a DIR/REPORT record, al I but 
one, REVISION, are searchable. It should also be noted that the Revision 
Date Is searched during a Date search. This al lows the Date search to check 
only the "cst recent date associated with a record. The Date search has the 
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capability of retrieving an entire month's or year's worth of data byenter-
ing 00 for the day or month. For example, entering 110078 would result In 
finding all the documents within the data base In the eleventh month, 
November, for the year 1978. Likewise, an entry of 000078 would retrieve al I 
documents for the year 1978. 
There Is a specialized ALL search which outputs al I documents In 
the DIR/REPORT subflle. This AI I search has two output formats: (1) Ful I 
listing gives a two line output of al I data Items and (2) Brief listing 
gives only the DIR number and Revision. This search only displays the 
number of documents found on the terminal and automatically spools the output 
to the system printer located in the 5PO computer room. Refer to Appendix 
E-1 for an example of the DIR/Report ALL search brief report output format. 
All other search options use the same report format that Is Illustrated In 
the example on page 122. 
The Vehicle search also has a special quality. A group of vehicles 
may be found by using the first and last valid vehicle option. For example, 
if a user sets the first valid vehicle as 198 and is searching for vehicle 
number 200, not only would al I documents containing vehicle 200 be found, but 
also those with numbers 1985, 1995, and 2005, where 5 represents al I sub-
sequent vehicles. Default for the first and last valid vehicle numbers are 
the user desired vehicle number. 
vehicle value. 
This wil I therefore search for only one 
If many documents are found during a search, only enough records to 
fll I the terminal screen wll I be displayed at a time, with 'More?' displayed 
at the bottom of the terminal screen. The user may respond with 'Y', to 
Indicate that the next screen full of records Is to be displayed, or with 
'N', to Indicate that no more records are to be displayed. If a carriage 
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return Is entered, a value of 'Y' Is taken as default. 
10.6 SAMPLE SEARCH 
The purpose of this section is to provide an example of the terminal 
actions performed In order to SEARCH the DIR and Report Data Base. 
Enter Option> 3 
SEARCH MODE FOR MAIL LOG DIR/REPORT FILE 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Exit - Return to Main Menu 
(1) Title - Single Word Search within Titles 
(2) Dlr-Report Number - Search & Retrieve on DIR or REPORT Number 
(3) Document Date - Search & Retrieve on Document or Revision Date 
(4) System - Search & Retrieve on Appl icable System 
(5) WA Number/ID Code - Search & Retrieve on WA (3008) or ID Code (EAC) 
(6) Contract Number - Search & Retrieve on NAS1- Contract Number 
(7) Vehicle - Search & Retrieve on Vehicle Affectivity 
(8) Dump AI I - Output Entire File to Printer (No Terminal Display) 
Enter Option # > 2 
SEARCH FILE SELEC110N (DIR OR REP) > DIR 
ENTER THE DESIRED DIR-REPORT NUMBER> 23DIR2330 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER: 23DIR2330 
(2) TITLE 
WEB TIME PREDICTION FOR INVENTORY CASTOR I IA MOTORS 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 6-18-82 
(4) SYSTEMS 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 3005 FRS 
(6) CONTRACT NUMBER NASl-16200 
(7) VEHICLES 0 0 
(8) REVISION 
(9) REVISION DATE 0- 0- 0 
RETURN TO CONTINUE> ** return ** 
10.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
As the terminal output is being generated, an OUTPUT file is also 
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being created. When the search Is finished the user has the option to 
send this output file to any printer. The option Is displayed as fol lows: 
'HARD COpy TO PRI~TER (Y or N) >'. If 'Y' Is entered, the SPOOLING menu Is 
activated as described In Section 3.1. A Carriage Return can be used In 
place of an 'N' response for no printout. 
10.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
When the archive option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the DIR / Report archive routine wll I 
operate as fol lows: 
Enter Option > 4 
WELCOME TO THE DIR-REPORT FILE ARCHIVE ROUTINE 
Enter number of documents to be Archived> 1 
Enter DIR-REPORT Number to be Archived> 23.178 
FILE SELECTION: (DIR or REP) > REP 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
(1) DIR/REPORT NUMBER: 23.178 
(2) TITLE 
** This prompt appears only if the 
number entered does not begin with 
'23DIR'. 
FAILING LOAD TEST BASE A FORWARD ATTACH RING 
(3) DOCUMENT DATE 11- 3-64 
(4) SYSTEMS 
(5) WA NUMBER/ID CODE 3170 
(6) VEHICLES 135R 0 
(7) REVISION 
(8) REVISION DATE 0- 0- 0 
Is this the Correct Record (Y or N) > Y 
DOCUMENT HAS BEEN ARCHIVED. 
The prompt 'Enter DIR-REPORT Number to be Archived >' wll I appear 
the same number of times as the number of documents to be archived ertered 
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by the user. If a DIR or Report 
WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DATA FILE.' 
number Is not found the message 'DOCUMENT 
wll I be displayed. When the last document 
has been displayed on the screen and archived, or has been reported not 
found, there wil I be a five second delay at the terminal screen and the user 
wil I then be returned to the program main menu. 
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11.0 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY FILE 
This file contains Inventory Information on selected equipment and 
parts assigned to the Scout Project throughout contract NASl-14950. The data 
base contains several categories, such as: Test equipment, Plant equipment, 
and Production tooling. Every record Is given one of several location codes, 
such as: (WI) Wallops Is land, (VAFB) Vandenberg AFB, (HWAA) Hawthorne, and 
(VDBS) Vought / Dal las. The parts Inventory lists were built from Appendices 
I, I I, I I I, IV, and Vof contract NASl-14950 (F). This data base also In-
cludes Motor Parts Inventories for special tooling for al I stages, such as 
contract NASl-11859, and subcontractor property Inventories such as Honey-
wei I, B. F. Goodrich, and Texas Instruments. 
Information for each record Is stored in the fol lowing fields: 
PART NUMBER IDENTITY / TAG NUMBER 
SERIAL NUMBER NEXT ASSEMBLY 
DESCRIPTION CATEGORY 
UNIT COST QUANTITY 
LOCATION CONTRACT NUMBER 
CONTRACT MOD CONTRACT MOD NUMBER 
APPENDIX APPENDIX YEAR 
The Government Furnished Property (GFP) file program main menu 
appears as follows: 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY INVENTORY FILE FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============:================== 
1 • Input Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search Menu 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The Property fl Ie main menu has five (5) options: options 1, 2, 
and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are privileged options and require 
a security clearance, and options 4 and 5, REPORT and SEARCH, which have 
open access. ~I I of these options are discussed In the fol lowing sections. 
11.1 INPUT OPTION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Government Furnished Property file 
Input menu wll I appear as fol lows: 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OfFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. I nput to GSE F i Ie 
2. Input to Category Lookup Table 
3. Input to Location Lookup Table 
4. Sort and Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.1.1 INPUT TO GSE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the Government 
Furnished Property fi Ie data base, the Input screen for which appears as 
follows: 
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INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN FOR GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY FILE 
====================:======================================= 
CATEGORY >.< •••••••••••••••••••• LOCATION > •• < .................... 
1) TEST EQUIPMENT 1) WI 6) TI 11) A\'t{)C 16) BRUN 
2) PLANT EQUIPMENT 2) VAFB 7) TB 12) AMC 17) EDLR 
3) NON-INVENTORY CABLES 3) HWAA 8) TSF 13) BFG 
4) PRODUCTION TOOLING 4) VDBS 9) TOP 14) WI< 
5) SPECIAL TOOLING 5) HNWL 10) TOE 15) TE 
PART NUMBER > •••••.•••••••••••• < SERIAL NUMBER > ••••••••.••••••••• < 
QUANTITY 
IDENTITY/TAG NUMBER > •••••••••••••••• < NEXT ASSEMBLy>.............. > .••• < 
UNIT COST > ••••••••• < APPENDIX > •••••• < YEAR > •• < 
HOLDING CONTRACT NUMBER >NAS1- ••••• < MOD >.< MOD NUMBER > •••• < 
DE SCR I PT I ON > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
11.1.2 INPUT TO CATEGORY AND LOCATION LOOKUP TABLES 
Options 2 and 3 al low the user to Input records Into one of the 
lookup tables used In the property file. A listing of the current lookup 
table is displayed at the terminal screen within each Input routine. When 
Input Is completed the user Is returned to the program main menu. See the 
examples below. 
Example #1 - Option 2 - Input to the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
========:========~~=:;==:====~~~===============================~ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C/'.T-CODE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPEC I AL TOOLI NG 
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6 
CAT-COOE> 6 
CATEGORY> SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
7 
CAT-COOE> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CAT-COOE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PROOUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECIAL TOOLING 
6 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
Example #2 - Option 3 - Input to the Location Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
==~======:=====~==:===:========~=====================~========== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 .,./1 WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 VOBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 T I TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 TB TX BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
10 TOE TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
11 AWDC ARWOOD COR,GROTON,CT 
12 AMC A&M CASTING, CA 
13 BFG SF GOODR I CH 
14 ~ WALTER KIDDE 
15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON, MD 
16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP., NB 
17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES, CA 
18 
LOC-COOE> 1 to 
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LOCATION> KTC 
FILLER> KENTRON. HAMPTON. VA 
19 
LOC-CODE> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 1 WI WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 4 VDSS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 6 TI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 7 TB TX BRONZE. FT. WORTH 
8 8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARI ES 
9 9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO. CA 
10 10 TOE TELEDYNE ELMONTE. CA 
11 11 AWDC ARWOOD COR.GROTON.CT 
12 12 AMC A&M CASTING. CA 
13 13 BFG SF GOODRICH 
14 14 WI< WALTER KIDDE 
15 15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON. MD 
16 16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP •• NB 
17 17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES. CA 
18 18 KTC KENTRON. HAMPTON. VA 
11.1.3 SORT AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 4 on the Input menu Invokes the sort and Housekeeping 
routine. This routine will sort the Property file by Category. Location. 
Part Number. and Identity / Tag Number. Another option of the routine is 
to Internally purge those records that have been marked for deletion by 
the delete routine. A third option Is available which wil I perform both 
the sort and the purge on the Property file. No user responses are required. 
Messages wll I be displayed on the terminal screen to Indicate when each 
task has been completed. The fol lowing examples Illustrate the operation 
of each of the available options. 
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Example 1 - Sort the Property file 
SELECT OPTION BY EN1ERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE I 
(0) EXIT 
( 1) SORT FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS F I NALLY DONE 1IIIIIllllllllll 
ALL DONE IIII 
Example 2 - Perform Purging on the Property file 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE! 
(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••••••• 
ALL DONE I1II 
Example 3 - Perform Both Sort and Purge on the Property file 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE I 
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(0) EXIT-
( 1) SO".,~ FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE IIIIIIIIIIIIII 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••••••• 
ALL DONE I I II 
When the routine has been completed, the user wll I be returned to 
the program main menu. 
11.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Government Furnished Property fl Ie 
update ~enu wll I appear as fol lows: 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Update GSE Record 
2. Update Category Lookup Table 
3. Update Location Lookup Table 
4. Sort and Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.2.1 UPDATE GSE RECORD 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record In the Government 
Furnished Property file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record 
the user must enter the appropriate part number, which In most cases Is not a 
unique field. A blank part number may be retrieved by entering a carriage 
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return. Typing 'QUIT' wll I return the user to the program main menu. If no 
records containing the desired part number are found, a message stating so 
wll I be displayed and the user may enter another part number. If some 
records are found containing the desired part number, the user must enter the 
appropriate Identity number. If the desired record is found It wll I be 
displayed in an update screen Identical to the Input screen Illustrated In 
section 11.1 of this docun~nt. If the desired record Is not found, 'ITEM NOT 
FOUND' wll I be displayed, and the user may enter another identity number. 
If there are multiple records having the sa~~ identity number, only the first 
record wll I be displayed on the Input / update screen. To retrieve the 
subsequent records, type an ,:, at the prompt 'IDENT-TAG-NUMBER?>'. To re-
trleve a blank identity number, hit the space bar once and then the carriage 
return at 'IDENT-TAG-NUMBER?>' or at 'ITEM NOT FOUND'. If a carriage return 
is entered at either 'ITEM NOT FOUND' or 'NO RECORD FOUND' or if updating has 
been completed, the user will be returned to the program main menu. See the 
example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
ENTER PART NUMBER> 144-098 
TYPE "QUIT" TO EXIT 
NO RECORD FOUND FOR 144-098 
TRY AGAIN •••••• 
ENTER PART NUMBER > ** return ** 
IDENT-TAG-NUMBER?> 24 
I TEM NOT FOUND 
IDENT-TAG-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
Note that entering a return Invokes a 
search for a blank part number. 
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11.2.2 UPDATE CATEGORY AND LOCATION LOOKUP TABLES 
Options 2 and 3 al low the user to update records In one of the lookup 
tables used In the property file. A listing of the current lookup table Is 
displayed at the terminal screen within each update routine. When the update 
Is completed, the user Is returned to the program main menu. The following 
examples Illustrate these options. 
Example #1 - Option 2 - Update a record In the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
RECNO?> 2 
CAT-CODE 
CATEGORY 
CAT-CODE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECIAL TOOLING 
2 
= 2 
= PLANT EQU I P~lENT 
CAT-CODE?> ** return ** Note that a return wil I enter the previous 
value as default. 
CATEGORY?> LOST PLANT EQUIPMENT 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWI~G RECORDS 
================:====================~==============:= ====== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CAT-CODE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 LOST PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECIAL TOOLING 
Example 12 - Option 3 - Update a record In the Location Lookup Table 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
==========:=======~=~===========================~===========:=== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 WI WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 TI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 TB TX BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
10 TOE TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
11 AWDC ARWOOD COR,GROTON,CT 
12 AMC A&M CASTING, CA 
13 BFG BF GOODR I CH 
14 WK WALTER KIDDE 
15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON, MD 
16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP., NB 
17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES, CA 
RECNO?> 13 
13 
LOC-CODE = 13 
LOCATION = SFG 
FILLER = BF GOODR I CH 
LOC-CODE?>13 
LOCATION?>BFG 
FILLER?>BF GOODRICH, OHIO 
THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=====~====================;;===================~=::~~=:~=~== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 WI WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 VOBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 TI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 T8 TX BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
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10 10 TDE TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
11 11 AWDC ARWOOD COR,GROTON,CT 
12 12 AMC A&M CASTING, CA 
13 13 BFG . BF GOOORI CH, OH 10 
14 14 \\1( WALTER KIDDE 
15 15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON, Me 
16 16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP., NB 
17 17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES, CA 
11.2.3 SORT AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 4 on the Update menu Invokes the Sort and Housekeep Ing 
routIne which is discussed In detail In section 11.1.3 of this docunent. 
11.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Government Furnished Property file 
delete menu wll I appear as fol lows: 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY DELETE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Delete GSE Record 
2. Delete Record In the Category Lookup Table 
3. Delete Record In the LocatIon Lookup Table 
4. Sort and HousekeepIng Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.3.1 DELETE GSE RECORD 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Government 
Furnished Property fIle data base. In order to retrIeve the desIred record 
the user must enter the appropriate part number, which In most cases Is not a 
unique field. A blank part number may be retrieved by entering a carrIage 
return. Typing 'QUIT' wll I return the user to the program main menu. If no 
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records are found contalnin~ the desired part number, a message stating so 
will be displayed at the terminal screen and the user may enter another part 
number, or may type 'QUIT' to go back to the program main menu. 
If some records containing the desired part number are found, the user must 
enter the appropriate Identity number. If there are no records found 
containing the desired part number and Identity number, a message stating so 
will be displayed at the terminal screen, and the user must either begin 
the process again by entering the appropriate part number, or type 'QUIT' 
to return to the program main menu. A blank identity number may be retrieved 
by entering a carriage return at 'IDENTITY/TAG NO >'. 
If several records having the desired part number and identity number 
are found, al I of them wll I be displayed at the terminal screen along with 
their Individual record numbers, notated as RECNO. The delete routine wil I 
al low the deletion of only one record at a time, so the user must then enter 
the RECNO corresponding to the record that Is to be deleted. If none of the 
records being displayed are to be deleted, entering a carriage return wi I I 
return the user to the program If'a I n menu. Once the user has entered the 
appropriate record number, the entire record wil I be displayed along with the 
option to delete the record. If only one record having the desired part 
number and Identity number has been found, it wil I be automatically displayed 
along witr the option to delete the record. After responding with 'V' or 
'N', the user wil I be returned to the program main menu. See the example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE "QUIT" TO EXIT 
ENTER PART NUMBER > ** return ** 
ENTER IDENTITY/TAG NO > 
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NO SUCH IDENTITY NUMBER AS 1 ON PART NUMBER 
IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGAIN 
ENTER PART NUMBER > ** return ** 
ENTER IDENTITY/TAG NO > ** return ** Note that a return here wll I retrieve 
records having a blank identity no. 
1270 
DESCRIPTION 
SERIAL-NUMBER 
t-.EXT-ASSEMBLY 
UNIT-COST 
APPENDIX 
YEAR 
CAT-CODE 
LOC-CODE 
1271 
DESCRIPTION 
SERIAL-NUMBER 
NEXT-ASSEMBLY 
UN I T-COST 
APPENDIX 
YEAR 
CAT-CODE 
LOC-CODE 
= READER 
=2055S45212 
= 
= 
=V 
=82 
=2 
= 2 
0.00 
= PRINTER 
=2048S42643 
= 
= 
=V 
=82 
=2 
= 2 
0.00 
ENTER RECNO TO BE DELETED > ** return ** 
Please note that the record numbers dl~played here are 1270 and 1271. 
11.3.2 DELETE FROM CATEGORY AND LOCATION LOOKUP TABLES 
Options 2 and 3 al low the user to delete a record from the Category 
and Location lookup tables within the data base. A listing of the current 
lookup table Is displayed at the terminal screen within each delete routine. 
When the deletion has been completed, the user wll I be returned to the pro-
gram main menu. The following examples Illustrate these options. 
Example 61 - Option 2 - Delete a record from the Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DELETE~ A RECORD IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
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THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
====:==============================:=====================~:=::== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CAT-CODE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECIAL TOOLING 
6 OBSOLETE TOOL I NG 
ENTER CAT-CODE TO BE DELETED> 6 
CAT-CODE 6 CATEGORY OBSOLETE TOOLING NOW BEING DELETED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
====================~=====:================================= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CAT-CODE CATEGORY 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECIAL TOOLING 
Example #2 - Option 3 - Delete a record from the Location Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM DELET~~ A RECORD IN THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=======~==============================:=;======================= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 WI WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 T I TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 TB TX BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
10 TOE TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
11 AWDC ARWOOD COR,GROTON,CT 
12 AMC A&M CASTING, CA 
13 8FG BF GOODR I CH 
14 ~~ WALTER KIDDE 
15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON, MD 
16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP., NE 
17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES, CA 
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18 18 NNSY NEWPORT NEWS SHIP YD 
ENTER LOC-CODE TO BE DELETED> 18 
LOC-CODE 18 LOCATION NNSY NOW BEING DELETED 
THE LOCATION LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
11.3.3 
LOC-CODE LOCATION FILLER 
1 WI WALLOPS ISLAND 
2 VAFB VANDENBERG 
3 HWAA HAWTHORNE 
4 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
5 HNWL HONEYWELL 
6 TI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
7 TB TX BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
8 TSF TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
9 TOP TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
10 TOE TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
11 AWDC ARWOOD COR,GROTON,CT 
12 AMC A&M CASTING, CA 
13 BFG SF GOODR I CH 
14 WK WALTER KIDDE 
15 TE THIOKOL / ELKTON, Me 
16 BRUN BRUNSWICK CORP., NE 
17 EDLR EDLER INDUSTRIES, CA 
SORT AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 4 on the Delete menu Invokes the Sort and Housekeepln~ 
routine which Is discussed In detail In section 11.1.3 of this dOGunent. 
11.4 REPORT OPTION 
The report menu for the GFP f lie appears as fo I lows: 
1. Dump by Category 
2. Test Equipment 
3. Plant Equipment 
4. Non-Inventory Items 
5. Production Tooling 
6. Special Tooling 
7. Wal lops Island Equipment 
8. VAFB Equipment 
9. Appendix Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
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Options 1 through 6 are complete dumps of each category. Option 
gives the data for each record In an unformatted listing; the output report 
format Is Identical to that which Is displayed in the example on page 141. 
Options 2 through 6 give the selected category In a report format. In addl-
tlon the user may select a specific contract number for retrieval, or enter a 
blank value to retrieve on al I contract numbers. Options 2, 4, 5, and 6 use 
the same output format that Is displayed In the example on page 141. Option 
3 provides a sub-option of retrieving records for Plant Equipment with costs 
either over or under $500. Refer to Appendix F-1 for an example of the Go v-
ernment Furnished Property Plant Equipment Report output format. 
Option 7 provides a report on al I property located at Wal lops 
Island by category, and may be generated for al I categories. Option 8 
provides a report on al I property located at VAFB by category, and may be 
generated for al I categories. These two options are also referred to as 
'Industrial Property Account (IPA)' reports. Refer to Appendix F-2 for an 
example of the Government Furnished Property Industrial Property Account Re-
port output format. 
Option 9 provides a report of the property file by appendix, 
and uses the same output format that is displayed in the example on page 142. 
The fol lowing is an example of terminal actions performed for option 1, 
the Dump by Category report. 
THIS WILL DUMP THE ENTIRE GSE FILE BY CATEGORY, 
THEN SPOOL THE OUTPUT TO THE PRINTER. ENTER BLANK FOR ALL • 
1 TEST EQUIPMENT 
2 PLANT EQUIPMENT 
3 NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
4 PRODUCTION TOOLING 
5 SPECI~L TOOLING 
ENTER CATEGORY NO. > 4 
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PART-NUMBER =251802 
IDENT-TAG-NUMBER= 
SERIAL-NUMBER = 
NEXT-ASSEMBLY = 
DESCRIPTION ='V' GAGE 
CONTRACT-NO =14950 
CONTRACT-MOD =F 
CONTRACT-MOD-NO = 
LOCATION =VDBS 
CATEGORY =PRODUCTION TOOLING 
APPENDIX =IIICA) 
YEAR =84 
UNIT-COST = 
QUANTITY = 
More? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER CY OR N) > Y 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BE I NG FORMATTED 
The fol lowing Is an example of the Production Tooling report, Option number 
5 : 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A REPORT ON ALL PRODUCTION TOOLING BY CONTRACT 
ENTER CONTRACT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > NAS1-** return ** 
STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
4/16/84 PAGE 1 
NASl-14950 CF) 
PRODUCTION TOOLING 
================== 
IDENT. / TAG NO. PART NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 
SERIAL NUMBER 
NEXT ASSEMBLY 
251802 
'V' GAGE 
251803 
'V' GAGE 
2DJ439873-2 
DR ILL JIG 439873-4 
3MF439873-2 
MILL FIXTURE 439873-4 
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QTY. UNIT COST MODI 
LOC. 
VDBS 
VDBS 
VDBS 
VDBS 
The fol lowing Is an example of the terminal actions performed during 
an Appendix report, Op11on number 9. 
THIS REPORT ROUllNE PERFORMS THE APPENDIX QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT APPENDICES AVAILABLE FOR REPORTING ARE: 
=================================================== 
(HONEY ) 
(I(A) ) 
(J(B) ) 
( II(A) ) 
( I I ( B) ) 
( II I ) 
(III(A) ) 
( III<B) ) 
( I V ) 
( V ) 
HONEYWELL OWNED EQUIPMENT 
PLANT EQUIPMENT - OVER $500 
PLANT EQUIP~ENT - UNDER $500 
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
TEST EQUIPMENT AT HONEYWELL 
NON-INVENTORY EQUIP. (CABLES) 
PRODUCTION TOOLING AT DALLAS 
SPECIAL TOOLING AT HONEYWELL 
GFP AT WALLOPS 
GFP AT VAFB 
ENTER APPENDIX TO BE SELECTED> III(A) 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
APPENDIX REPORT FOR II I(A) FOUND 13 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .•••• PLEASE STAND BY ... 
4/16/84 PAGE 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY FILE APPENDIX REPORT 
=================~===================================== 
APPENDIX I I I(A) : PRODUCTION TOOLING AT DALLAS 
IDENT. / TAG NO. CONTRACT NUMBER ~OD# CATEGORY PART NUMBER 
SERIAL NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 
NEXT ASSEMBLY UNIT COST QTY. LOC. LOCATION 
APPEND I X YEAR 
251802 NASl-14950 (F) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
$ 1 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
'V' GAGE 84 
251803 NASl-14950 (F) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
$ 1 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
'V' GAGE 84 
2DJ439873-2 NASl-14950 (F) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
439873-4 $ 1 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
DRILL JIG 84 
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11.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The search menu for the GFP file appears as fol lows: 
1. Retrieve on Part Number 
2. Retrieve on Serial Number 
3. Retrieve on Identity / Tag Number 
4. Retrieve on Next Assembly 
5. Retrieve on Description 
6. Retrieve on Contract Number 
7. Retrieve on Contract Mod Number 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I searches display complete record data In a specialized report 
format. The Category and Location search criteria are used In al I seven 
(7) options, where a blank Indicates that al I records are to be selected for 
that field. AI I retrievals are partial field searches, such as retrieval for 
'TT' found In the DESCRIPTION field. When retrieval Is completed and dls-
played at the terminal screen, a printout may be spooled. AI I search options 
use the same report output format that Is Illustrated In the example on page 
144. 
11.6 SAMPLE SEARCH 
The fol lowing Is a sample of the terminal actions performed during a 
DESCRIPTION ~earch (# 5). 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DESCRIPTION QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
==================================~:====~:====:=~== 
( 1) TEST EQUIPMENT 
( 2) PLANT EQUIPMENT 
( 3) NON-INVENTORY CABLES 
( 4) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
( 5) SPECIAL TOOLING 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 4 
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4/18/84 
THE AVAILABLE LOCATIONS FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
========================================== 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
( 10 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 14 ) 
WI 
VAFB 
HWAA 
VDBS 
HNWL 
TI 
TB 
TSF 
TOP 
TOE 
AWDC 
AMC 
BFG 
WI< 
WALLCf>S ISLAND 
VANDENBERG 
HA \\'THORNE 
VOUGHT-DALLAS 
HONEYWELL 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
TEXAS BRONZE, FT. WORTH 
TRI STATE FOUNDARIES 
TELEDYNE POMONO, CA 
TELEDYNE ELMONTE, CA 
ARWOOD COR, GROTON, CT 
A & M CASTING, CA 
BF GOODRICH 
WALTER KIDDE 
ENTER LOCATION TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 4 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 13 RECORDS FROM THE GFP FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER DESCRIPTION TO BE SEARCHED ON > TT 
DESCRIPTION SEARCH FOR TT FOUND 3 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ....• PLEASE STAND BY •• 
PAGE 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY FILE 
=~=~============:==================== 
DESCRIPTION :: TT 
PART NUMBER 
SERIAL NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 
IDENT. / TAG NO. CONTRACT NUMBER MODI CATEGORY 
NEXT ASSEMBLY UNIT COST QTY. LOC. LOCATION 
APPENDIX 
439873-1 NASl-14950 (F) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
439873-4 $ 1 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
CASTING PATTERN II I<A) 84 
439874-1 NASl-14950 (F) PRODUCTION TOOLING 
439874-2 $ 1 VDBS VOUGHT-DALLAS 
CASTING PATTERN II I (A) 84 
11.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
While the Search or Report is being compiled, a 'STAND BY' message 
wil I be displayed and then the Information wll I be displayed on the terminal 
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screen. If the report Is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
wIll be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carrIage return Is 
understood as a page by page dIsplay of the InformatIon compl led. When 'N' 
Is entered or the report Is completed, 
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. 
the fo Ilowl ng message w III be d Is-
An 'N' entered ends the session. 
A 'V' entered activates the SPOOLING menu as described In Section 3.1. 
11.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the Government Furnished Property fIle data 
base, archIving capabilIty is not provided within this area. If data does 
need to be archived, however, the system admInistrator or the data admini-
strator may be contacted concerning a data archive. 
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12.0 CROSS REFERENCE INDEX FILE 
This file contains the alpha numeric cross reference Index listing 
for Scout Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). 
Information for each record Is stored In the following fields: 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION PROCEDURE TASK 
STEP NUMBER SUB-L I ST FIGURE NUMBER 
The SOP Cross Reference Index file program main menu appears as 
follows: 
SOP CROSS REFERENCE INDEX PROGRAM MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Input 
Update 
Delete 
Report 
Search 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The Cross Reference Index main menu has five (5) options: options 
1,2, and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are privileged commands and re-
quire a security clearance, and options 4 and 5, REPORT and SEARCH, which 
have open access. AI I of these options are discussed in the fol lowing 
sections. 
1 2 • 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Cross Reference Index file Input 
menu wll I appear as fol lows: 
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SOP CROSS REFERENCE INDEX INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Input new record to INDEX File 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.1.1 INPUT NEW RECORD TO INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the Cross Reference 
Index file data base, the Input screen for which appears as fol lows: 
ALPHA NUMERIC CROSS REFERENCE INDEX INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
========================================================== 
PART NUMBER> •••••••••••••••••• < 
DE SCR I PT I ON > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
PROCEDURE > •••••• < TASK> ... < 
STEP NUMBER> ••••• < SUB-LI ST > .. < 
FIGURE NO. > •••••• < 
12.1.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs general file maintenance for the Cross Reference 
Index file. The Housekeeping menu appears as fol lows: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS INDEX FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A LONG AND VERY SLOW ROUTINE IIII 
(0) EX IT 
(1) SORT FILE ONLY 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) ONLY 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE 
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ENTER OPTION> 
Option 0 returns the user to the program main menu. Option 1 sorts 
the Cross Reference Index fl Ie by procedure, task, step number, and sub-
list. Option 2 automatically purges those records that have been marked 
for deletion by the delete routine. Option 3 performs both the sort and 
the purging of deleted records. No terminal actions are necessary from the 
user for any of these options. Several messages wil I be displayed at the 
terminal screen to Inform the user when these tasks have been completed. 
Below is a listing of the appropriate terminal messages corresponding with 
the menu options. 
Option 1 - Sort File Only 
PLEASE STAND BY SORTING OF INDEX NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE III 
RECORD HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE III!I 
Option 2 - HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) ONLY 
CLEAN UP OF DELrTED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
4 RECORDS PURGED •.• CLEAN UP NOW I N PROGRESS Note that the number 
RECORD HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE ! 11111 
Option 3 - PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF INDEX NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE III 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
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of records purged is 
displayed. 
14 RECORDS PURGED ••• CLEAN UP NOW IN PROGRESS 
RECORD HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 111111 
12.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Cross Reference Index file update 
menu will appear as fol lows: 
SOP CROSS REFERENCE INDEX UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT CfFI~~ 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============:================== 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update record In Index File 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.2.1 UPDATE RECORD IN INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record In the Cross Reference 
Index file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must 
enter the appropriate volume number, which is not a unique field. If no 
records are found having that volume number, a message stating so wil I be 
displayed and the user must enter another volume number. Note that no exit 
path exists at this point. If sorre records are found having the specified 
volume number the number of records retrieved wil I be displayed at the 
terminal screen, and the user must then enter the appropriate procedure 
number. If no records are found containing the desired procedure number 
a message stating so will be displayed and the user must begin again by 
entering the appropriate volurre number. Note that entering a carriage return 
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for either volu~e number or procedure number wll I retrieve records having 
a value of 0 for those fields. After entering a volume number and procedure 
number for which so~~ records have been retrieved, the user must then enter 
the appropriate part number. If no records are found containing the desired 
part number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I be displayed. The user must either enter 
another part number, or enter a carriage return, In which case the user wi I I 
be returned to the program main menu. If any records containing the desired 
part number are found, they wil I be displayed in an update screen identical 
to the I nput screen I II ustrated I n sect Ion 12.1.1 of th is document. I f there 
are multiple records having the same part number, only the first record wi I I 
be displayed on the input / update screen. To retrievE the subsequent 
records type an ,=, at the prompt 'PART-NUMBER?>'. Refer to the example 
below illustrating update entry and error paths. 
ENTER VOLUME NUMBER> ** return ** Note that a blank value may be 
retrieved by entering a carriage 
return. 
NO RECORDS FOUND FOR VOLUME 0 
TRY AGAIN •••• 
ENTER VOLUME NUMBER > 4 Note that the user must begin again with Volume 
Nurrber. 
2,095 RECORDS FOUND IN VOLUME 4 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 4-3-1 
SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND By ••••• 
48 RECORDS FOUND WITH PROCEDURE NUMBER = 4-3-1 
PART-NUMBER?> 7-65 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
PART-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
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12.2.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 of the Update menu performs the same Sorting and Housekeeping 
routine described In detail In section 12.1.2 of this document. 
12.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Cross Reference Index fl Ie delete 
menu wll I appear as fol lows: 
SOP CROSS REFERENCE INDEX DELETE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
============~================== 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Delete record In INDEX FI Ie 
2. Delete al I record(s) In INDEX File for a procedure 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.3.1 DELETE RECORD IN INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Cross Reference 
Index file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must 
enter the appropriate procedure number. If no records are found containing 
the desired procedure number, a message stating so wll I be displayed and the 
user must enter another procedure number or type 'QUIT' to return to the 
program main menu. If sorr~ records are retrieved containing the specified 
procedure number the user must then enter the appropriate part number. If 
no records are found containing the desired part number, a message stating 
so wll I be displayed and t~e user must begin again by entering a procedure 
number, or may type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If more than 
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one record Is found containing the search criteria, certain fields of al I 
those records retrieved wit I be displayed along with their corresponding 
record numbers, notated as RECNO. The user must enter the record number 
of the record that Is to be deleted. If none of the records displayed are 
to be deleted, entering a carriage return wll I return the user to the program 
main menu. After entering the proper record number, or If only one record 
was retrieved, al I of the fields of the specified record wll I be displayed 
with tre prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD (Y or N) >'. If the user responds with 
'Y', the record wll I be marked for deletion, and a message reminding the 
user that the housekeeping routine must be run In order to Internally purge 
the record wll I be displayed. The user wll I then be given the opportunity 
to delete another record. If the user responds with 'N', no change wi I I be 
made to the record, and the user wll I be given the opportunity to delete 
another record. Note that the user must type 'QUIT' to return to the program 
main menu. Refer to the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRA~ WILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 9-9-0 
NO SUCH PROCEDURE NUMBER IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGAIN 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 4-4-1 
ENTER PART NUMBER > 7-54 
SEARCh IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
NO SUCH PART NUMBER AS 7-54 ON PROCEDURE NUMBER 4-4-1 
IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGAIN 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 4-4-1 
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ENTER PART NUMBER> 401A 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
2 RECORDS WERE FOUND :: PART NUMBER = 401A 
AND PROCEDURE NUMBER = 4-4-1 
$RECNO DESCRIPTION TK STP L FIG 
5633 ANALYZER 1 SERVO, LING ELECTRONICS ER 
5670 ANALYZER, SERVO E 5 
(Please note that the record numbers displayed here are 5633 and 5670.) 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO BE DELETED > 5670 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
PART NUMBER >401A PROCEDURE NUMBER >4-4-1 
DESCRIPTION >ANALYZER 1 SERVO 
TASK >E STEP NUMBER > SUB-LIST> 
FIGURE NUMBER >5 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED ••• MUST RUN HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD. 
THIS PROGRAM ~/ILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > QUIT 
12.3.2 DELETE ALL RECORDS In INDEX FILE for a PROCEDURE 
Option 2 on the delete menu al lows the user to delete al I records 
In the Cross Reference Index file data base associated with a specified 
procedure number. The user must enter the appropriate procedure number In 
order to retrieve the desired group of records. If no records are found 
containing the desired procedure number, a message stating so wll I be 
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displayed and the user must either enter another procedure number or type 
'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If records are found containing 
the desired procedure number. a message stating how many records were 
retrieved wll I be displayed. and certain fields of the records found wll I 
then be displayed along with the prompt 'DELETE RECORD(S) (Y or N) >'. If 
the user responds with 'Y'. al I the records wi I I be marked for deletion and 
a message reminding the user that the housekeeping routine must be run In 
order to Internally purge the records wll I be displayed. The user wi I I then 
be returned to the program main menu. If the user responds with 'N'. no 
change wll I be made to the records. and the user wi I I be returned to the 
program main menu. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE ALL RECORDS FROM THE DATA BASE THAT 
ARE RELATED TO A SELECTED PROCEDURE NUMBER. 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 9-9-0 
SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
*** PLEASE STAND BY *** 
NO SUCH PROCEDURE NUMBER AS 9-9-0 
*** TRY AGAIN 
IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE 
ENTER PROCEDURE NO. > 4-4-1 
SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
*** PLEASE STAND BY *** 
8 RECORDS WERE FOUND :: PROCEDURE = 4-4-1 
401A 
331-63092 
401-30101-1 
401-30075-2 
331-00017 
23-002901-1 
ANALYZER. SERVO. LING ELECTRONICS 
BATTERY ADAPTER. BASE A 
BLEED LINE. POLYETHYLENE 
CABLE. HYDRAULIC POWER 
CABLE. VALVE TEST 
CHART. TORQUE VALVES FLUID FTTNGS 
FILTER PATCH KIT 
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ER 
ER 
ER 
ER 
ER 
ER 
ER 
331-50003-2 HOSE, HYDRAULIC PRESSURE ER 
DELETE RECORD(S) (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ••• HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE MUST BE RUN TO PURGE DELETED RECORDS. 
12.3.3 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs the same Sorting and Housekeeping routine described 
In detail In section 12.1.2 of this document. 
12.4 REPORT OPTION 
The report menu for the Index file appears as fol lows: 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Report by Procedure Number 
2. Report by Volume Number 
3. Report by Subl 1st ER MR 
4. Pr Int of Entire File 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I report options use the Cross Reference Index Standard Output 
Report format which Is Illustrated In Appendix G-1. 
Options 1 through 4 are complete dumps of the data file, none of 
which display any output to the terminal screen. 
Option gives the data for all file records containing the same 
procedure number, such as 2-4-26. 
Option 2 gives the data for al I file records which are contained 
In a specified volurre number. The volume number Is defined as the first 
number of the procedure number. 
Option 3 Is a specialized report of al I file records which 
contain either an 'ER' or an 'MR' In the sub-list field. The user has the 
option of outputting the report by one of three sort options: a) procedure 
number, b) part number, or c) description. 
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Option 4 Is a complete dump of the entire data fi Ie with three 
sort options available: a) procedure number, b) part number, or 
c) description. 
12.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The search menu for the Index file appears as fol lows: 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Search / Retrieve on Part Number Only 
2. Search / Retrieve on Description Only 
3. Search / Retrieve on Procedure Only 
4. Search / Retrieve on Part No. & Description 
5. Search / Retrieve on List 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I searches display complete record data In a specialized report 
format. Options 2 & 4 are partial field searches, such as retrieval for 
'OSCILL' found In the DESCRIPTION field. This search would retrieve both 
OSCILLOSCOPE & OSCILLATOR. When retrieval Is completed and displayed at the 
terminal screen, a printout may be spooled. Option 5 al lows the user to 
retrieve records containing a specific value in the sub-I ist field, such as: 
ER , IC , MR , PR , RF , or SC. Records containing a blank value for the 
sub-list field may also be retrieved using this search. 
AI I search options use the Cross Reference Index Standard Output Re-
port format which is Illustrated in Appendix G-1. 
12.6 SAMPLE SEARCH 
The fol lowing Is a sample of the terminal actions performed during a 
PART NUMBER & DESCRIPTION search (option # 4). It should be noted that in 
the fol lowing example that a PART NUMBER of 'BLANK' was entered. This is 
another of the few fields which can be searched for a nul I entry. 
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THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE PART NUMBER / DESCRIPTION RETRIEVAL 
ENTER PART NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
PART NUMBER SEARCH FOR FOUND 1,183 RECORDS 
ENTER DESCRIPTION TO BE SEARCHED ON > OSCILL 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
DESCRIPTION SEARCH FOR OSCILL FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••••• PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
4/16/84 PAGE 
SOP CROSS REFERENCE INDEX 
PART NUMBER / DESCRIPTION PROCED TK STP L FIG 
4-3-16 ER 
RECORDER (TAPE/OSCILLOGRAPH) 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
12.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
While the Search or Report is being compiled, a 'STAND BY' message 
wll I be 'Isplayed and then the information wll I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
wil I be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return Is 
understood as a page by page display of the Information compiled. When 'N' 
Is entered or the report Is completed, the fol lowing message wll I be dis-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wll I end the ses-
s Ion. If' Y' I s entered, the SPOOL I NG menu I s act I vated as descr i bed In 
Section 3.1. 
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12.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the Cross Reference Index file program and 
data files, archiving capability is not provided within this area. If data 
does need to be archived in this area, however, the system administrator or 
the data administrator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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13.0 ALPHA NUMERIC DRAWING FILE 
This file contains a list of drawings which can be output either 
In order of drawing number (numeric listing), or In order of nomenclature 
(alpha listing). 
Information for each record Is stored In the fol lowing fields: 
DRAW I NG NUMBER SHEET NUMBER N().1ENCLATURE 
EO NUMBER EO TYPE REVISION 
FROM - THRU EFFECTIVITY CODE DESI(~ATION 
This file also contains the SPECIFICATION data file, which is 
appended to the alpha and numeric listings of the Drawings reports. 
Information for each record is contained in the fol lowing fields: 
SPECIFICATION NUMBER REVISION AMENDMENT TITLE 
The A I pha Numer I c Draw I ng f II e program lI'Ia I n menu appears as 
follows: 
ALPHA NUMERIC I~EX / SPECIFICATION FILE PROGRA~1 MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OFFI(,'E 
A'iAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=====:=================:=;=====~ 
1. Input r.1enu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The Alpha Numeric Drawing file program main rrenu has five (5) 
options: options 1, 2, and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are prlvl-
leged commands and require a security clearance, and options 4 and 5, REPORT 
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and SEARCH, which have open access. AI I of these options are discussed In 
the fol lowing sections. 
13.1 INPUT OPTION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main nenu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Alpha Nunerlc Drawing file input 
nenu wll I appear as fol lows: 
ALPHA NUMERIC INDEX / SPECIFICATION FILE INPUT MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
O. Return to Mester ~~nu 
1. Input new record to INDEX FI Ie 
2. Input new record to SPEC File 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
13.1.1 I NPUT NEW RECORD I NTO INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to input records Into the Alpha Nuneric 
Drawing fl Ie data base, the Input screen for which appears as fol lows: 
ALPHA NUME"RI(. INDEX INPUT / UPDATE S(.REEN 
=:=~==~=:==========================~~==:=:=== 
DRAWING NO. > .......... < SHEET NUMBER(S) > .•...... < 
NOMENCLATURE > ••..•.••.•.•.•.•..•.•.•.••.....• < 
E.O. TYPE> .< R = RELEASE C = CHANGE D DEVIATION 
E.O. NUMBER> •.•••.• < 
FROM > •••• < THRU > •..• < 
CODE DESIG~ATIONS > •• < 0) VEHICLE 
1) HEATSHIELD A-1 THRU A-74 
2) HEATSHIELD A-400 SERIES 
3) HEATSHIELD A-500 SERIES 
4) STD. E SECTION - UP TO E-54 
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REV> ... 
5) SERIES 25 & 200 
E SECTIONS 
6) EG SECTION 
7) 4TH STG. MOO. 
9) MISCELLANEOUS 
12) GSE 
13.1.2 INPUT NEW RECORD IN10 SPEC FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to Input records into the Specification 
file. which Is an additional data file contained within the Alpha Numeric 
Drawing file data base area. The Specification file Input screen appears 
as fo I lows: 
SPECIFICATION FILE INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
:=============~:===~================:=== 
SPECIFICATION NO. > ••••••••.••••• < 
REVISION> •••• 
AMENDMENT > ••• 
TITLE: 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
SPEC NO. FOR SORT> •.••.••••••••• < 
NNN-NNNN-NNN-N 
13.1.3 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs general file mairtenance for the Alpha Numeric 
Drawing file. The Housekeeping r.~nu appears as fol lows: 
SELECT (~TION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
TH I S PROGRAM PERF ORtiS THE ALPHA-NUf'.1ER I C FILE HOUSEKEEP I NG: 
SORTING, ClEA~ UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A LONG AND VERY SLOW ROUTINE 1111 
(0) EX IT 
(1) SORT ALPHA-NUMERIC FILE ONLY 
(2) HOllSEKEEPING (PURGE) ALPHA-NUMERIC FILE ONLY 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORl & PURGE ON ALPHA-NUMERIC FILE ONLY 
(4) SORT SPECIFIC~l ION FILE ONLY 
ENTER OPTION> 
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Option 0 returns the user to the program main menu. Option 1 sorts 
the Alpha Numeric fl Ie by drawing number and sheet number. Option 2 auto-
matlcal Iy purges those records that have been marked for deletion by the 
delete routine. Option 3 performs both the sort and the purgin£ of deleted 
records for the Alpha Numeric file. Option 4 sorts the Specification fl Ie by 
Specification number. No terminal actions are necessary from the user for 
any of these options. Several messages wil I be displayed at the terminal 
screen to inform the user when these tasks have been corrplated. Below is a 
I istlng of the appropriate terminal messages corresponding with the n~nu 
options. 
Option - Sort Alpha Numeric file only 
PLEASE STAND BY .••. ~ORT I NG OF ALPHA-NU~1E RIC FILE 
IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 1111111 
Option 2 - Housekeeping (Purge) Alpha Numeric file only 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS .•.•...•• 
8 RECORDS PURGED ... CLEAN UP NOW I ~~ PRO(,RESS Note that the number of rec-
ords purged Is displayed. 
ALL DONE 111111111 
Option 3 - Perform both Sort and Purge on Alpha Numeric file only 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• 5CF;T I NG OF A LP'-:A-NUt·1E:.R I C FILE 
IS NOW IN PROGRES5 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 111111111 
CLEAN UP OF DElfTED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
8 RfCORDS PURGED ••• CLEAN UP NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 11111111 
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Option 4 - Sort of Specification fl Ie only 
PLEASE STAND BY •••• SORT I NG OF SPECIF IUIT ION FILE 
IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 111 II II 
When each option Is completed the user Is returned to the program 
ma In menu. 
13.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Alpha Numeric Drawing tile update 
menu wll I appear as tol lows: 
ALPHA NUMERIC INDEX / SPECIFICATION FILE UPDATE MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT (~FICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
-----------------------------------------------~----------------
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update record In Index File 
2. Update record In Spec File 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
13.2.1 UPDATE RECORD IN INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record In the Alpha Numeric 
Drawing tile data base. In order to retr levE' the desired record, the user 
must enter the appropriate drawing number, notated as 'DRAW-NUMBER?>'. 
If no records are tound containing the desired drawing number, 'ITEM NOT 
FOUND' wll I be displayed and the user must enter a new drawing number or a 
carriage return, In which case the user wll I be returned to the program main 
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menu. If the desired record Is found it will be displayed in an update 
screen identical to the input screen Illustrated In section 13.1.1 of this 
docurr~nt. If there are multiple records having the sarre drawing number, only 
the first record wil I be displayed on the Input / update screen. To retrieve 
the subsequent records, type an ,~, at the prompt 'DRAW-NUMBER?>'. Refer to 
the example below Illustrating update entry and error paths. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
DRAW-NUMBER?> 6-5400 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
DRAW-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
13.2.2 UPDATE RECORD IN SPEC FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to update a record in the Specificatior 
f i Ie. In order to retrieve the desired recrord, the user must enter 
data 
the 
appropriate specification number, which IS notated as 'SPEC-NO?>'. If the 
desired record is found it wi I I be displayed in an update screen identical to 
the Input screen illustrated In section 13.1.1 of this document. If there 
are multiple records havin, the sane speclfica1 ion number, only the first 
record wil I be displayed on the Input I update screen. To retrieve the sub-
sequent records type an I:' at the prompt 'SPEC-NO?>'. If no records are 
found having the desired specificatior number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wi II be dis-
played and the user must enter a new specification number or enter a carriage 
return, In ~hich case the wil I be returned to the program main menu. Refer 
to the fol lowing example illustrating the error path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
SPEC-NO?> 1018 
I TEM NOT FOUND 
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SPEC-NO?> ** return ** 
13.2.3 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 of the Update "~nu performs the same Sorting and Housekeeping 
routine described In detail In section 13.1.3 of this document. 
13.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Alpha Numeric Drawing fi Ie delete 
menu wil I appear as fol lows: 
ALPHA NUMERIC INDEX / SPECIFICATION FILE DELETE MENU FOR SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
--------------------------------
--------------------------------
o. Return to Mester ~~nu 
1. Delete record in INDEX Fi Ie 
2. Delete record In SPEC File 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routir.e 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
13.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM INDEX FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Alpha Numeric 
Drawing fl Ie data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user 
must enter the appropriate drawing number. If no records are found having 
the desired drawing number, a message stating so wil I be displayed and the 
user must either enter a new drawing number or type 'QUIT' to return to the 
program main rrenu. If some records are found having the desired drawing 
number the user must then enter the appropriate sheet number. If no records 
containing the desired sheet number are found, a message stating so wll I be 
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displayed and the user must eiiher begin again by entering the desired draw-
Ing number or type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If rrore than 
one record is found containing the search criteria, certain fields of al I 
those records retrieved wll I be displayed along with their corresponding 
rE'cord numbers, notated as RECNO. The user must enter the record number of 
the record that is to be deletE'd. If none of the records displayed are to be 
deleted, entering a carriage return wll I return the user to the program main 
menu. After entering the proper record number, or if only cna record was 
retrieved, al I of the fields of the specified record wi I I be displayed with 
the prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD (Y or N) >'. If the user responds with 'Y', 
the record WI I I bE' marked for deletion, and a message reminding the user that 
the housekeep in, routine must be run in order to internally purge the record 
wi I I be displayed. The user wil I then be given the opportu~ity to delete an-
other reocrd. If the user responds with 'N', no change wil I be made to the 
record, and the user wi I I be given the opportunity to delete another record. 
Note that the user n,lIst type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. 
Refer to the exan:ple below. 
SELECT OPT ION BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETURN TO QU In> 1 
THIS PKOCf;/,~1 \/ILl DElflE A SELECTED RECORD FR(t.l THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 7-601 
NO SUCH DRA\~ I ~IC NUMBER I N THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGA I N 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 23 000101 
ENTER SHEET NUMBER > 01 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND By •••• 
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3 RECORDS WERE FOUND :: DRAWING NUMBER = 23 00101 
AND SHEET NUMBER = 01 
$RECNO 
60 
61 
62 
REV I S ION EOTYPE EONUMBER FRCf.l THRU CODE 
J R 51395 E201 SUB 5 
J R 51395 0192 SUB 0 
J R 51395 E042 E054 4 
(Please note that the record numbers displayed here are 60, 61, and 62.) 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO BE DELETED > 61 
THE FOLLOW I NG HAS BEEN FOUND: 
DRAWING NUMBER >23 000101 SHEET NUMBER >01 
REV >J NOMENCLATURE >PIN INDEXING ADAPT RING 
EO TYPE >R EO NO. >51395 COOE > 0 
FROM >0192 THRU > SUB 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED ••• MUST R~N HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD 
THIS PROGRP,~1 l~ILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FR()l HE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> QUIT 
13.3.2 DELETE RECORD FROM SPEC FILE 
Option 2 allows the user to delete a record from the Speclficatlcn 
data file. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter the 
appropriate specification number. If no records are found having the desired 
specification number, a message stating 50 wll I be displayed and the user 
Illustenter another specification number or type 'QUIT' to return to the 
program main menu. If some records are found containing the desired speclfl-
cation number the user must then enter the revision. If no records are found 
having the desired revision the user must either begin again by entering a 
specification number or type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If 
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more than one record is found containing the search criteria, certain fields 
of al I those records retrieved wll I be displayed along with their correspond-
Ing record numbers, notated as RECNO. The user must enter the record number 
of the record that Is to be deleted. If none of the records displayed are to 
be deleted, entering a carriage return will return the user to the program 
rna I n menu. After enter i ng the proper record nurr,ber, or I f on I y one record 
was retrieved, al I of the fields of the specified record wll I be 
displayed with the prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD (Y or N) >'. If the user re-
sponds with 'Y', the record wi I I be internally purged. Note that it Is not 
necessary in this case to run the housekeeping routine. If the user responds 
with 'N', no change will be made to the record. In either the case, the user 
wll I be given the opportunity to delete another record. Note that the user 
must type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. Refer to the example 
below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THI S PROGRJlt-1 HI LL DELETE A ~ELECTED RECORD FRCfJI THE DtlTA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN tJ.ENU 
lNllR SPECIFICATION NUMBER> 465 
NO SUCH SPECIFICATION NUMBER IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGAIN 
EN1ER SPECIFICATION NUMBER> 205-23-005 
THE FOLLOWING HAS ElEEN FOUND: 
SPECIFICATION NUMBER >205-23-005 REVISION >A AMENDMENT > 
TITLE> 
RATE GYRO ACCEPTANCE TEST ~PECIFICATION 
DEL~TE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
lHI5 PROGRAM WILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
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ENTER SPECIFICATION NUMBER> QUIT 
13.3.3 SORTING and HOUSKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs the same Sorting and Housekeeping routine described 
in detail in section 13.1.3 of this document. 
13.4 REPORT OPTION 
The report menu for the Drawing file appears as fol lows: 
O. Return to the Mo5ter ~~nu 
1. Report on Code Designations 
2. Report on E.O. Types 
3. Numeric Report on Entire file 
4. Alpha-Numeric Report on Entire fi Ie 
5. Dump of Entire Specification File 
Options 1 through 4 are reports containing data from the Drawing fi Ie 
and Option 5 provides a report on the Specification file. 
Option generates a report containing data for al I file records 
containing the same code designation. A I isting of current codes available 
for searching is provided within the repor1 rcutine. for example: 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CODE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT CODES AVA I LABLE FOR SEARCH I N(J ARE: 
===~==~==============~========~=========~=:=== 
( C) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( g) 
( 12 ) 
VEHICLE 
HEATSHIELDS A-1 THRU A-74 
HEATSHIELDS A-400 SERIES 
HEATSHIELDS A-500 SERIES 
STD. E 5ECTION - UP TO E-54 
SERIES 25 & 200 E SECTIONS 
EG 5ECTION 
4TH STAGE MODULES 
M I SCFLLANEOUS 
GSE 
Option 2 generates a report containing data for al I file records 
containing the same E.O. type. The report format is simi lar to that of 
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option 1, and a list of current E.O. types available for searching is pro-
vlded, for example: 
TH I S SEARCH ROl:T I NE PERFORMS THE E .0. TYPE QUERY / REl R I EVAL 
THE CURRENT TYPES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
==~==~==~==~=====~==~==~====================~= 
R) RELEASE E.O. 
C) CHANGE E.O. 
D) DEVIATION E.O. 
Options 3 and 4 generate a complete dump of the Alpha Numeric file. 
The report for option 3 is the numeric listing of the file and Is sorted by 
drawing number. Refer to Appendix H-1 for an example of the Alpha Numeric 
Drawing Numeric Report output format. Option 4 generates a listing sorted 
by nomenclature which is much more time consuming. Refer to Appendix H-2 
for an example of the Alpha Numer ic Drawing Alpha Report output format. 
Option 5 provides a straight dump of the entire Specification 
file - no special options are available with this report routine. The 
fol lowing Is an example of the terminal actions performed during the 
execution of report option 5 
THIS SEARCH ROLJTII\IE PERFORMS THE SPECIFICATION REPORT OUTPUT 
YOU HAVE 514 RECORDS IN THE SPECIFICAl ION FILE 
PRINTER OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ..... PLEASE STAND BY ... 
No report is generated at ihe terminal screen for this option. See 
Appendix H-3 for an example of the Alpha Numeric Specification file output 
report format. An example of the data that would be spooled to the printer 
is shown on the fol lowing page. 
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4/20/84 
SCOUT NUMERICAL INDEX OF ACTIVE SPECIFICATIONS 
==========~==~==========================~::~== 
SPEC. NO. 
TITLE 
REV. A~ 
204-23-001 A 01 
PC~ SIGNAL CONDITIONING ASSEMBLY - QUALITY TEST 
204-23-001 A 
SUPPLEMENT NO. 2A 
204-23-001 A 
SUPPLEMENT NO. lA 
204-23-002 
BLADDER, H202 TANK, PROCUREMENT SPEC 
204-23-003 
AIR CONDITIONING UNIT H/S ENVIRON. CONTROL 
13.5 SEARCH OPTION 
PAGE 
The search menu for the Index file appears as fol lows: 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Search / Retrieve on Drawing Number Only 
2. Search / Retr- i eve on Nomenc. I ature On I y 
3. Search / Retrieve on From - Thru Effectivity 
4. Search / Retrieve on Specification Number 
5. Search / Retrieve on Specification Title 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO CUlT) > 
AI I searches display complete record data in a special ized report 
format. Option 1 produces a report for the record(s) containing a specified 
drawing number. See example #1 in the fol lowing section. 
Option 2 generates a report of al I records containing a certain 
string of characters in the nomenclature field. Since thi5 is a partial 
search, a search for 'OSCILL' would retr ieve those records containing both 
'OSCILLOSCOPE' and 'OSCILLATOR' in the norr~nclature field. See example #2 
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in the fol lowing section. 
Option 3 performs a from-thru search for any of ten different 
codes described In option 1 of the Report generator (section 13.4). A lIst-
ing of current codes avai lable for searching Is provided in the search 
routine. After ~electing the desired code for searching, the user wil I 
be prompted for the FRa.1 va I ue. A report ~II I I be generated compr i s€d of a I I 
those records containing the FROM value somewhere within the FROM-THRU 
interval. This report wil I be displayed at tre terminal screen with the 
option for printer output. See example #3 In the fol lowing 5ection. Refer 
to Appendix H-1 for an example of the printer output for option5 1, 2, and 
3. 
Options 4 and 5 retrieve records from the Specification data file. 
Option 4 provides a report of the record(s) ~ontaining a particular 
specification number. Option 5 is a partial search on the specification 
title, and works similarly tc the nomenclature ~.earch performed in option 
3. The terminal output for options 4 and 5 uses the same format as that 
which is illustrated in the example on the previous page. Refer to Appendix 
H-3 for an example of the printer output format for options 4 and 5. 
13.6 SAMPLE ~EARCHES 
This section illustrates several of the searches for the Alpha 
Nurr.eric Dra\'ling file. 
Example #1 : These are the terminal actions performed during search 
option #1 - the drawing number search. 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DRAWING NUMBER QUERY / RETRIE.VAL 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 23 000415 
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PLEASE STAND BY •••.• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
DRAWING NUMBER SEARCH FOR 23 000415 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••.• PLEA5E STAND BY •.• 
4/23/84 PAGE 
ALPHA NUMERIC INDEX 
DRAWING NO SHEET II REV NOMENCLATURE I CODE DESIGNATIOt\S EO TYPEII FR()1 THRU 
23 000415 01 B WELD ASSY TRAN SEC 0 GRD COOL 
o = VEHICLE 
R 32457 0192 SUB 
Example #2: These are the terminal actions performed during the 
nOITEnclature search - search option 12. 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE NOMENCLATURE QUERY I RETRIEVAL 
ENTER NOMENCLATURE TO BE SEARCHED ON > RING 
PLEASE STAND By •••.. SEARCH NOW I ~I PROGRESS 
NOMENCLATURE ~EARCH FeR RING FOUND 4 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •.••• PLEASE STAND BY .•• 
4/25/84 
ALPHA NUMERIC INDEX 
PAGE 
DRAWING NO SHEET # REV NOMENCLATURE I CODE DESIGNATIONS EO TYPE/I FR()1 THRU 
---------- -------- --- -------------------------------- --------- ---- ----
23 000040 01 E ADAPT RING ASSY SECT C LWR R 51394 0192 SUB 
0 = VEHICLE 
23 000101 01 J PIN INDEXINC ADAPT RING R 51395 E201 SUB 
5 = SERIES 25 & 200 E SECTIONS 
23 000101 01 J PIN INDEXING ADAPT RING R 51395 0192 SUB 
0 = VEHICLE 
23 000101 01 J PIN INDEXING ADAPT RING R 51395 E042 E054 
4 = STD. E SECllON - UP TO E-54 
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Exa~ple #3: These are the terndnal actions performed during the 
from-thn, Elffect i v I ty 5earch - 5earch op11on #3. 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE FROM-THRU QUERY I RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT CODES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
==:=====:==~========================:==~==~==~ 
( 0) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 9) 
( 12 ) 
VEHICLE 
HEATSHIELDS A-1 THRU A-74 
HEATSHIELDS A-400 SERIES 
HEATSHIELDS A-500 SERIES 
STD. E SECTION - UP TO E-54 
SERIES 25 & 200 E SECTIONS 
EG SECTION 
4TH STAGE MODULES 
MISCELLANEOUS 
GSE 
ENTER CooE TO BE SELECTED > 0 
SEARCH FOR CODE = 0 NOW IN PROGRESS 
YOU HAVE SELECTE:.D gCJO RECORDS FR<J.1 THE ALPHA NUMERIC FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER FROM VALUE> 198 
*** 762 RECORDS FOUND FOR THE FROM-THRU SEARCH *** 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED ...••• PLEASE ~,TAND BY ... 
4/25/82 PAGE 
ALPHA NUt-'IE HI c: II'IDEX 
DRA\tn,(? NO SHEET II REV NOMENCLATURE I CooE DESIGf\ATIONS EO TYPE/# FR<J.1 THRU 
23 000021 01 V FIN ASSY BASE SECT A R 51430 0192 SUB 
0 = VEHICLE 
23 000021 02 V FIN ASSY BASE SECT A R 51430 0192 SUB 
0 = VEHICLE 
23 000021 03 V FIN ASSY BASE SECT A R 51430 0192 SUB 
0 = VEHICLE 
23 000021 04 U FIN ASSY BASE SECT A R 513«;5 0192 SUB 
o = VEHICLE 
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13.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
While the Search or Report is being compiled, a 'STAND BY' message 
wi II be displayed and then the Information wi I I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report Is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
wil I be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return Is 
understood as a page by page display of the Information compiled. When 'N' 
is entered or the report is completed, the fol lowing message wll I be dis-
played: 'OUTPUl TO PRINTER <Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wil I end the ses-
sion. If 'Y' Is entered, the SPOOLING rrenu is activated as described in 
section 3.1. 
13.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the Alpha Numeric Drawing file program and 
data files, no archiving capability Is provided within this area. If data 
does need to archived In this area, however, the system administrator or the 
data administrator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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14.0 MARK UP FILE 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the terminal operations 
required for the user to access and maintain the Markup data base file. 
This file Is a data base area containing Markups that have been written 
In reference to Scout Standard Procedures. Markups are developed from 
approved Change Requests, and are numbered consecutively and without a pre-
fix. The San Marco Operating Procedures use the prefix SM (San Marco) and 
are numbered as fol lows: the first number indicates the SOP Volume number, 
the second set of numbers (after the dash) indicates the procedure within 
each Volume (these are numbered consecutively starting with the first 
procedure of each volume) and the number In parentheses Indicates the 
number of changes, numbered consecutively starting with one (1), for that 
particular SOP. A letter suffix represents the revision. 
The Markup file Is used as a continuously updated log of Markup 
traffic, to record the results of the NASA / LaRC / SPO review of al I 
Markups, and to record the Vought TWX number recommending permanent Incorpor-
ation of markups into formal change packages and the NASA / LaRC / SPO TWX 
message number dlsposltioning the Vought recommendation. 
Information for each record is stored in the fol lowing fields: 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 1224 
2) CR NUMBER( S) PA 2508 
3) COMMENTS ()( 
4) DATE OUT 9-16-82 
5) DATE IN 9-27-82 
6) LTV TWX 3T-025 
7) SPO TWX S-6508/CWW 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 2616 EEH/KFT 
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The Mark Up fl Ie program main menu appears as fol lows: 
Welcome to SPADS - MARK UP File 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
================================= 
(0) Exit - quit program (Return) 
(1) Input - add new records to file 
(2) Update revise or delete records 
(3) Search - query & retrieve records 
(4) Archive - purge & save old records 
(5) Quickie - fast change or output of records 
(6) Rebuild - Sorting & housekeeping of data file 
Enter Option> 
The Mark Up file main menu has six (6) options: options 1, 2, 4, 
and 5, INPUT, UPDATE, ARCHIVE, and QUICKIE, which are privileged commands 
and require a security clearance, and options 3 and 6, SEARCH and REBUILD, 
which have open access. AI I of these options are discussed In the fol lowing 
sections. 
14. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mark Up fl Ie Input routine operates 
as fo I lows: 
Enter Option> 1 
WELCOME TO THE MARK UP FILE INPUT ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
(1) MARK UP NUMBER 
1 1 
1327 
1327 
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(2) CHANGE REQUEST NUMBERS (4 ENTRIES MAX.) 
ENTER CR NUMBER> DAL3191 
ENTER CR NUMBER > ** return ** 
ENTER CR NUMBER > ** return ** 
ENTER CR NUMBER > ** return ** 
(3) COMMENTS (40 CHAR) 
I 
OK BATTERY SIMULATOR PREP. 
OK BATTERY SIMULATOR PREP. 
(3) COMMENT LINE # 2 
I 
BATTERY VOLTAGE CHANGES 
BATTERY VOLTAGE CHANGES 
(4) DATE OUT = 6-11-84 
(5) DATE IN 
IMM:>DYYI 
1 384 
1 384 
(6) LTV TWX NUMBER: 
I I 
4T-10 
4T-10 
(7) SPO TWX # = OPEN 
(8) EFFECTED PROCEDURE 
I I I I I 
432 
432 0 0 0 0 o o 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
1327 
DAL3191 
o o o o 
3) COMMENTS OK BATTERY SIMULATOR PREP. 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
BATTERY VOLTAGE CHANGES 
6-11-84 
1- 3-84 
4T-10 
OPEN 
432 DMF/JFD 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) ** NEED REVISE (REV) > COR 
More Input (Y or N) > N 
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o o o o 
(0) NO OUTPUT III 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 1111 
Data Base File needs Sorting ••• Run option # 6 when ready 
It should be noted that the value for Date Out Is automatically Input 
as the current Input date. Also, the SPO TWX # Is automatically Input as 
OPEN, and may be changed through the update routine. When the Input record 
Is displayed on the terminal screen, the user must either enter 'COR' to 
Indicate that the record Is correct, or 'REV' to Indicate that the record 
needs revision. If the user responds with 'REV', the system wil I prompt the 
user for how many and which fields need to be corrected. When the Input 
has been completed, the user wil I have the opportunity to spool a hard copy 
of the input record(s), and wil I then be returned to the program main menu. 
Refer to Appendix 1-1 for an example of the Mark Up Input Report output for-
mat. The Rebuild option (option 6) must be run before any more operations 
are performed on the Mark Up data base. 
14.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mark Up file update routine operates 
as fol lows: 
Enter Option> 2 
WELCOME TO THE MARK UP FILE REVISE ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
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Enter MARKUP # to be REVISED or DELETED> 4301 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
SORRY, DOCUMENT 4301 HAS NOT BEEN FOUND 
Enter MARKUP I to be REVISED or DELETED> 1301 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
3) COMMENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
1301 
PA 2544 
OK ENGINEERING REVIEW ADDED 8-26-83 
9- 7-83 
9-12-83 
3T-072 
S-6684/CWW 
572 DMF/DMR 
Is this the correct document (YES or NO) > YES 
Document REVISED or DELETED (REV or DEL) > REV 
How many items do you wish to Revise> 1 
Enter Item number to be Revised > 5 
(5) DATE IN 
I MM:>DYY I 
21584 
21584 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
3) COMMENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
1301 
PA 2544 
OK ENGINEERING REVIEW ADDED 8-26-83 
9- 7-83 
2-15-84 
3T-072 
S-6684/CWW 
572 DMF/DMR 
RECORD CORRECT (COR) ** NEED REVISE (REV) > COR 
Enter MARKUP # to be REVISED or DELETED> ** return ** 
When the updated record Is displayed the user must type either 'COR' 
to Indicate that the record Is correct, or 'REV' to indicate that the record 
needs further revision. If the user responds with 'REV', the system wi I I 
again prompt for how many and which fields need to be updated. When updat-
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Ing has been completed, the user must enter a carriage return at the prompt 
for mark up number and wll I then be returned to the program main menu. 
14.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mark Up file delete routine operates 
as fo I lows: 
Enter Option> 2 
WELCOME TO THE MARK UP FILE REVISE ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
Enter MARKUP # to be REVISED or DELETED> 1327 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
3) C().1MENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
1327 
DAL3191 
OK BATTERY SIMULATOR PREP. 
BATTERY VOLTAGE CHANGES 
12-22-83 
1- 3-84 
4T-10 
S-6738/CWW 
432 DMF/JFD 
Is this the correct document (YES or NO) > YES 
Document REVISED or DELETED (REV or DEL) > DEL 
MARK UP : 1327 DELETED FR().1 DATA BASE 
Enter MARKUP # to be REVISED or DELETED> ** return ** 
Data Base File needs Sorting ••• Run option I 6 when ready 
When deleting Is completed the user must enter a carriage return at 
the prompt for mark up number and wll I then be returned to the program main 
menu. The Rebuild option (option 6) must be run before any more operations 
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are performed on the Mark Up data base. 
14.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the Mark Up file program and data flies, no 
report generator exists for this area. 
14.5 SEARCH OPTION 
AI I of the data Items within a Markup file record are searchable. 
It should be noted that the Markup program's mode of operation Is simi lar to 
that of the CHANGE REQUEST file. Therefore, a review of Section 9 should 
prove helpful to the user. The Date In and Date Out searches (options 6 and 
8) have the capabil ity of retrieving an entire month's or year's worth of 
data by entering 00 for the day or month. For example, entering 110078 would 
result in finding al I the documents within the data base in the eleventh 
month, November, for the year 1978. Likewise, an entry of 000078 would 
retrieve al I documents for the year 1978. See example #1 in the fol lowing 
section. 
There Is a specialized 'ALL' search (option 1) which outputs al I 
documents in the Markup data base file. No terminal display of the records 
Is performed. However, the number of Markup records found wi I I be displayed. 
The output is automatically spooled to the system printer located In the 
Scout Project Office computer room at NASA / Langley, Hampton. Refer to App-
endix 1-2 for an example of the Mark Up ALL Search report output format. 
The Comments search (option 2) performs a single word search of 
the comments field. Since this is a partial search, the single word entry 
of 'RING' would retrieve records containing 'RING' and 'SPRING' in the 
comments field. The comments field Is displayed on the terminal screen for 
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each record found containing the search criteria. Subsequent words may 
be searched on within the same group of records. For Instance, the user may 
search on the word 'TEST' In the comments field. After those records 
containing 'TEST' have been found, the user may then search that same 
group of records for 'SET' to narrow down the group to a more specific set 
of records. When finished searching the user wll I type 'QUIT' at the 
search word prompt, and those records retrieved wll I be displayed on the 
terminal screen, along with the option for printer output. 
The fol lowing searches: C/R number (option 3), LTV TWX number (option 
4), spa TWX number (option 5), Mark Up number (option 7), SOP number (option 
9), and SOP Volume number (option 11) are similar In operation. The SOP 
Volume number Is defined as the first digit of the SOP number. After enter-
Ing the appropriate search criteria, the records found wll I be displayed 
at the terminal screen along with the option for printer output. A sample 
C/R number search is shown In the fol lowing section In example #2. 
The SOP Engineer search (option 10) retrieves the responsible 
englneer(s) for a specified SOP number. See example #3 in the fol lowing sec-
tion. Refer to Appendix 1-3 for an example of the Responsible Engineer SOP 
Report output format. 
If many documents are found during a search, only enough records to 
fll I the terminal screen wll I be displayed at a time, with 'More?' displayed 
at the bottom of the terminal screen. The user may respond with 'Y', to 
Indicate that the next screen ful I of records Is to be displayed, or with 
'N', to Indicate that no more records are to be displayed. If a carriage 
return Is entered, a value of 'Y' Is taken as default. 
Search options other than the ALL and the SOP Engineer searches use 
the same report format that Is used In the example on page 184. 
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14.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
The purpose of this section Is to provide an example of the user 
actions performed In order to SEARCH the Mark Up Data Base. 
Example #1 - a sample Date Out search - option 8 : 
Welcome to the MARK UP Search Routine 
===================================== 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Exit 
(1) Dump All 
(2) Commen ts 
(3) C/R Number 
(4) LTV TWX # 
(5) SPO TWX # 
(6) Date IN 
- Return to Main Menu 
- Output Entire File to Printer (No Terminal Display) 
- Single Word Search within Comments 
Search & Retrieve on Change Request No. 
Search & Retrieve on LTV TWX Number 
Search & Retrieve on Scout Project TWX Number 
Search & Retrieve on Input Date 
(7) MARK UP Number -
(8) Date OUT 
Search & Retrieve on Mark Up Control Number 
Search & Retrieve on Date Review completed 
(9) SOP Number 
(10) SOP Engineer 
(11) SOP Volume No. 
Search & Retrieve on Standard Operating Procedure No. 
Search & Retrieve Responsible Englneer(s) by SOP No. 
Search & Retrieve on SOP Volume Number (1st digit) 
Enter Option > 8 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED DATE (MMDDYY) > 090082 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
3) COMMENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
1224 
PA 2508 
()( 
9-16-82 
9-27-82 
3T-025 
S-6508/CWW 
2616 EEH/KFT 
THERE ARE 1 DOCUMENTS WITH A DATE OUT Of 9- 0-82 
Example #2 - a sample C/R number search - option 3 
Enter Option > 3 
WHAT IS THE DESIRED CR DOCUMENT NUMBER 
AAANNNNA 
DAL3168C 
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STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 
2) CR NUMBER(S) 
3) CC»1MENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV TWX 
7) SPO TWX 
1309 
DAL3168C 
0< 
11-21-83 
11-29-83 
3T-094 
S-6717/CWW 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 3326 FPK/KFT 
3410 FPK/KFT 
3512 FPK/KFT 
3612 FPK/KFT 
3710 FPK/KFT 
Hard Copy to Printer (Y or N) >N 
Example #3 - a sample SOP Engineer search - option 10 
Enter Option > 10 
ENTER SOP NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 381 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
********************************************************************** 
SOP NUMBER: 381 RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERS: DMF/DMR/FPK/KFT 
********************************************************************** 
14.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
As the terminal output Is beln~ generated, an OUTPUT file is also 
being created. When the search Is finished the user has the option to 
send this output file to any printer. The option Is displayed as fol lows: 
'HARD COpy TO PRINTER (Y or N) >'. If 'Y' is entered, the SPOOLING menu Is 
activated as described In Section 3.1. A Carriage Return can be used In 
place of an 'N' response for no printout. 
14.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
When the archive option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Mark Up archive routine operates as 
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follows: 
Enter Option> 4 
WELCOME TO THE MARK UP FILE ARCHIVE ROUTINE 
DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE A GROUP OF MARK UP'S BY DATE 
ENTER (YES or NO) > NO 
How Many Mark Ups do you wish to Archive 
1 
Which Mark Up Record Is to be Archived 
1301 
** ARCHIVE PATH # 1 ** 
Stand By. Search Now in Progress. ** NOTE ** If no records are found, the 
user Is returned to the program main menu. 
1) MARK UP NUMBER 1301 
2) CR NUMBER( S) PA 2544 
3) COMMENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
OK ENGINEERING REVIEW ADDED 8-26-83 
9- 7-83 
5) DATE IN 9-12-83 
6) LTV TWX 3T-072 
7) SPO TWX S-6684/CWW 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 572 DMF/DMR 
Correct document to be Archived (YES or NO) > Y 
(0) NO OUTPUT 111 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
(2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 1111 
DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE A GROUP OF MARK UP'S BY DATE 
ENTER (YES or NO) > YES 
What Is the First Valid Date (MMDDYY) > 030184 
What Is the Last Val id Date (MMDDYY) > ** return ** 
Stand By. Search Now In Progress. 
** ARCHIVE PATH # 2 ** 
The default date Is 
123199 - Dec. 31, 1999 
** NOTE ** If no records are found, the user Is 
(0) NO OUTPUT III returned to the program main menu. 
(1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA (2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
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(3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 1111 
14.9 REBUILD OPTION 
The Rebuild option - option 6 - performs general file maintenance 
for the Markup data file and sorts the file by markup number. Finding blank 
records during any Search of the data base indicates that this option should 
be run. No terminal actions are necessary, as can be seen In the following: 
Enter Option> 6 
PLEASE STAND BY ** HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
DATA FILE HOUSEKEEPING CONTINUING 
MARK UP FILE CONTAINS 181 DOCUMENTS 
14.10 QUICKIE OPTION 
When the quickie option Is selected from the main menu, the Mark Up 
quickie menu appears as fol lows: 
1. Quickie LTV TWX Update 
2. Quickie SPO TWX Update 
Enter Option Number> 
Option 1 al lows the modification of the lTV TWX number for up to 25 
Mark Up records. Option 2 al lows the modification of the SPO TWX number for 
up to 25 Mark Up records. Both options are I I lustrated below. 
Option 1: lTV TWX Update 
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THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS FOR THE AUTOMATIC UPDATE OF THE LTV TWX I 
FOR UP TO 25 MARK UP'S 
Enter the New LTV TWX Number > 3T-09 
Enter Mark Up I > 1301 
Enter Mark Up I > 1329A 
Enter Mark Up I > 1327 
Enter Mark Up I > ** return ** 
*** PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS FOR THE 3 MARK UP'S *** 
MARK UP: 1301 FOUND. OLD LTV TWX WAS 2T-08 CHANGED TO 3T-09 
********** MARK UP: 1329A NOT FOUND FOR UPDATE 1111 
MARK UP: 1327 FOUND. OLD LTV TWX WAS lV-ll CHANGED TO 3T-09 
5 SECOND DELAY ••• BEFORE SCREEN CLEARS 
The prompt 'Enter Mark Up I >' wil I appear 25 times or unti I the user 
enters a carriage return. A report of those records found and not found 
is displayed on the screen for five seconds after the update is completed, 
after which a printout of those records updated wil I be automatically spooled 
to the system printer. The user wi I I then be returned to the program main 
menu. 
Option 2: SPO TWX Update 
THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS FOR THE AUTOMATIC UPDATE OF THE SPO TWX I 
FOR UP TO 25 MARK UP'S 
Enter the New SPO TWX Number > S-4279/KFT 
Enter Mark Up I > 1301 
Enter Mark Up I > 1329A 
Enter Mark Up I > 1327 
Enter Mark Up I > ** return ** 
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*** PLEASE STAND BY ••. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS FOR THE 3 MARK UP'S *** 
MARK UP: 1301 FOUND. OLD SPO TWX WAS S-2167/CWW CHANGED TO S-4279/KFT 
********** MARK UP: 1329A NOT FOUND FOR UPDATE IIII 
MARK UP: 1327 FOUND. OLD LTV TWX WAS S-3234/LRT CHANGED TO S-4279/KFT 
5 SECOND DELAY ••• BEFORE SCREEN CLEARS 
The prompt 'Enter Mark Up , >, wll I appear 25 times or untl I the user 
enters a carriage return. A report of those records found and not found 
Is displayed on the screen for five seconds after the update is completed. 
after which a printout of those records updated wil I be automatically spooled 
to the system printer. The user wil I then be returned to the program main 
menu. 
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15.0 DAILY WORK ITEMS FILE 
This file Is an accumulation of the Dally Work Items (OWl's) 
received from launch sites. The primary purpose of this file Is to maln-
taln a log of OWl's and to provide a method of rapid retrieval using various 
search criteria. 
Information for each record Is stored in the fol lowing fields: 
OWl NUMBER LOCATION ENGINEER 
ORIGIN DATE INPUT DATE TITLE 
REFERENCE DRAWING REFERENCE E.O. REFERENCE C.C.R. 
OTHER REFERENCES EFFECTED SYSTEMS 
The Dally Work Items file (OWl) program main menu appears as fol-
lows: 
DAILY WORK ITEM FILE PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Input Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Search Menu 
5. Sort & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The Dally Work Items Fi Ie main menu has five (5) options: options 
1,2, and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are privileged options and 
require a security clearance, and options 4 and 5, SEARCH and SORT & 
HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE, which have open access. AI I of these options are 
discussed in the fol lowing sections. 
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15.1 INPUT OPTION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Dally Work Items file Input 
menu wll I appear as fol lows: 
DAILY WORK ITEM FILE INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
1. Input Dally Work Item 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
15.1.1 INPUT DAILY WORK ITEM 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the Dally Work Items 
file data base, the Input screen for which appears as fol lows: 
DAILY WORK ITEMS FILE INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
=========================================== 
OWl NUMBER > •••• < 
LOCATION >.< WHERE: 
ENGINEER > •••••••••••• < 
(W) WFC 
(V) VAFB 
(S) SAN MARCO 
ORIGIN DATE > •••••••••• < 
MM/DD/YY 
INPUT DATE > •••••••••• < 
TITLE > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
REFERENCES: DRAWING > •••••••••••••••• < 
SYSTEMS > •• < 
> •• < 
C.C.R. > •••••••••••••••• < 
WHERE: (El) ElEC 
(GU) GUID 
(EG) EGSE 
(ME) MECH 
(H2) H202 
(MG) MGSE 
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E. o. > •••••••••••••••• < 
OTHER > •••••••••••••••• < 
(FU FLUID 
(HY) HYDRl 
(FG) FGSE 
(RF) RF 
(SO) SCP 
15.1.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs general file maintenance for the Dally Work Items 
file. The Housekeeping menu appears as fol lows: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE. 
(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT FILE ONLY 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE ONLY 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE ONLY 
ENTER OPTION> 
Option 0 returns the user to the program main menu. Option sorts 
the Dally Work Items fl Ie by OWl number. Option 2 automatically purges those 
records that have been marked for deletion by the delete routine. Option 3 
performs both the sort and the purging of deleted records for the Dally Work 
Items file. No terminal actions are necessary from the user for any of these 
options. Several messages wil I be displayed at the terminal screen to inform 
the user when these tasks have been completed. When each option is completed 
the user Is returned to the program main menu. Below IS a I isting of the 
appropriate terminal messages corresponding with the menu options. 
Option 1 - Sort Dally Work Items fl Ie only 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE IIIIIII 
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Option 2 - Housekeeping (Purge) Dally Work Items file only 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••••••••• 
8 RECORDS PURGED ••• CLEAN UP NOW IN PROGRESS Note that the number of rec-
ords purged Is displayed. 
ALL DONE 111111111 
Option 3 - Perform both Sort and Purge on Alpha Numeric file only 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 111111111 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ......... 
8 RECORDS PURGED ••• CLEAN UP NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE !IIIIIII 
15.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Daily Work Items file update menu 
wll I appear as fol lows: 
DAILY WORK ITEM FILE UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update / Revise Daily Work Item 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
15.2.1 UPDATE DAILY WORK ITEM 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record In the Dally Work Items 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the approrlate OWl number, notated as 'OWl-NUMBER?>'. If no records 
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are found containing the desired OWl number# 'ITEM NOT FOUNO' wll I be dis-
played and the user must enter a new OWl number or enter a carriage return# 
In which case the user wll I be returned to the program main menu. If the 
desired record Is found it wll I be displayed In an update screen Identical to 
the Input screen Illustrated In section 15.1.1 of this document. If there 
are multiple records having the same OWl number# only the first record wi I I 
be displayed on the Input / update screen. To retrieve the subsequent re-
cords, type an ,=, at the prompt 'OWl-NUMBER?>'. Refer to the example below 
which Illustrates update entry and error paths. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
OWl-NUMBER?> 451 
ITEM NOT FOUNO 
OWl-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
15.2.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 of the Update menu performs the same Sorting and 
Housekeeping routine described In detail In section 15.1.2 of this document. 
15.3 OELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Oally Work Items file delete menu 
wll I appear as fol lows: 
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DAILY WORK ITEM FILE DELETE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
1. Delete Dally Work Item 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
15.3.1 DELETE DAILY WORK ITEM 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Dally Work Items 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate OWl number. If no records are found having the desired OWl 
number, a message stating so wll I be displayed and the user must either enter 
a new OWl number or enter a zero (0) or a carriage return to return to the 
program main menu. If more than one record Is found containing the search 
criteria, certain fields of al I those records retrieved wll I be displayed 
along with their corresponding record numbers, notated as RECNO. The user 
must enter the record number of the record that is to be deleted. If none of 
the records displayed are to be deleted, entering a carriage return wll I 
return the user to the program main menu. After entering the proper record 
number, or If only one record was retrieved, al I of the fields of the specl-
fled record wll I be displayed along with 'DELETE THIS RECORD (Y or N) >.' 
If the user responds with 'Y', the record wll I be marked for deletion, and a 
message reminding the user that the housekeeping routine must be run In order 
to Internally purge the record wll I be displayed. The user wll I then be 
given the opportunity to delete another record. If the user responds with 
'N', no change wll I be made to the record, and the user wll I be given the 
opportunity to delete another record. Note that the user must type a zero 
(0) or enter a carriage return to return to the program main menu. Refer to 
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the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER OWl NUMBER> 452 
NO SUCH OWl NUMBER IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE **** TRY AGAIN 
ENTER OWl NUMBER> 1963 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
OWl NUMBER >1963 ORIGIN DATE> 2/21/1984 
SYSTEMS >EL EG ENGINEER >BOSSERT 
TITLE >BLH 80130 STRAIN GAGE EQUIP CAL lB. FOR QUARTER BRIDGE CONFIGURATION 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y or N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED ••• MUST RUN HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE A SELECTED RECORD FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER OWl NUMBER> ** return ** 
15.3.2 SORTING and HOUSKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 of the Delete menu performs the same Sorting & Housekeeping 
routine discussed In detail in section 15.1.2 of this document. 
15.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the Daily Work Items file data base program 
and data files, no report generator exists In this area. 
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15.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The Dally Work Items file search menu appears as fol lows: 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Search / Retrieve on Title 
2. Search / Retrieve on System 
3. Search / Retrieve on Engineer 
4. Search / Retrieve on Origin Date 
5. Search / Retrieve on Input Date 
6. Search / Retrieve on OWl Number 
7. Search / Retrieve on Location 
8. Search / Retrieve on References 
AI I options generate specially formatted reports comprised of those 
records containing the specified search criteria. Option 1 Is a partial 
string search for the title field. A search for the word 'RING' retrieves 
those records containing both 'RING' and 'WIRING' In the title field. See 
example #1 In the fol lowing section. 
Option 2 provides a report of al I records containing a specific 
system. The fol lowing I ist of systems available for searching is displayed 
within the search routine: 
THE AVAILABLE SYSTEMS FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
======================================== 
( EL ) 
( ME ) 
( ~ ) 
( FL ) 
( GU ) 
SO ) 
MG ) 
( EG ) 
( FG ) 
( H2 ) 
( HY ) 
ELEC 
MECH 
~ 
FLUID 
GUID 
SOP 
MGSE 
EGSE 
FGSE 
H202 
HYDRL 
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Option 3 retrieves al I records containing a speclfleo engineer. It 
operates simi larly to the Title search In option and Is also a partial 
search. 
The Origin Date and Input Date searches (options 4 and 5) are greater 
than - less than searches. Rather than retrieving records only for a single 
date, a block of dates Is used for the search criteria. To search on a 
single date, the user enters a carriage return at the prompt for the 
ending date and the date entered for starting date Is taken as default. See 
example #2 In the fol lowing section. 
Option 6, the OWl number search, retrieves the record(s} that 
contain a particular OWl number. Option 7, the Location search, retrieves 
those records containing a specific location. The following I ist of 
locations available for searching Is displayed within the search routine: 
THE AVAILABLE LOCATIONS FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
========================================== 
( W ) 
( V ) 
( S ) 
WFC 
VAFB 
SAN MARCO 
The References search, option 8, provides a report of al I records 
containing a particular reference value. The fol lowing list of those 
reference values available for searching is displayed within the program: 
REFERENCES OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
(O) QUIT / EXIT 
(1) DRAWING 
(2) E.O. 
(3) C.C.R. 
(4) OTHER 
Refer to Appendix J-1 for an example of the Dally Work Items Search 
report output format which Is used by al I search options. 
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15.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
This section provides Illustrations of several Dally Work Items 
file search routines. 
Example #1: a sample title search - option 1 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER TITLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > RING 
PLEASE STAND By ••••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
TITLE SEARCH FOR RING FOUND 3 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••••. PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
4/30/84 
DAILY WORK ITEMS FILE REPORT 
================================ 
TITLE 
PAGE 
OWl' ORIG. DATE ENGINEER 
INPUT DATE LOCATION 
SYS-
TEMS 
DRAWING REFER. E.O. REFERENCE 
C.C.R. REFER. 
FABRICATION OF SHOP AID FORUSE DURING HEADCAP PRESSURE TEST 
1952 12/13/1983 SCHMIDT MECH 
12/22/1983 VAFB MGSE 
INSULATION RESISTANCE CHECKS,FOLLOWUP TO LAUNCHER WIRING INVESTIGATION 
2114 1/17/1984 PARKS ELEC 331-60432 
1/23/1984 WFC EGSE OWl 2096,2099 
TERMINAL BUILDING/BLOCKHOUSE WIRING CORRECTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS 
2119 1/26/1984 PARKS ELEC 331-00003 
1/27/1984 WFC EGSE 331-00021,23,25 
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Example 12: a sample origin date search - option 4 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS IS THE ORIGIN DATE SEARCH AND RETRIEVE ROUTINE 
=================================================== 
BLOCK OF DATES FOR SEARCH 
ENTER STARTING DATE FOR SEARCH MM/DD/YY (RETURN TO QUIT) > 08/01/83 
ENTER ENDING DATE FOR SEARCH MM!DD/YY (RETURN IF SAME DAY) > 04/01/84 
4/30/84 PAGE 
DAILY WORK ITEMS FILE REPORT 
--------------------------------
--------------------------------
TITLE 
OWl 1 ORIG. DATE ENGINEER 
INPUT DATE LOCATION 
TRANSIT INTERFACE CHECK 
1930 2/14/1984 TRIAS 
2/17/1984 VAFB 
SYS-
TEMS 
ELEC 
EGSE 
DRAWING REFER. E.O. REFERENCE 
C.C.R. REFER. 
3341-39740 
FABRICATE PORTABLE TELEMETRY SIGNAL SOURCE 
1943 1/24/1984 BOSSERT ELEC 
1/24/1984 VAFB RF 
15.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
Whi Ie the Search or Report is being compi led, a 'STAND BY' message 
will be displayed and then the Information wil I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
will be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return is 
understood as a page by page display of the Information compi led. When 'N' 
is entered or the report is completed, the fol lowing message wil I be dis-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER <Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wi I I end the ses-
sion. If 'Y' is entered, the SPOOLING menu is activated as described in 
Section 3.1. 
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15.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the design of the Dally Work Items fl Ie data base program 
and data files, no archiving capability Is provided within this area. If 
data does need to be archived In this area, however, the system administrator 
or the data administrator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
15.9 SORT & HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
This option performs general file maintenance and sorts the Dally 
Work Items data fl Ie by OWl number. The menu for this option appears as 
follows: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE. 
(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT FILE ONLY 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE ONLY 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE ONLY 
ENTER OPTION> 0 
This option Is may also be accessed through the Input, Update and 
Delete menus, and is discussed in detal I in section 15.1.2 of this document. 
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16.0 SCHEDULER FILE 
This file Is a personnel activity tracking data base designed for 
the Scout Project Office, NASA / LaRC. The data base consists of two ( 2 ) 
files: the Personnel Information file and the Activity Schedule fl Ie. 
Information for each record In the Activity Schedule fl Ie Is 
stored in the fol lowing fields: 
USER ID COOE ACTIVITY CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
START DATE START TIME CONFIRMATION 
END DATE END TIME SEQUENCE NUt.t3ER 
Information for each record In the Personnel Information file is 
stored In the fol lowing fields: 
USER ID COOE NAME ADDRESS 
ADDITIONAL ADDRESS CITY STATE 
ZIP COOE EXTRA ZIP CODE AREA COOE 
PHONE NUMBER SECONDARY PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION 
JOB TITLE 
The Scheduler file program main menu appears as fol lows: 
SCHEDULER PROGRAM MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
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The Scheduler file program main menu has four (4) options: 
options 1, 2, and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are privileged op-
tlons and require a security clearance, and option 4, SEARCH, which has 
open access. All of these options are discussed In the fol lowing sections. 
16. 1 I NPUT OPT ION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Scheduler file Input menu wll I 
appear as fol lows: 
SCHEDULER INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
--------------------------------
--------------------------------
1. Add Activity for Individual (No Verification of Conflict) 
2. Add Activity for Individual (Check for Schedule Conflicts) 
3. Add New Name to Personnel File 
4. Add Category to Category Lookup FI Ie 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
16.1.1 INPUT ACTIVITY FOR INDIVIDUAL - NO VERIFICATION 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the Activity Schedule 
file with no verification of conflict of activity dates. A starting 
record number Is displayed on the screen and then the Input screen Is dls-
played. After Input has been completed, several messages wll I appear on the 
terminal screen to Inform the user of Internal accounting operations and the 
computation of a new starting record number. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
STARTING ADDRESS ADDITION PROGRAM 
STARTING NUMBER IS 171 
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ACTIVITY SCHEDULING FILE 
10 CODE > 
CATEGORY > 
DESCRIPT > ................................................................. 
START DATE > START TIME (HHMM) > 
END DATE > .......... END TIME (HHMM) > 
CONFIRMED> • 
PLEASE WAIT •••• 
STARTING CLEANUP ROUTINE 
STORING NEW STARTING NUMBER » 172 
SORTING SCHEDULE FILE ••••• 
ALL FINISHED ••••••• GOING BACK TO MENU 
16.1.2 INPUT ACTIVITY FOR INDIVIDUAL WITH VERIFICATION 
Option 2 al lows the user to input records Into the Activity Schedule 
file with verification of conflict of activity dates. If a conflict Is found 
(an activity previously scheduled for the desired date) it wll I be displayed 
In report format at the terminal screen, with the option to add a record for 
that date. If the user responds with 'Y', the input screen wi I I be displayed 
and closing messages identical to those I I lustrated for option 1 wi I I be 
displayed. If the user responds with 'N' the user must again enter the cor-
rect password and wil I then be returned to the Input menu. See the example 
below. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS OPTION CHECKS & VERIFIES PERSONNEL ACTIVITY FOR CONFLICTS 
ENTER IDENT CODE > CGH 
ENTER START DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 01/01/83 
ENTER END DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 02/01/84 
SEARCHING FILE FOR ID CODE CGH 
CONFLICTS FOUND FOR DATES 1/ 1/1983 TO 2/ 1/1984 
DISPLAY OF CONFLICTS COMING 
5/25/84 
REPORT ON ACTIVITIES FOR Harris, Cynthia G. 
PAGE 1 
============================================================== 
============================================================== 
CATEGORY / DESCRIPTION START DATE TIME END DATE TIME SEQ-NO 
Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous leave 
ENTER RETURN TO CONTINUE 
ADD TO FILE (Y OR N) Y 
1/ 6/1984 730 1/16/1984 730 162 
CONFI RM=Y 
STARTING ADDRESS ADDITION PROGRAM 
STARTING NUMBER IS 172 
ACTIVITY SCHEDULING FILE 
ID CODE > ................................... 
CATEGORY > .............................. 
DESCRIPT > · ............................................................... . 
START DATE > · ........ . START TIME (HHMM) > 
END DATE > · ........ . END TIME (HHMM) > 
CONFIRMED> • 
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PLEASE WAIT •••• 
STARTING CLEANUP ROUTINE -
STORING NEW STARTING NUMBER » 173 
SORTING SCHEDULE FILE ••••• 
ALL FINISHED ••••••• GOING BACK TO MENU 
16.1.3 INPUT NEW NAME TO PERSONNEL FILE 
Option 3 al lows the user to Input records Into the Personnel file. 
When Input Is complete the user must again enter the correct password and 
wll I then be returned to the Input menu. The Personnel file Input screen 
appears as follows: 
USER MAINTENANCE - PERSONNEL FILE 
ID CODE >... NAME (Last, First) > ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HOME ADDRESS: STREET > ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
C J TY >......................... STATE >.. Z I PCODE > •••••••••• 
PHONE > ( ••• ) •••••••• 
WORK ADDRESS: 
PHONE > •••••••• EXTENSION > •••••• 
JOB TITLE > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16.1.4 INPUT CATEGORY TO CATEGORY LOOKUP FILE 
Option 4 al lows the user to input records Into the category lookup 
file. A listing of the current categories available wll I be displayed 
within the input routine, as wei I as a new listing including records added. 
A carriage return at the prompt 'CAT>' wll I complete the Input. After the 
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new listing Is displayed, the user must again enter the correct password 
and wll I then be returned to the Input menu. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
================================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
CAT> 19 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Travel 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
7 Appointment 
8 
9 
10 Miscellaneous 
11 
12 
13 Launch OPS 
14 System Tests 
15 Vehicle Processing 
16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 Post Flight Evaluation 
18 Mission Integration Activities 
CAT-TITLE> Emergency 
20 
CAT> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Travel 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
7 Appointment 
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8 8 
9 9 
10 10 Miscellaneous 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 Launch OPS 
14 14 System Tests 
15 15 Vehicle Processing 
16 16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 17 Post Flight Evaluation 
18 18 Mission Integration Activities 
19 19 Emergency 
16.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Scheduler fl Ie update menu wil I 
appear as fol lows: 
SCHEDULER UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Update Schedule FI Ie for Activity by SEQ-NO 
2. User Maintenance - Personnel Information File 
3. Update / Revise Category Lookup File 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
16.2.1 UPDATE SCHEDULE FILE FOR ACTIVITY BY SEQUENCE NUMBER 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record in the Activity Schedule 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate sequence number, which is notated as SEQ-NO?>, and is refer-
red to as the starting number in the input routine. If the desired record is 
found it wil I be displayed in an update screen identical to the Activity 
Schedule fl Ie input screen illustrated In section 16.1 of this document. 
When update Is completed, SEQ-NO?> wil I again be displayed. A carriage re-
turn entered here wi I I return the user to the program main menu. If there 
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are multiple records having the same sequence number, only the first record 
wll I be displayed on the Input / update screen. To retrieve the subsequent 
records, type an '=' at the prompt 'SEQ-NO?>'. If the desired record Is not 
found, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I be displayed and the user must enter another 
sequence number or enter a carriage return to return to the program main 
menu. It should be noted that the sequence number Is displayed In the re-
ports generated by the search routine which Is discussed In detail In 
sections 16.5 and 16.6 of this document. Refer to the example below which 
Illustrates update entry and error paths. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL ALLOW REVISIONS TO THE SCHEDULE FILE BY 
ENTERING THE SEQ-NO OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED. 
SEQ-NO?> 170 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
SEQ-NO?> ** return ** 
16.2.2 UPDATE PERSONNEL INFORMATION FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to update records In the Personnel Infor-
mation file. In order to retrieve the desired record the user must enter the 
appropriate User 10 code, notated as CODE?>. If the desired record Is found 
it will be displayed In an update screen identical to the Personnel Informa-
tion file Input screen Illustrated In section 16.1 of this document. If 
there are multiple records having the same user code, only the first record 
will be displayed on the Input / update screen. To retrieve the subsequent 
records, type an ,=, at the prompt 'CODE?>'. When the update Is complete, 
the prompt 'CODE?>' wll I appear again, and the user may perform another up-
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date or enter a carriage return to return to the program main menu. If the 
desired record Is not found, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' will be displayed and the user 
must enter another user code or enter a carriage return, In which case the 
user wll I be returned to the program main menu. Refer to the example below 
Illustrating update entry and error paths. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM WILL ALLOW REVISIONS TO THE PERSONNEL FILE 
BY ENTERING THE 10 CODE YOU WANT TO CHANGE. 
CODE?> DHI 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
CODE?> ** return ** 
16.2.3 UPDATE CATEGORY LOOKUP FILE 
Option 3 al lows the user to update records In the Category Lookup 
file. A I istlng of the current categories available Is displayed within 
the update routine. A carriage return entered at the prompt 'CAT>' wi I I 
complete the update. After the new list of categories Is displayed at the 
terminal screen, the user Is returned to the program main menu. Refer to 
the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
================================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Travel 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
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7 7 Appointment 
8 8 
9 9 
10 10 Miscellaneous 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 Launch OPS 
14 14 System Tests 
15 15 Vehicle Processing 
16 16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 17 Post Flight Evaluation 
18 18 Mission Integration Activities 
RECN01>12 
CAT 
CAT-TITLE 
12 
=12 
= 
CAT> ** return ** Note that a carriage return wi I I enter the 
previous value as default. 
CAT-TITLE> Death 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Travel 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
7 Appointment 
8 
9 
10 Miscellaneous 
11 
12 Death 
13 Launch OPS 
14 System Tests 
15 Vehicle Processing 
16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 Post FlIght Evaluation 
18 Mission Integration Activities 
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16.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Scheduler file delete menu wll I 
appear as fol lows: 
SCHEDULER DELETION MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Delete Schedule File Activity by SEQ-NO 
2. Delete Category File Lookup Item 
3. Delete Entry In Personnel File 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
16.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM SCHEDULE ACTIVITY FILE BY SEQUENCE NUMBER 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Activity Sched-
ule file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must 
enter the appropriate sequence number, notated as SEQ-NO>. If the desired 
record is not found. a message stating so wil I be displayed and the user must 
either enter a new sequence number or a zero (0) to return to the program 
main menu. If the desired record Is found It wll I be displayed on the term-
Inal screen with the prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD? (Y OR N) >'. If the user 
enters an 'N', the record wi I I not be changed and the user wi I I be given 
the opportunity to delete another record. If the user responds with 'V', the 
record wi I I be internally purged from the data base and the user may then 
delete another record. Note that the user must type a zero (0) to return to 
the program main menu. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE SCHEDULER FILE 
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ENTER SEQ-NO TO BE DELETED (ZERO - 0 - TO QUIT) > 161 
SEQ-NO 161 NOT FOUND IIIIII 
ENTER SEQ-NO TO BE DELETED (ZERO - 0 - TO QUIT) > 122 
122 
CODE 
CAT 
DESCRIPTION 
START-DATE 
START-TIME 
END-DATE 
END-TIME 
CONFIRM 
SEQ-NO 
FILLER 
=DKH 
= 2 
=CLASSES FOR ENTIRE SPO (CGH) 
= 1/16/1984 
= 800 
= 1/23/1984 
=1600 
=y 
= 1n 
= 
DELETE THIS RECORD? (Y OR N) > Y 
**** RECORD BEING DELETED **** 
ENTER SEQ-NO TO BE DELETED (ZERO - 0 - TO QUIT) > 0 
16.3.2 DELETE RECORD FROM CATEGORY LOOKUP FILE 
OptIon 2 al lows the user to delete records from the Category Lookup 
table. A listIng of the current categorIes available wll I be displayed 
wIthIn the delete routine. as wei I as an updated lIst after deletIon Is 
completed. EnterIng a carrIage return at the prompt for which category 
to be deleted wll I return the user to the delete menu (the user must first 
enter the approprIate password). After a category has been selected and 
deleted and the new lIsting of categorIes has been dIsplayed the user must 
agaIn enter the correct password and wll I then be returned to the delete 
menu. See the example below. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURE NT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
================================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Trave I 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
7 Appointment 
8 
9 
10 Miscellaneous 
11 
12 
13 Launch CPS 
14 System Tests 
15 Vehicle Processing 
16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 Post Flight Evaluation 
18 Mission Integration Activities 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE DELETED > 8 
8 CATEGORY 8 CATEGORY TITLE NOW BEING DELETED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
CAT CAT-TITLE 
1 Travel 
2 Training 
3 Meeting 
4 Review 
5 Leave 
6 Compensatory Time 
7 Appointment 
9 
10 Miscellaneous 
11 
12 
13 Launch CPS 
14 System Tests 
15 Vehicle Processing 
16 Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 Post Flight Evaluation 
18 Mission Integration Activities 
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16.3.3 DELETE RECORD FROM PERSONNEL FILE 
Option 3 al lows the user to delete records from the Personnel Infor-
matlon fl Ie. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate User 10 Code. If the desired record Is not found, a message 
stating so will be displayed and the user must either enter another code 
or enter a carriage return to return to the program main menu. If the de-
sired record Is found It will displayed with the prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD ? 
(Y OR N) >'. If the user responds with 'Y', the record wi I I be Internally 
purged and the user wll I be given the opportunity to delete another record. 
If the user responds with 'N', the record wll I not be changed and the user 
will be given the opportunity to delete another record. Note that the user 
must enter a carriage return at the prompt for name code to return to the 
program main menu. See the example below. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE PERSONNEL / NAME FILE 
ENTER NAME CODE TO BE DELETED (RETURN TO EXIT) > DH1 
NAME CODE DHt NOT FOUND 111111 
ENTER NAME CODE TO BE DELETED (RETURN TO EXIT) > TLS 
TLS 
CODE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
ADD-ADDRESS 
CITY 
STATE 
ZIP 
EXTRA-ZIP 
PHONE-AREA 
PHONE 
PHONE-2 
EXTENSION 
TITLE-JOB 
FILLER 
15 
=TLS 
=Smart, Thomas L. 
=4301 Cedar Lane 
= 
=Hampton 
=VA 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 
= 
= 
=System Administrator / Programmer 
= 
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DELETE THIS RECORD? (Y OR N) > Y 
**** RECORD BEING DELETED **** 
ENTER NAME CODE TO BE DELETED (RETURN TO EXIT) > ** return ** 
16.4 REPORT OPTION 
Due to the design of the Scheduler file program and data files, 
a report generator does not exist for this area. 
16.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The Scheduler fl Ie search menu appears as fol lows: 
SCHEDULER SEARCH MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • Dally Activities by Time 
2. Category Activities by ID Code and Time 
3. Individual Activities by ID Code and Time 
4. Dally Activities (Brief Listing - 1 Day Only) 
5. LI st ID Codes and Names 
6. List Categories and Descriptions 
The first four options display specially formatted reports comprised 
of al I records containing the specified search criteria. Information Is 
displayed to the terminal screen along With the option for printer output. 
Option 1 al lows the user to search on an Interval of dates by enter-
Ing a starting date and an ending date. For al I of the date interval 
searches (options 1, 2, and 3), a single date may be searched by entering 
a carriage return at the prompt for the ending date and the date 
entered for starting date is taken as default. See example #1 below. 
Option 2 performs a search on a specific activity category by ID Code 
and date Interval. Option 3 provides a report on al I activity categories 
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that contain a specific 10 Code and date Interval, with a report format 
similar to that of option 2. Example 12 below Illustrates option 2. 
Option 4 generates a brief report of activities for al I personnel 
for a particular date. See example '3 below. 
The last two options - 5 and 6 - generate lists of Information at 
the terminal screen only. Option 5 lists the User 10 Codes with the 
corresponding names, and option 6 lists the Categories available for use 
with their descriptions. See examples '4 and 15 below. 
AI I spooled printer outputs use the same format as the corresponding 
examples on the fol lowing pages. 
16.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
Example #1 - Search option 
THIS OPTION GIVES DAILY ACTIVITY FOR ALL PERSONNEL FOR A 
SPECIFIED TIME FRAME 
ENTER START DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 02/01/83 
ENTER END DATE (RETURN IF SAME AS START DATE) (MM/DD/YY) > 05/01/84 
5/ 4/84 PAGE 
DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT FOR ALL PERSONNEL 
======================================= 
======================================= 
CATEGORY / DESCRIPTION START DATE TIME END DATE TIME 10 SEQ-NO 
Leave 2/15/1983 700 2/15/1983 1600 DKH 105 
OPERATION ON KNEE CONFIRMED= Y 
Travel 2/27/1983 0 3/ 5/1983 0 DKH 101 
INFO NATIONAL CONFERENCE (FLORIDA> CONFIRMED= Y 
Travel 5/23/1983 700 5/27/1983 1600 DKH 106 
VOUGHT DALLAS TRIP FOR SPADS TRAINING CONFIRMED= Y 
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Example #2 - Search option 2 
THIS REPORT DISPLAYS PERSONNEL ACTIVITY FOR A SPECIFIED TIME 
FRAME BY CATEGORY 
DISPLAY OF CATEGORY FILE COMING 
=============================== 
CATEGORY AND DESCRIPTIONS 
========================= 
1 - Travel 
2 - Training 
3 - Meeting 
4 - Review 
5 - Leave 
6 - Compensatory Time 
7 - Appointment 
8 -
9 -
10 - Miscellaneous 
11 -
12 -
13 - Launch OPS 
14 - System Tests 
15 - Vehicle Processing 
16 - Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 - Post Flight Evaluation 
18 - Mission Integration Activities 
ENTER RETURN TO CONTINUE 
ENTER CATEGORY NUMBER> 10 
ENTER START DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 01/01/83 
ENTER END DATE (RETURN IF SAME AS START DATE) (MM/DD/YY) > 05/01/84 
ENTER IDENT CODE (BLANK FOR ALL PERSONNEL) > CGH 
5/ 4/ 84 PAGE 
ACTIVITY REPORT FOR CATEGORY OF Miscellaneous 
============================================================== 
============================================================== 
ID SEQ-NO START DATE TIME END DATE TIME 
CGH 162 1/ 6/1984 730 1/16/1984 730 CONFIRMED = Y 
Miscellaneous travel 
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10 
Example #3 - Search option 4 
THIS OPTION GIVES A BRIEF LISTING FOR A SPECIFIED DAY'S 
ACTIVITY FOR ALL PERSONNEL 
ENTER DESIRED DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 01/06/84 
5/ 4/84 
ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE DAY OF 1/ 6/1984 
=========================================== 
=========================================== 
CATEGORY TIME SEQ-NO 
PAGE 
CGH Miscellaneous 730 162 CONFIRMED Y 
Example #4 - Search option 5 - List of 10 Codes and Names 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
5/ 4/84 PAGE 
LISTING OF 10 CODES AND NAMES 
10 NAME (Last First) 
BLB Bailey, Betty 
CGH Harris, Cynthia G. 
CWW Winters, Clyde 
DCM McCracken, Don 
DKH Harris, Danny 
JCW Ward, Jim 
JVC Van Cleave, Jon 
LRF Foster, Lee 
ENTER RETURN TO CONTINUE 
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Example #5 - Search option 6 - List of Categories and Descriptions 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
Category File and Descriptions 
============================== 
1 - Travel 
2 - Training 
3 - Meeting 
4 - Review 
5 - Leave 
6 - Compensatory Time 
7 - Appointment 
8 -
9 -
10 - Miscellaneous 
11 -
12 -
13 - Launch OPS 
14 - System Tests 
15 - Vehicle Processing 
16 - Vehicle Launch (R - Day) 
17 - Post Flight Evaluation 
18 - Mission Integration Activities 
ENTER RETURN TO CONTINUE 
16.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
While the Search retrieval Is being compiled, a 'STAND BY' message 
will be displayed and then the information wll I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
will be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return is 
understood as a page by page display of the information compiled. When 'N' 
is entered or the report is completed, the fol lowing message wil I be dls-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wi I I end the ses-
slon. If 'Y' Is entered, the SPOOLING menu Is activated as described in 
section 3.1. 
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16.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the structure of the Scheduler file data base, archiving 
capability Is not provided within this area. If data does need to be ar-
chived In this area, however, the system administrator or the data adminis-
trator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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17.0 SCOUT PROJECT REGISTRATION FILE 
This fl Ie Is an activity registration data base designed for the 
Scout Project Office, NASA / LaRC. 
Information for each record In the Scout RegistratIon fl Ie Is 
stored In the following fields: 
ENTRY DATE INPUT DATE LAST NAME 
FIRST NAME TITLE COMPANY 
STREET CITY STATE 
ZIP COOE AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER 
EXTENSION CITIZENSHIP BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS 
TOUR CAR PASS DINNER 
DINNER SOCIAL BREAKFASTS (1 AND 2) 
WHOLE PACKAGE PREPAID FEE TOTAL RECEIVED 
The Scout Registration file program main menu appears as fol lows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRATION PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The Registration FI Ie program main menu has five (5) options: 
options 1, 2, and 3, INPUT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which are privileged op-
tlons and require a security clearance, and options 4 and 5, REPORT and 
SEARCH, which have open access. AI I of these options are discussed In the 
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following sections. 
17. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Scout Registration file Input menu 
wll I appear as follows: 
INPUT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Input to Conference Registration FI Ie 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
17.1.1 INPUT NEW RECORD INTO REGISTRATION FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the Registration file 
data base, the Input screen for which appears as fol lows: 
SCOUT PROJECT REGISTRATION FILE INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
===================================================== 
ENTRY DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M.I. INPUT DATE 
> •••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••• < 
TITLE COMPANY 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
BU I LD I NG OR M ISCEL LANEOUS C IT I ZENSH I P 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••• < 
STREET CITY STATE 
> •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••• < > •• < 
ZIP CODE AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION 
> ••••••••••••••• < > ••• < > •••••••• < > •••••••• < 
CAR BREAKFASTS WHOLE PREPAID TOTAL 
TOUR PASS DINNER SOCIAL 1 2 PACKAGE FEE RECEIVED 
> ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••••••• < > ••••••••• < 
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When Input has been completed, the fol lowing message reminding the 
user to run the Houskeeplng routine wll I be displayed: 
PLEASE NOTE :::::: NEW ITEMS IN DATA BASE IIIII 
DATA FILE MUST BE SORTED IN ORDER TO SEARCH & RETRIEVE RECORDS. 
17.1.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs general housekeeping and file maintenance. The 
Housekeeping menu appears as follows: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE I 
(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 
Option 0 returns the user to the program main menu. Option 1 sorts 
the fl Ie by Last Name and by First Name. Option 2 automatically purges those 
records that have been marked for deletion by the delete routine. Option 3 
performs both the sort and the purging of deleted records. No terminal 
actions are necessary from the user for any of these options. Several mess-
ages wll I be displayed at the terminal screen to Inform the user when these 
tasks have been completed. Below is a listing of the appropriate terminal 
messages corresponding to the menu options. 
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Option 1 - Sort File Only 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 111111111111111 
ALL DONE 1111 
Option 2 - Houskeeplng (Purge) Only 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
4 RECORDS PURGED •••• CLEAN UP NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 111111 I I ! 111111 
Option 3 - Perform Both Sort and Purge 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 11111111111111 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 1111111111 
17.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the update option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Registration file update menu wll I 
appear as fo I lows: 
UPDATE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update Conference File 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
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17.2.1 UPDATE RECORD IN REGISTRATION FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update a record In the Registration file. 
In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter the appropriate 
last name, notated as 'LAST-NAME?>'. If the desired record Is found, 
It will be displayed In an update screen Identical to the Input screen 
Illustrated in section 17.1.1 of this document. When update has been com-
pleted, 'LAST-NAME?>' wi I I again be displayed. A carriage return wll I return 
the user to the program main menu. If there are multiple records having the 
same Last Name, only the first record found wll I be displayed on the Input / 
update screen. To retrieve the subsequent records type an '=' at the prompt 
'LAST-NAME?>'. If the desired record Is not found, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I be 
displayed and the user must enter another last name or enter a carriage 
return, which wi I I return the user to the program main menu. Refer to the 
example below which illustrates update entry and error / exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
LAST-NAME?> FOSTER 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
SEQ-NO?> ** return ** 
17.2.2 SORTING and HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 generates the same Houskeeplng routine discussed In detail 
section 17.1.2 of this document. 
17.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the delete option Is selected from the main menu and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Registration file delete menu wll I 
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appear as fol lows: 
DELETE MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
1. Delete record In Conference File 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
17.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM REGISTRATION FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Registration 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate Last Name. If multiple records are found having the same 
Last Name, the user must then enter the appropriate First Name. If the 
desired record Is found, al I of the data fields wll I be displayed with the 
prompt 'DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) >'. If the user responds with 'Y', a 
message reminding the user to run the Housekeeping routine wll I be displayed. 
An 'N' response wll I return the user to the beginning of the delete routine. 
Another Last Name may be entered, or the user may type 'QUIT' to return to 
the main menu. If multiple records are found having the same Last Name and 
First Name, selected fields of each record found wil I be displayed with the 
corresponding record numbers. The user must enter which record number Is to 
be deleted, and al I of the fields of the appropriate record wi I I then be 
displayed. The user wil I then enter a 'Y' or an 'N' to indicate whether the 
record Is to be deleted. If the desired record Is not found containing the 
specified Last Name, the message: 
'NO SUCH LAST NAME IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE *** TRY AGAIN' wi I I be displayed. 
Note that the user must type 'QUIT' to exit the delete routine. Refer to 
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> 
the example below. 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE SELECTED RECORD FROM DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> HARRIS 
ENTER FIRST NAME M.I. > DANNY K. 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
2 RECORDS WERE FOUND ::: LAST NAME = HARRIS 
AND FIRST NAME = DANNY K. 
$RECNO 
3 
4 
COMPANY 
KENTRON INTERNATIONAL 
KENTRON 
CITY 
HAMPTON 
HAMPTON 
(Note that the record numbers displayed here are 3 and 4) 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO BE DELETED > 4 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
LAST NAME >HARRIS FIRST NAME >DANNY K. 
TITLE >COMPUTER SPECIALIST COMPANY >KENTRON 
STREET > CITY > HAMPTON 
STATE 
VA 
VA 
CITIZENSHIP >USA 
STATE >VA ZIP CODE >23666 AREA CODE > 0 PHONE NO. > EXT. 
PREPAID FEE> TOUR > 
CAR PASS > DINNER> WHOLE PAO<AGE > 
SOCIAL > 0 BREAKFASTS: 1 > 2 > 
TOTAL RECEIVED> 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED ••• MUST RUN HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE SELECTED RECORD FROM DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> QUIT 
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17.3.2 SORTING and HOUSKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 generates the same Housekeeping routine that Is discussed 
In detail In section 17.1.2 of this document. 
17.4 REPORT OPTION 
The Registration file report menu appears as fol lows: 
REPORT MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Registration List Report 
2. Mailing or Conference List 
3. Conference Sign-In Sheet 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Option 0 returns the user to the program main menu. AI I other 
options generate specialized reports of the data base which are to be 
spooled to the appropriate printer. No terminal output Is provided. When 
spooling has been completed, the user Is returned to the Registration file 
Report menu. 
Option 1 generates a list of the entire data base with options for 
sorting by various fields. After spooling has been completed, the file Is 
automatically sorted back to Its original form, and the user Is then returned 
to the Report menu. The printer output for option uses the same format 
that Is Illustrated for the search options In section 17.6 of this document. 
Refer to the following example for terminal operations for option 1. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A REPORT FOR THE SCOUT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
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(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT BY NAME 
(2) SORT BY COMPANY 
(3) SORT BY STATE 
(4) SORT BY PREPAID FEE 
(5) SORT BY ENTRY DATE 
(6) SORT BY TITLE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
5 RECORDS FOUND AND SORTED. OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
FILE BEING RE-SORTED IN ORIGINAL FORM. 
ALL FINISHED III GOING BACK TO REPORT MENU 
Option 2 generates a listing of the Registration data base In either 
of two formats. The Mailing format may easily be used for mailing labels. 
The Conference format contains Information on registered attendees which may 
be used as an official attendee list. Refer to Appendix K-1 for an example 
of the Scout Registration Mailing or Conference List output report format. 
See the fol lowing example for terminal operations for option 2. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A LISTING TO BE SPOOLED FOR PRINTER 
OUTPUT OF ALL SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH ATTENDEES AND HAS 
TWO FORMATS AVAILABLE (TYPE ZERO (0) TO QUIT): 
(1) MAILING FORMAT - INCLUDES NAME, COMPANY, AND COMPANY ADDRESS 
(2) CONFERENCE FORMAT - INCLUDES THE ITEMS FROM MAILING FORMAT, 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STAND BY 
PLUS TITLE, BUSINESS AREA CODE, AND PHONE NO. 
OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
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OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
Option 3 generates a specially formatted sign-In sheet which Is to 
be spooled to a letter quality printer using single sheet paper. Refer 
to Appendix K-2 for an example of the Scout Registration Sign-In Sheet report 
output format. See the fol lowing example for terminal operations for option 
3. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A SPECIALLY FORMATTED SIGN IN 
SHEET FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH AND IS TO BE SPOOLED 
TO A LETTER QUALITY PRINTER (LQP). PRINTER B, IN THE 
SCOUT OFFICE, IS THE LQP BEST SUITED FOR THIS REPORT. 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: (0) QUIT 
(1) SPOOL DATA BASE 
ENTER OPTION> 
PLEASE STAND By ••••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT I I I 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
17.5 SEARCH OPTION 
The Registration fIle search menu appears as fol lows: 
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SEARCH MENU FOR THE SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Title Search 
2. Company Search 
3. Last Name Search 
4. State Search 
5. Prepaid Fee Search 
6. Entry Date Search 
7. Input Date Search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
All search options display specially formatted reports comprised 
of al I records containing the specified search criteria. Information Is 
displayed to the terminal screen along with the option for printer output. 
When each search has been completed, the user is returned to the Registration 
file Search menu. Printer outputs for al I search options use the same format 
that Is Illustrated In the examples In section 17.6 of this document. 
Option 1 al lows the user to search on the Title field. This is a 
partial search, hence a search on the string 'COMP' would retrieve those 
records containing both 'COMPUTER SPECIALIST' and 'COMPUTER MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEER' in the Title field. Refer to example number 1 in the fol lowing 
section. 
Option 2 performs a search on the Company field. It is a partial 
search and operates identical to the Title search In option number 1. 
Option 3 performs a search on the Last Name field. This search 
Is also a partial search and operates Identical to the Title search In 
option number 1. 
Option 4 generates the State search, which is also a partial search 
operating identical to the Title search In option number 1. 
Option 5 performs a search on the Prepaid Fee field. The user may 
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search either on records having a Prepaid Fee greater than zero, or on 
records having a Prepaid Fee equal to zero. See example number 2 In the 
fol lowing section for an Illustration of this routine. 
Option 6 performs the Entry Date search. This routine searches on 
a range of dates, but a single date may be searched on by entering the 
same date In the last date In the range as was entered for the first date 
In the range. Example number 3 In the fol lowing section Illustrates this 
search routine. 
Option 7 performs the Input Date search, which searches only on a 
single date. Example number 4 In the fol lowing section Illustrates this 
search routine. 
17.6 SAMPLE SEARCHES 
Example #1 - Title Search - Option 1 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER TITLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > PR 
PLEASE STAND By ••••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
TITLE SEARCH FOR PR FOUND RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY 
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9/20/84 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
PAGE 1 
SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================= 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
BATES , JEREMIAH P. PROGRAMMER / ANALYST 
DIGITAL 
832 CHURCHILL TERRACE 
LOS ANGELES 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
CA 67654 
Example #2 - Prepaid Fee Search - Option 5 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE PREPAID FEE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO CO) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR A LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE NOT PREPAID 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR A LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE PREPAID 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
SEARCH FOR PREPAID FEE GREATER THAN ZERO FOUND 2 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .•• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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9/20/84 
SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
BATES , JEREMIAH P. 
DIGITAL 
832 CHURCHILL TERRACE 
LOS ANGELES 
HARRIS , REBEKAH L. 
PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
1456 BOSTON AVENUE 
NAT I 0< 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
PROGRAMMER / ANALYST 
CA 67654 
SOFTWARE ANALYST 
MD 25690 
Example #3 - Entry Date Search - Option 6 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE ENTRY DATE SEARCH FOR THE SCOUT 
PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION DATA BASE 
PAGE 1 
ENTER RANGE OF DATES FOR SEARCH - FIRST DATE ENTERED IS LOW VALUE IN RANGE. 
ENTER FIRST ENTRY DATE> 01/01/83 
ENTER LAST ENTRY DATE> 09/21/84 
SEARCH FOR ENTRY DATES BETWEEN 1/ 1/83 & 9/21/84 FOUND 2 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
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9/20/84 
SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
BATES , JEREMIAH P. 
DIGITAL 
832 CHURCHILL TERRACE 
LOS ANGELES 
GOFF , SHARON D. 
IBM 
555 FREEMAN LANE 
AMHERST 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
PROGRAMMER / ANALYST 
CA 67654 
SOFTWARE ANALYST 
MA 02510 
Example #4 - Input Date Search - Option 7 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE INPUT DATE SEARCH FOR THE SCOUT 
PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION DATA BASE 
ENTER INPUT DATE FOR SEARCH> 9/20/84 
SEARCH FOR INPUT DATE 9/20/84 FOUND 1 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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PAGE 1 
9/20/84 
SCOUT PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
BATES , JEREMIAH P. 
DIGITAL 
832 CHURCHilL TERRACE 
LOS ANGELES 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
17.7 SPOOLING OUTPUT 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
PROGRAMMER / ANALYST 
CA 67654 
PAGE 1 
While the Search retrieval Is being compiled, a 'STAND BY' message 
will be displayed and then the Information wll I be displayed on the terminal 
screen. If the report Is longer than the terminal screen, a prompt 'MORE?' 
will be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. A carriage return IS 
understood as a page by page display of the information compiled. When 'N' 
Is entered or the report 15 completed, the fol lowing message wll I be dls-
played: 'OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) >'. An 'N' response wil I end the ses-
slon. If 'Y' Is entered, the SPOOLING menu Is activated as described In 
section 3.1. 
17.8 ARCHIVE OPTION 
Due to the structure of the Registration file data base, archiving 
capability Is not provided within this area. If data does need to be ar-
chlved In this area, however, the system administrator or the data admlnls-
trator may be contacted regarding a data archive. 
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A P PEN 0 ICE S 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBJECT 
AUlHOR/ SOJRCE 
ACTION DUE DATE 
NASA RESPONS IBLE ENGINEERI S) 
REfEf\ENCE OOOJfENT f'.U~SER( S) 
INCOf~ING f-lAIL INPUT DATE 7-12-85 
TO 
WA NUIoflER/1 0 CODE 
OOQJ"ENT DATE 
ROOTING 
CONTRACT NUIoflER 
fiLE SYSTEM CODE 
TYPE/LEnER NUIoflER 
DA I L Y COUNTI:.R 
•• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. TRANSMITTAL OF OSF pop 85-2 
RIOiARD H. PETERSEN 
0- 0- 0 
NONE 
NO'lE 
SPO 
2. WALLOPS FIELD ACTIVITY REPORT FOR WEEK ENDING 7 JULY 1985 
W. R. JEN 10N/WFF SPO 
0- 0- 0 
NONE 
NO'lE 
7- 9-65 
LRF/ JVC/ JCW/E I C/DCf~/ 
7- 8-85 
ALL/ / / / / 
506 / 
405.10 / 
5-51600l5M61 
2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBJECT 
AUlHOR/ SOURCE 
ACTION DUE DATE 
NASA RESPONSIBLE Ef'.GINEERISI 
REFEREf'.CE DOQJIEln NU~BERI S) 
OUTGOING MAIL 
TO 
WA NUf-tlER/ I 0 CODE 
INPUT DATE 7-12-85 
DOQJ"ENT DATE 
ROOTING 
CONTRACT NUt-BER 
FILE SYSTEM CODE 
TYPE/LEITER NUf-tlER 
DA Il Y COUNTER 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. VMAPO/WFF PROJ ECTED WORK SOiEDULE 
C.W. WINTERS W.R. JENION/WFF 
0- 0- 0 
NONE 
N(JlE 
2. SUBMISS ION OF SCOUT 1·()NlHLY QUAL ITY STATUS REPORT 
P. E. EVERHART R. E. RUCKER/NAVY-REP 
0- 0- 0 
NONE 
NO'lE 
7- 9-85 
ALL/ / / / / 
7- 5-85 
PEE/ JVC/ / / / 
405.1 / 
5-51600/5M63 
11 
407.1 
O6M/TS 
12 
/ 
1 •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••• ••• ••• ••••• •• ····.**·· ............................................................. . 
VOJGHT/DALLAS CORRESPONDENCE 
SUBJECT 
AUlHOR/ SOURCE 
ACTION DUE DATE 
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER( SI 
REFERENCE DOQJIENT NU/o6£RI S) 
TO 
WA NU~ER/ID CODE 
INPUT DATE 7-12-85 
DOQJ"ENT DATE 
ROUTING 
CONTRACT NUIoflER 
FILE SYSTEM CODE 
TYPE/LEITER NurSER 
DAIL Y COUNTER 
** ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. WORK AUlHORIZATION 3007. 
R.G. URASH 
0- 0- 0 
NONE 
NO'lE 
TASK ~4-10. PROQJR["ENT OF LOGISTICS SPARES-I~ISC 7-11-85 
SPO CWW/ JVC/I~C/DCM/PEE/RLD 
3007 NASI-16200 
2. TRANSFER OF EXCESS PROPERTY FROM NOOI23-78-C-0075 TO NASI-14950 IF) 1-22-85 
R. G. URASH SPO JVC/RLD/DMF /H>C/ I 
NASl-14950 (f) 0- 0- 0 
NO'lE 
NO'lE 
MAIL LOG DAILY CORRESPONDENCE OUTPUT 
A-I 
664.19 / 
3 
655.16.2 / 
3-11400/5AV0-2013 
9 
********************************************************* 
SPECIAL DIR ENTRY REPORT FOR INPUT DATE 7-16-85 
********************************************************* 
ENTRY NO. 1 --- REVISION OF EXISTING DIR ---
PREFLIGHT WEIGHT REPORT FOR SCOUT VEHICLE S-209 
23DIR2450 REV A DATED: 7- 3-85 
MAIL LOG DAILY DIR/REPORT OUTPUT 
A-2 
:x 
» 
r 
r 
0 
Cl 
» 
n 
-I 
0 
Z 
to C 
I c: 
I'T1 
(II 
I'T1 
» 
;;c 
n 
::I: 
0 
c: 
-I 
"'0 
c: 
-I 
----------~~-----.--~------~---------
10: 56 01/15/85 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ACTION DUE DATE 
SUBJECT 
NJlliOR / SOURCE 
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE 
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 
DATE-CODE 
DATE-DUE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1.23DIR2454 PREFLIGHT FINAL TRAJECTORY AND STAGE IMPACT POINTS, 5-209, SOOS 3-14100/5L-3225 302.2 / 52185 8 
R.G. URASH LRT 61885 
2.EO 52391 (MECHI RELEASE DRAWING 23-003090 FOR APPROVAL 3-14100/5L-3216 684.22 / 52185 14 
R.G. URASH EEH 61865 
3.EO 52393 (MEDiI RELEASES DWG 23-003090 FOR APPROVAL 3-14100/5L-3240 684.22 / 52985 13 
R.G. URASH EBi 62685 
4.TASK PLAN RANGE SAFETY FOR S209 SOOS-1 MISSION 3-14100/5L-3294 684.5.1 / 62185 19 
R.G. URASH JDD 71985 
5.EO 56259 (MGSEI DRAWING 331-63101 FOR APPROVAL 3-14100/5L-3297 684.22 / 62585 18 
R.G. URASH EBi 72385 
6.EO NO. 52399 (MEDi) AGAINST DRAWING 23-002063 FOR APPROVAL 3-14100/5L-3306 684.22 / 62785 14 
R.G. URASH EBi 72585 
7.23DIR2457 MISSILE FLIGHT SAFETY DATA!OR IN-FLIGHT SAFETY APPROVAL-SOO5-1 3-14100/5L-3318 302.2 / 7 985 12 
R.G. URASH JDD 8 585 
10: 50 07/15/65 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBJECT: RING TIE 
SUBJECT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-OODE 
REfERENCED DOCUMENTS 
.*.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••• 
I.VOICE RELAY OF COUNTDOWN STATUS DURING a.ASSIFIED LAUNOi ACTIVITIES SP 403 / 4 681 7 
NONE 
:x 
l> 
2. TIERING FORKL IFTS FOR USE BY SCOUT PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE CA 156A/756 403 / 31763 5 
NONE 
r 3.DIFFIClJLTIES ENCOUNTERED DURING TRAVEL TO SANTA BARBAAA, CA. 514.2.1 / 61383 
r 
0 
NONE 
C") 
Vl 
c: 
4.EROSION OF THE SHORE PROTECTION FACILITIES DURING OCTOBER 1983 5-992 09/3M 1 01 405.1 / 11 983 9 
NONE 
OJ 
c... 
OJ rn 5.PERSONNEL ACCESS LIST TO WTR FACILITIES DURING SDOS OPERATIONS 5-7133/LRT 219.2 / 32685 11 
I ("") NONE 
N -I 
Vl 6.a.OSING CENTER FACILITIES DURING lliANKSGIVING AND OiRISTMAS HOLIDAYS ANNOUNCE 61-81 545.2 / 111781 11 
rn 
l> NONE 
;:JIJ 
("") 
:::J: 7.a.OSING CENTER FACILITIES DURING lliANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 35-62 545.2 / 11 582 4 NONE 
0 
c: 
-I 8.CENTER FACILITIES SCHEDULED fOR a.OSURE DURING lliANKSGIVING & OiRISTMAS 29-83 545.2 / 11 283 14 
"'0 
c: NONE 
-I 
9.L-66494A, AMENDMENT 6, FUNDS FOR UTILITIES AT VAFB DURING FISCAL YEAA 1985 800.1 / 92484 14 
NONE 
7/15/85 PAGE 
COMPONENT TRANSFER REPORT 
THE FOLLmt ING CO~IPONENT HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED 
FROM VEH ICLE SPARE-777 TO VEH ICLE NRl-07 
STAGE COr4PONENT OR SER I AL NUr..f3ER CAST CONTRACf t4>D/TASK 
CATEGORY COMMENT(S) EXP LOCATION COST 
------------- ------------------------------ ---------- --------
AL TAIR IliA 068 NASl-14200 
CASE HAS 3 RING FORG COt4PS., NOTE 7 FIRED $ 0 
7/15/85 PAGE 2 
cor4PONENT TRANSFER REPORT 
THE FOLLOW ING COr,lPONENT HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED 
FROt4 VEHICLE NRL-09 TO VEHICLE SPARE-TEST 
STAGE COr"iPONENT OR SER I AL NUt-13ER CAST CONTRACT M)D/TASK 
CATEGORY COt4fv'£NT( S) EXP LOCATION COST 
------------- ------------------------------ ----------
--------
AL TAIR IliA 072 NAS 1-14200 D.L.l.) 
CASE HAS RING FORG COriPONENT VAFB $ 0 
MOTOR TRANSFER REPORT 
C-1 
23 
DESCRIPTION =TEST SQ-2 
STAGE =9 
CATEGORY =1 
COr;IPONENT-S/N =E12 
LOCATION =F 
CAST-DATE =05/74 
EXP-DATE =N/A 
CONTRACT =1 i400 
CON TR ACT-X =3.8.1 
COST = 34501 
Cor-1t4ENT = 
FILLER = 
24 
DESCRIPTION =TEST SQ-2 
STAGE =9 
CATEGORY =2 
COr·1PONENT-S/N =016 
LOCATION =0 
CAST-DATE = 
EXP-DATE = 
CONTRACT =11400 
CON TR ACT-X = 
COST = 0 
CO r·l1v1E NT = 
FILLER = 
25 
DESCR I PTiON =TEST SQ-2 
STAGE =9 
CATEGORY =3 
CO~~PON ENT - 51 N =008 
LOCATION =F 
CAST-DATE = 
EXP-DATE = 
CONTRACT = 11400 
CON TR ACT-X = 
COST = 0 
COMM:NT = 
FILLER = 
26 
DESCRIPTION =TEST SQ-2 
STAGE =9 
CATEGORY =4 
COMPONENT-SIN =323-8 
LOCATION =F 
CAST-DATE =05/74 
EXP-DATE =N/A 
CONTRACT = 11400 
CON TR ACT-X = 
COST = 0 
Cor,IMENT = 
FI LLER = 
MOTOR FILE DUMP REPORT 
C-2 
7/15/85 PAGE 
CASTOR I I A NOTE II 3 
lH I S CASE IS A REPLACEt..£NT CASE TO NASNSPO FOR ONE lHEY LOANED (TO GODDARD) 
FRor-1 NASl-11400 PRODUCTION, BEL IEVED TO BE S/N 912. VALUE FOR NAS1-11400 
CASES WAS $15,673. S/N 1409 (587-11) WAS MANUFACTURED TO THE HI-STRENGTH, 
NASl-14200 REQUIREMENTS AT lHE END OF HTC-23 (CONTRACT NASl-14200, LINE ITEM 
NO. 1.A.), BUT NO CHARGE FOR lHlS UNIT WAS PAID BY NASA/SPO OR KTC FOR THIS 
HI-STRENGTH UNIT. COSTS ARE BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN ASSU~ED BY GODDARD THROUGH 
lHIOKOL/HUNTSVILLE AS REPAYMENT FOR S/N 912. 
MOTOR NOTE FILE DUMP REPORT 
C-3 
7/15/85 PAGE 
INFOR~'AT ION REPORT FOR S-198 
============================================= 
=&=========================================== 
STN>E CX>t.t'ONENT OR SER I At. t-lJr.fIER CAST CX>N TR ACT KlD/TASK 
CATEGORY CX>MNT<S) EXP LOCATION CX>ST 
------------- ------------------------------ ----------
AlGOL IliA 5504-2 08/75 NASI-13100 I. 
KlTOR N/A FIRED , 172985 
AlGOL IliA 1010 NAS1- 9258 1-
CASE SEE AlGOL NOTE 1 N/A , 68000 
AlGOL IliA 023M NAS 1- 6935 T.O. 40 
NOZZLE KlD ON 13100/ I., SEE AlG. NOTE 2 FIRED , 29151 
AlGOL IliA 040 03/75 NASI-13100 (I.) 
IGNITER N/A FIRED , 0 
CASTOR IIA 394 02/73 NASI-11400 I.A. 
KlTOR N/A FIRED , 97872 
CASTOR IIA 909 NASI-I 1400 (I A.) 
CASE N/A , 0 
CASTOR IIA 455-11 NASI-I 1400 ( I.A.) 
NOZZLE FIRED , 0 
CASTOR IIA 375 10/72 NASI-11400 ( I.A 
IGNITER N/A FIRED , 0 
ANTARES IIA 409 04/73 NASI-11400 2.A. 
KlTOR 04/82 FIRED , 64760 
ANTARES IIA 209 NASI-11400 (2.A. ) 
CASE N/A , 0 
ANTARES IIA 0240 NASI- 0 
NOZZLE FREE FRor~ ATHENA FIRED , 0 
ANTARES IIA 0240(R) NASI-12500 RI73 
NOZZLE REWORK & REINSPECT ION FIRED , 18095 
ANTARES IIA K4D-008 06/76 NASI-14388 1.0. 
IGNITER 12/86 FIRED , 20406 
ANTARES IIA IGN CASTING POWDER NASI- 0 
MISCELLANEOUS CX>NTRACT L4594A, SEE ANT. NOTE 3 FIRED , lOll 
ANTARES IIA MTR CASTING POWDER NASI- 0 
MISCELLANEOUS CX>NTRACT L55240,SEE ANT.NOTE 3 FIRED , 6230 
Al TAIR IliA E29 04/77 NASI-14200 3.C. 
KlTOR N/A FIRED , 36883 
AlTAIR IliA 028 NASI-I 1400 3.C. I. 
CASE N/A S 12724 
AlTAIR IliA 107 NASI-14200 D.C ) 
NOZZLE FIRED , 0 
AlTAIR IliA 027 02/77 NAS 1-14200 D.C.) 
IGNITER N/A FIRED , 0 
MOTOR INFORMATION REPORT 
C-4 
----
7/ 15/85 PAGE 
COST REPORT FOR S-198 
••••••••••••• :a ••••• = ••• =_ .......... 
STN7E CATEGORY COMPONENT/SERIAL , COMM:NT (S) LOCATION CONTRACT I()D/TASK COST 
------- --------
------------------ ------------------------------ ------- -------
ALGOl. lilA I()TOR 5504-2 FIRED NASI-13100 1. S 172985 
CASE 1010 SEE ALGOl. NOTE 1 N/A NAS1- 9258 1. S 68000 
3: NOZZLE 023101 MOO ON 13100/1.,SEE ALG.NOTE 2 FIRED NAS1- 6935 T.O. 40 S 29151 
0 
-i IGNITER 040 FIRED NASI-13100 (I.) S 0 0 
::0 
n ALGOl. IliA 270136 
0 
tI) CASTOR IIA MOTOR 394 FIRED NASI-11400 I.A. S 97872 
-i 
CASE 909 NlA NASI-11400 (I.A.) S 0 z 
n ..., NOZZLE 455-11 FIRED NASI-11400 ( I.A.) S 0 I 0 
V'l ::0 
3: IGNITER 375 FIRED NASI-11400 (I.A.) S 0 l> 
-i 
0 CASTOR IIA 97,872 Z 
::0 ANTARES IIA MOTOR 409 FIRED NAS1-1 1400 2.A. S 64760 
I'T1 
"'0 CASE 209 N/A NAS1-11400 (2.A.) S 0 0 
::0 NOZZLE 0240 FREE FROM AlliENA 
-i FIRED NASI- 0 S 0 
NOZZLE 0240(R) REWORK & REINSPECTION FIRED NASI-12500 RIB S 18095 
IGNITER K4D-008 FIRED NAS1-14388 1.0. S 20406 
MISCELLANEOUS IGN CASTING POWDER CONTRACT L4594A,SEE ANT.NOTE 3 FIRED NASI- 0 S lOll 
1011 SCELLANEOUS MTR CASTING POWDER CONTRACT L55240,SEE ANT.NOTE 3 FIRED NASI- 0 S 6230 
ANTARES IIA 110502 
ALTAIR IliA MOTOR E29 FIRED NASI-14200 3.C. S 36883 
CASE 028 N/A NASI-11400 3.C.l. S 12724 
NOZZLE 107 FIRED NAS1-14200 (3.C.) S 0 
IGNITER 027 FIRED NAS1-14200 (3.C. ) S 0 
1) CHANGE REQUEST NU~BER 
2) DATE 
3) TITLE 
4) DRAI'II NGS / COr4MENTS 
5) VEH IQES 
6) SYSTErlS 
7) STATUS 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
DAL99998 
7-15-85 
TEST ENTRY FOR OEM) AND SAt.,PLE OUTPUT FOR APPEND I X 
DRAW I NG 23-00001 
NO COr,lt-ENTS 
209 210 0 0 
ELEC RF 
OPN 
333 FPK/KFT 
******************************************************************************** 
******************************************************************************** 
N E ~I CHANGE REQUEST MDN, JUL 15 1985 
******************************************************************************** 
******************************************************************************** 
CHANGE REQUEST INPUT REPORT 
0-1 
CHANGE REQUEST: DAL9999B which is TITLED 
TEST ENTRY FOR DEMO AND SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR APPENDIX 
Is for your Cognizance and Awareness, Not for Action. 
Please ~_NQI_R~IllEN, and ~~NQI-e~~Q~ In Configuration 
Q.Q.NIRQ~_.s.r.s.IE.M. 
L.R.F. 
J.V.C. 
R.L.D. 
P.E.E. 
CHANGE REQUEST DISTRIBUTION LIST 
0-2 
I 
f 
__ ~.... ,. At 
......... t p~p EI.t~E , .. 
(1) DAL2555 (2) 9-20-77 (3) INSTil FLIGHT PROFilE (REVISED) 5-199C GUIDANCE SYSTEM 
(4) (5) 199 0 0 0 
(6) GUID (7) APP 
(8) 422 424 4216 4234 4236 433 434 435 436 437 438 573 574 0 0 
(1) DAL2557 (2) 9-22-77 (3) CORRECT PROCEDURE ERRORS SOP 4-3-7 
(4) (5) 199 0 0 0 
(6) GUID (7) APP 
(8) 437 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n 
::I: (1) DAL2580 (2) 12- 8-77 (3) BALANCE AND WE IGH L~ER-D ASSEt-Bl Y S-204 » 
z (4) 23-003837-1 (5) 204 0 0 0 
C') (6) tEOi (7) APP IT! (8) 4238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:::0 
IT! 
P 
c: (1) DAL2610 (2) 4- 4-78 (3) USE OF t4lDIFIED SERVO ANALYZER ON S-204 IT! 
0 (I) (4) (5) 204 0 0 0 
I 
-I (6) GUID (7) APP w 
» (8) 437 573 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r-
r-
(I) (1) WI 2591A (2) 6- 5-85 (3) S-207 AUTO/DESTRUCT FLIGHT BATTER IES RE-ASS IGNt.£NT IT! (4) (5) 207 0 0 0 » 
:::0 (6) ElEC (7) APP n (8) 431 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ::I: 
(1) WI 2592 (2) 6-10-85 (3) REPLACEIo£NT OF CHANNEL 9 S(x) & CHANNEL 9 DC AMPLIFIER 
(4) REF: QCTIR 27264 (5) 207 0 0 0 
(6) RF ELEC (7) APP 
(8) 632 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1) WI 2593 (2) 6-11-85 (3) ACCEPTANCE OF S-207 ALTAIR III INITIATORS 
(4) REF: QCTIR 27276 (5) 207 0 0 0 (6) PROP ElEC (7) APP 
(8) 381 634 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1) WI 2594 (2) 6-11-85 (3) DOCUIo£NTATION OF S-207 lIMER PLANE WE IGHT INTERFERENCE 
(4) REF: QCTIR 27275 (5) 207 0 0 0 
(6) !EOi (7) APP 
(8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I'TI 
o 
:;c 
" :;c I'TI 
" o :;c 
~ 
» 
r 
r 
I V) 
I'TI 
» 
:;c 
n 
:::x: 
co 
:;c 
I'TI 
...., 
~ 
I. 230IRI67 
2. 230IRI99 
3. 230IR254 
4. 230IR607 
5. 230IR652 
6. 230IR814 
7. 230 I R843 
8. 230IR871 
228. 230IRI200 
229. 230IRI201 
230. 230IRI203 
231. 230IRI204 
232. 23DIRI205 
1055. 23DIR2100 
1056. 23DIR2102 
1057. 23DIR2103 
1058. 23DIR2104 
1059. 23DIR2106 
1060. 23DIR2107 
1061. 23DIR2106 
1062. 230 IR21 09 
1063. 23DIR2110 
1064. 23DIR2111 
1065. 23DIR2112 
1345. 23DIR2400 
1346. 23DIR2401 
1347. 230 I R2403 
1346. 23DIR2404 
1349. 23DIR2405 
1350. 23DIR2406 
1351. 230 I R2407 
1352. 23DIR2406 
1353. 23DIR2409 
1354. 23DIR2411 
1355. 23DIR2412 
REV A 
REVB 
REV A 
REV A 
REV A 
REV A 
REV B 
TITLE: UPPER STAGE (X)NTR<l. FUEL (X)NSUMPTION (x)AST TI~S 
TITLE. MINIMJM (x)NTROL FUEL ON BOARD AND UNREGULATED NITROGEN PRESSURE AT LIFT OFF 
TITLE: REACTION (X)NTR<l. SYSTEM CRITERIA FIELD USE 
TITLE: VELOCITY REQUIRED TO CIRCULAR ORUIT EXCESS WEIGHTS 
TITLE: THIRD STAGE RETHO TlI·E AND ANGULAR ~OTION 
TITLE: UPPER AT~SPHERIC DATA 65K 120K ~EET ALTITUDE 
TITLE. TH IRD STAGE ~TOR OiAIJ(3ER PRE:SSUIU:. ANOI-lAL Y 
TITLE. INCREASED 2ND/3RD STAGE: IGNITlOII DYNAI~IC PRESSURE STUDY 
TITLE: FOURTH STAGE ATTITUDE OONTROL SYSTEM STUDY 
TITLE: S-166C, GRP-A, HIGH/LOW DISPERSION TRAJECTORY MAG TAPE 
TITLE. FOURTH-STAGE SERIES 200 E SECTION SEPARATION VELOCITIES 
TITLE: X256 EM3EDDED BOOT STRAIN ~EASUREIENT TEST 
TITLE: S(X)UT 0 ORBIT PERFOR/·wm:: CAPABIL lTV PRELIMINARY 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS UK6 S196 GUIDANCE 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT PERFORl<\ANCE PROFILE UK6 SI96 
TITLE: S2ET RANDOM VIBRATION EVALUATION TEST INTERVALO~TER 439900-3 
TITLE: THERMAL ENV IR(JJ~ENT LOWER"D" SECT ION S-202 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT TRAJECTORY IMPACT POINTS UK6 SI98 
TITLE: PAYLOAD ADAPTER DIMENSIONAL INVESTIGATION 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT WINO RESTRICTIONS UK6 SI98 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT (x)NTROL SETTINGS PEROXIDE UK6 5198 
TITLE: S208 AND SUB RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS (C/D,R/B,T/M) 
TITLE: PEROXIDE BLADDER INVESTIGATION TEAR FAILURE POST CURE 
TITLE: PREL IMINARY SEQUENCE EVENTS S205 NOVA II 
TITLE: PREFL IGHT (x)NTR<l. SYS SETTINGS & HYDROGEN PEROXIDE REQ. S-199 
TITLE: SENSITIVITY OF VEHICLE (X)NTROL TO REACTION OONTR<l. ~TOR RESPONS 
TITLE: POST FLIGHT DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS FOR POST 1985 
TITLE: VEHICLE PROCESSING AT VAFB '86 - '87 SPARES DOCU~NTS, GSE 
TITLE: RCS SHELF LIFE EVALUATION AND VAFB RETEST REQUIRE~NTS 
TITLE: SAN MAROO DL L1FETI~E ANALYSIS 
TITLE: AF-16 PREL IMINARY TRAJECTORY 
TITLE: SHELF L I FE TEST OF ALGOL III A IGN ITER SIN 0043 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT ASSIGN~ENT AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR VEH. S-206 
TITLE: PREFL IGHT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND GUIDANCE PROGRAM FOR S-206C 
TITLE: PREFLIGHT ASSIGN~ENT AND PERFO~NCE PREDICTION FOR VEH. 5-207 
7/ 16/85 PAGE 
NASI-14950 (F) 
PLANT EQUIPtENT (UNDER S500) 
ICENT. I TN; NO. PART NU~BER 
DESffilPTION 
120636 
WINOi,PWR,CAR SPOTIER 
120799 
ELECTRON I C WORK BENOi 
123544 
WORK BENOi 
123553 
OPEN FRONT STORN;E CAB., LYON 
126806 
TIM VAN OiECKOUT BENOi 
151189 
WORK BENOi 
1595 100VTA 
FLCW ~ETER 
116508 101-5BF 
IGN CI RCU IT TESTER, AL INOD 
2431 10A3567A 
FLCW RATOR, F I SOiER & PROCTER 
2311 116 
POWER STAT, SUPER I OR EL ECT • 
NONE 1192 
HOT DIP POT 
123459 1432N 
DECADE RESISTOR, GENERAL RADIO 
69084 1510A 
JOURNAL JACK (IS TONS),SIWLEX 
109396 164 
SWR. METER, SIERRA ELECT. 
102294 1862-B 
IEGOHIMOTER, GENERAL RADIO 
123443 200c0 
WIDE RANGE OSCILLATOR,HEWLETI 
123444 200CD 
WIDE RANGE OSCILLATOR,HEWLETI 
102238 260 
VOLT OHM METER, SIf.'PSON 
100688 28-380 
BNjD SA'll, ROCKWELL 
151166 28J53 
DRAFTING TABLE, HAMILTON 
SER I AL NU~BER 
NEXT ASSEtBLY 
50-0183 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
00275 
26626 
6809A1675Al 
NONE 
34936 
NONE 
1525 
3980 
229-43132 
229-43063 
NONE 
CR519 
J9372-63 
QTY. UN I T ODST foODI 
LOC. 
100.00 
WI 
95.00 
WI 
250.00 
WI 
25.00 
WI 
60.00 
WI 
268.00 
WI 
251.00 
WI 
366.00 
WI 
150.00 
WI 
250.00 
WI 
58.00 
WI 
50.00 
WI 
33.00 
WI 
110.00 
WI 
255.00 
WI 
207 .00 
WI 
207 .00 
WI 
43.00 
WI 
369.00 
WI 
251.00 
WI 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY PLANT EQUIPMENT REPORT 
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7/ 16/85 PAGE 
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
NASI-14950 (F) 
TEST EQUIP~t:NT WALLOPS FL IGHT CENTER 
PART Nut·BER IDENT. I TN; NO. SERIAL t-AJ~ER UNIT COST 
DESrnlPTION 
------------------ ---------------- ------------------ ---------
23-003508-1 2834 1000.00 
VERTICAL SENSOR 
321-00043-1 2280 4 1500.00 
TIM TEST POINT BOX, VMSC 
321-00044-1 1-1295-340 8 1500.00 
IRP TEST POINT BOX, LTV 
321-00075-3 2304 6 700.00 
SHORT! NG CONN ECTOR SET, vr-1SC 
321-00078-1 2202 3 150.00 
-E- SEC S I M TEST BAnRY, V~ISC 
321-00182-1 123554 6 1000.00 
PVE FILTER SIMULATOR, VMSC 
321-00201-1 123419 2 45000.00 
GUIDANCE TEST SET, VMSC 
321-60616-1 2078 19000.00 
pur·PING UNIT H202, vr-1SC 
326-00063-1 123400 2 8000.00 
INTERVALO~t:TER SIM TIS, VMSC 
326- 0007 3-1 123401 2 6000 00 
IGN. SIMULATOR, VMSC 
326-00093-1 2217 2 300.00 
CONTACTOR BOX, V~ISC 
326-00123-1 123439 2 15000.00 
OEST. RECE IVER TEST SET, VMSC 
326-00133-1 123449 3 20000.00 
HYD. CONT. TIS, VMSC 
326-00135-1 2073 2 300 00 
TERM. BLDG. RRI-J.B 4,V~ISC 
326-00153-1 123447 2 20000.00 
FL T. READINESS TIS, VMSC 
326-00744-1 123496 tOlE 268.00 
RECORDER RACK NO. 17, VMSC 
331-01050-1 2001 19000.00 
UNIT 1 VELOCITY CON. CONSOLE 
331-01100-1 2002 31000 00 
GUIDANCE UNIT NO.2, VMSC 
331-01150-1 2003 19200.00 
CONTROL UNIT NO.3, VMSC 
:531-01200-1 2004 5500.00 
LAUNCHER CONTRa. NO.4, VMSC 
331-01461-1 123527 63A8988 1107.00 
RECORDER, BRISTOL 
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY - INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY ACCOUNT 
F-2 
• 
7/16/85 PAGE 
SOP alOSS REFEREN~ INDEX 
PART NUIeER OESallPTlON PR~D TK STP L FIG 
------------------ ----------------------------------
1103 CHENT, WHITE RUBBER, BEST TEST 1-4 f.fl 4-126 
321-00091-1 TEST SET, VSWR 2-6-1 RF 
331-05510 TEST SET,DIGITAL ORDNANCE 2-6-11 RF 
SRL40-6 POIvER SUPPlY, RB TEST SET 2-6-14 A DS 
SRl40-12 POWER SUPPlY, TIM TEST SET 2-6-14 C DS 
20 POWER SUPPlY, TIM TEST SET 2-6-14 0 DS 
lR5A POWER SUPPlY, TIM TEST S~T 2-6-14 E OS 
SRL40-12 POIIER SUPPlY, GUID TEST SET 2-6-14 F DS 
SRL60-17 POlvlR SUPPl Y, GU I D TEST SET 2-6-14 G OS 
10lT-796 PO~IER SUPPlY, GUID TEST SET 2-6-14 H DS 
n SRL40-6 POWER SUPPlY, C&E TEST SET 2-6-14 J OS 
;;tJ VLCP20-10 POljER SUPPl Y, C&E TEST SET 2-6-14 K DS 
0 SRL40-6 POWER SUPPl Y, FRC TEST SET 2-6-14 L DS 
(J) SRL40-6 POI1ER SUPPl Y, HYDRAULI C TEST SET 2-6-14 M DS (J) 10lT POWER SUPPlY, HYDRAULIC TEST SET 2-6-14 N DS 
;;tJ KIT, TORQUE TEST 2-6-18 ER 
ITI PRESSURE TESTER, DEAD WEIGHT 2-6-18 ER 
"TI BATTERY LOAD TEST RACK 2-6-19 ER ITI 
;;tJ LD6017 00 LOAD TEST CADLE 2-6-19 ER 
ITI 321-00077 BATTERY, TlST, D SECTION 2-6-19 RF 
Z 321-00078 BATTERY, TEST, SEPARATION SYSTEM 2-6-19 RF n 
ITI LD6017 00 CABLE, BATT TEST 2-6-19 RF 
331-50141-1 TEST CABLE 2-6-19 E 2 
Z 331-39901 VEHICLE TEST CONFIGURATION 2-6-2 RF 
0 321-00201-1 TEST SET, GUIDANCE 2-6-2 A I 
ITI 326-00123-1 TEST SET, DESTRUCT RECEIVER 2-6-2 A 1 
CO) >< 326-00133-1 TEST SET, HYDRAULIC CONTROL 2-6-2 A I 
I 331-05020-1 TEST SET, RADAR BEACON 2-6-2 A I (J) 
-. 331-05100-1 TEST SET, TELEtETRY 2-6-2 A I 
~ 331-05250-1 TEST SET, C AND E 2-6-2 A 1 
Z 331-00010-1 TEST SET, TELESPONDER 2-6-2 A 1 0 
~ 331-39901 VEH ICLE TEST COllFlGURATlON 2-6-2 B 2 
;;tJ HP618B SIGNAL GENERATOR, TEST SET 2-6-2 C 32 
0 326-00123-1 TEST SET, DESTRUCT RCVR 2-6-2 0 OS 
0 401-30054-2 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 0 1 
c: 401-30054-2 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 D 10 
-. 401-30032-5 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 E 4 
." 401-30053-1 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 F I c: 
-. 
401-30053-1 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BEliCH TEST 2-6-30 F 5 
401-30032-4 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 G I 
;;tJ 401-300.32-4 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 G 12 ITI 
." 
321-0007l}-1 I CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 H 
0 331-39&136-8 CABLE A~~Y. GUID SYS BlNUI TEST 2-6-30 H 
;;tJ 331-39969-1 CABLES ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 I I 
-. 331-39990-1 CABLE ASSY, GUID SYS BENCH TEST 2-6-30 I 1 
401-30033-5 CABLE ASSY, C&E BENCH TEST 2-6-30 J 2 
401-30033-5 CABLE ASSY, C&E BENCH TEST 2-6-30 J 7 
401-30024-1 CABLE ASSY. DEST RCVR BENCH TEST 2-6-30 K I 
401-30024-1 CABLE ASSY. DEST RCVR BENCH TEST 2-6-30 K 6 
401-30025-1 CABLE ASSY, HYDRAULIC BENCH TEST 2-6-30 L 12 
401-30028-1 CABLE ASSY, BASE A BENCH TEST 2-6-30 L 12 
- -- ~--~-
- ---- -- -
_-,"~_ • .J..-..J~~. 
7/ 16/85 PAGE 
SCXlUT AlPHA NUI£RIC INDEX 
DRAWING NO SHEET I REV NOI£NQATURE EOTYPE/I FROM THRU CXlDE 
---------- -------- --- --------------------------------
--------
23 000026 01 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B R 51395 0192 SUB 0 
01 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B o 37693 0208 0212 0 
01 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B C 52357 0199 SUB 0 
01 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B C 55021 0218 SUB 0 
02 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B R 51395 0192 SUB 0 
03 V STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B R 51395 0192 SUB 0 
04 U STRUCT ASSY TRANS LWR B R 36559 0192 SUB 0 
» 23 000027 01 G 01 APHR ASSY TRANS SECT B R 51395 0192 SUB 0 
r 
., 
23 000039 01 E ADAPT RNG ASSY 2ND STEP TRAN B R 50775 0192 SUB 0 ::I: 
» 
23 000040 01 
Z 
E ADAPT RING ASSY SECT C LWR R 51394 0192 SUB 0 
c: 23 000044 01 F SEAL I NSTL BASE SECT A R 51395 0192 SUB 0 3: 
I'TI 
;xl 23 000056 01 E DOOR INSTL 4TH STI'GE HIS R 51395 A023 A074 1 
-, 01 E DOOR INSTL 4TH STI'GE HIS R 51395 MOO SUB 2 n 
c 23 000063 01 G ANTENNA INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 30976 0192 SUB 0 
;xl 02 NC ANTENNA INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 11161 0192 SUB 0 » 
x: 
::I: 23 000067 01 U STRUCT IN STL TRAN S SECT 0 R 51724 0192 SUB 0 
I Z 02 U STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 51724 0192 SUB 0 C') 03 S STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 50603 0192 TST 0 
Z 04 T STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 51362 0192 SUB 0 
c: 05 T STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 51362 0192 SUB 0 3: 07 R STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT D R 37467 0192 SUB 0 I'TI 08 T STRUCT INSTL TRANS SECT 0 R 51362 0192 SUB 0 ;xl 
n 23 000208 01 C CL AI.If' NOSE SECT STA 103.69 R 51389 ASOI SUB 3 
;xl 01 C CLAMP NOSE SECT STA 103.69 R 51389 MOO SUB 2 
I'TI 01 C Q AMP NOSE SECT STA 103.69 R 51369 A023 SUB 1 
., 
0 23 000210 01 B LINK,TOGGLE QAMP INST HT SHLO R 25121 A023 A074 1 ;xl 
-4 01 B L INK, TOGGLE QAMP INST HT SHLO R 25121 MOO SUB 2 
23 000212 01 0 CAM, TOGGLE QAf.1P INST HT SHLO R 25926 A023 A074 1 
01 0 CAM, TOGGLE QAMP INST HT SHLO R 25926 MOO SUB 2 
23 000213 01 B EYE Ba. T QAMP INST HEATSHIELO R 51396 A023 A074 1 
01 B EYE Ba. T QAf.tP INST HEATSH IELO R 51396 MOO SUB 2 
23 000214 01 0 PIN QA~fP INSTL 4TH ST HT SHLO R 25121 A023 A074 1 
01 0 PIN QAf.tP INSTL 4TH ST HT SHLO R 25121 MOO SUB 2 
23 004525 01 NC SEPARATION QAMP ASSY E SEC 200 R 51409 E211 E212 5 
321 00031 01 A JIG PLUMBING .HYO TEST SET R 162.266 GSE 12 
321 00041 01 A BEHLMAN INVERTRON MOD TiS R 162.259 GSE 12 
321 00042 01 A lSa.ATlON PANEL GUIO TIS R 08656 GSE 12 
02 NC ISa.ATION PANEL GUIO TIS R 162.167 GSE 12 
7/ 18/85 PAGE 4 
SOOtH N..PHA NUIo£RIC INDEX 
DRAW ING NO SHEET I REV NQM;NQ.AlURE EOTYPE/I fROM THRJ CODE 
---------- -------- ---
-------------------------------- ---------
23 003467 01 D ADAPT ASSY fl NAl MAOi TRANS E R 50755 E042 E054 4 
01 0 ADAPT ASSY fiNAl MAOi TRANS E o 51289A E028 E051 4 
23 004116 01 C ADAPT ASSY INCREASED P/L E SECT R 51012 0192 SUB 0 
02 B ADAPT ASSY INCREASED P/L E SECT R 51409 E211 E212 5 
23 004157 01 A ADAPT MfG V IB J.£AS AlGOL III R 50763 0206 0206 0 
01 A ADAPT MfG V I B J.£AS AlGOL I II R 50763 0208 0208 0 
23 004550 01 A I()o I NSTl ADAPT INSTl SM IJL P/L C 51739 0206 0206 0 
01 A I()o INSTl ADAPT INSTl SM OL P/L C 51739 E212 E212 5 
l> 01 A ~OO I NSTl ADAPT INSTl SM OL P/L C 51628 0206 0206 0 r- 01 A I()O INSTl ADAPT INSTl SM oL P/L C 51628 E212 E212 5 
""'0 
:I: 
l> 23 004514 01 0 MOD INSTl ANTARES III R 51734 MOD KIT 9 
01 0 MOD INSTl ANTARES III C 55004 0206 0206 a z 01 0 MOD INSTl ANTARES III C 55004 0208 0208 0 C 02 0 MOD I NSTl ANT ARES III R 51734 MOD KIT 9 ~ 
ITI 03 C MOD I NSTl ANTARES III R 51440 MOD KIT 9 
;;1J 
C"'l 23 004596 01 NC MOD IN STl PH V I I TO PH V I I I R 52232 0199 0199 0 
01 NC MOD I NSTl PH V II TO PH V III R 52232 0204 0204 0 
0 01 NC MOD IN STl PH V I I TO F+I V I I I R 52232 0205 0205 0 ;;1J 01 NC 1-100 INSTl F+I VII TO F+I VIII R 52232 0207 0207 a :I: l> 
I ~ 01 NC MOO IN STl PH V I I TO F+I V I I I C 51610 0199 0199 a 
N 01 NC MOD IN STl F+I V I I TO F+I V I I I C 51610 0204 0204 0 Z 01 NC MOD IN STl PH V I I TO F+I V I I I C 51610 0205 0205 0 C'l 01 NC MOD I NSTl PH V II TO PH V III C 51610 0207 0207 0 
l> 
r- 401 30044 01 M PWR OiANGEOVER PNL,GUID T/S R 39098 GSE 12 
""'0 02 L PWR OiANGEOVER PNL,GUIO T/S R 22791 GSE 12 :I: 
l> 03 L PWR OiANGEOVER PNL,GUIO T/S R 22791 GSE 12 
04 L PWR OiANGEOVER PNL,GUIO T/S 
;;1J 
R 22791 GSE 12 
ITI 23 003824 01 B 
""'0 TM PKG INST L IGHTWT LWR 0 R 51727 0192 SUB 0 
0 01 B TM PKG INST LIGHTWT LWR 0 o 52222 0210 SUB a 
;;1J 01 B TM PKG INST LIGHTWT LWR 0 o 52222 SPRS 9 
-l 01 B TM PKG INST LIGHTWT LWR 0 o 52235 0212 SUB 0 
01 B TM PKG INST L IGHTWT LWR 0 o 52235 SPRS 9 
23 003825 01 A TRANSMIDER INST TLM SYS LWR 0 R 50757 0199 0207 0 
23 003760 01 0 UNIT ASSY ROLL AND YAW COMP R 51732 0192 SUB a 
01 0 UNIT ASSY ROLL AND YAW COI~P o 51651A 0204 0204 0 
01 0 UNIT ASSY ROLL AND YAW COI~P o 51651A 0211 0211 0 
02 C UNIT ASSY ROLL AND YAW COMP R 39860 0192 SUB 0 
~ 23 002517 01/04 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS R 51399 A023 SUB 1 
01 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS R 51399 MOO SUB 2 
01 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS C 37694 M07 SUB 2 
01 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS R 51399 ASOI SUB 3 
01 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS C 37694 AS 08 SUB 3 
01 H UNIT,LATOi EJECT JED SYS 34 HS C 37694 A075 SUB 1 
7/15/85 
SPEC. NO. 
204-23-003 
204-23-004 
204-23-005 
204-23-009 
205-23-005 
205-23-007 
205-23-008 
205-23-009 
205-23-010 
205-23-013 
207-10-408 
304-642 
304-643 
304-662 
304-663 
304-664 
304-686 
304-687 
304-697 
304-732 
304-741 
304-742 
REV. AM) 
A 
A 
B 
C 
a 
B 
C 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
01 
01 
01 
01 
02 
01 
02 
04 
02 
04 
02 
01 
02 
SCOUT NUMERICAL INDEX OF ACTIVE SPECIFICATIONS 
-============================================= 
TITLE 
AIR CONDITIONING UNIT H/S ENVIRON. CONTROL 
CUTIER ASSEr.t3L Y, BOLT, PROCUREt-ENT SPEC 
DEVIATION NO.1 
CARTRIDGE, EXPLOSIVE, PROCUREI·£NT SPEC 
DEV IATION NO. 1 
N OiNL M)S FLO EFFECT TRANS 
RATE GYRO ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION 
FITIING PLUG HD CAP PRESS ACa:PT TEST SPEC 
TEST SET GUIDANCE PPT 
RELAY BOX ASSY, AIR COND CONTROL, ACCEPT TEST SPEC FOR 
PANEL ASSY, P/L ENVIRONMENT OONTROL, ACCEPT TEST SPEC FOR 
QJTIER ASSY, BOLT, ACCEPT TEST SPEC 
LUBRICANT, SOLID FILM, OORROSION-INHIBITING 
TRANSDUCERS, PRESSURE, SCREW-IN TYPE 
ACCELEROt-ETER, LINEAR, TELEMETRY FOURTH STAGE 
INITIATOR, STANDARD APOLLO DOUBLE BRIDGEWIRE 
SPIN M)TOR, KS 75, SOL 10 PROPELLANT 
SPIN M)TOR, KS 40, SOLID PROPELLANT 
SWITCH, ELECTRICAL, PLUNGER ACTUATED, SEALED 
RELAY, EL ECTROt4A.GNET I C 
ELEIENT, VERTICAL SENSING 
EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGE 
ANTENNA SYSTEM, C-BAND 
ANTENNA SYSTEM, TELEMETRY 
ALPHA NUMERIC SPECIFICATION FILE OUTPUT 
H-3 
PAGE 
1) MARK UP NUfvBER 
2) CR NUfvBER( S) 
3) COr~MENTS 
4) DATE OUT 
5) DATE IN 
6) LTV lWX 
7) SPO ntX 
8) PROCEDURE / ENGINEER 
999-9 
DAL8888 
WI 7777 
TEST ENTRY FOR APPEND I X SAMPLE 
7-15-85 
7-20-85 
S-llll 
OPEN 
444 RLD/KFT 
******************************************************************************* 
*******************************************************************************, 
NEW MAR K U P RECORD MaN, JUL 15 1985 
*****************************************************************************f*~ 
*******************************************************************************+ 
MARK UP INPUT REPORT 
1-1 
~ 
:t> 
:::0 
;A 
c: 
'"1:J 
:t> 
I r 
N r 
Vl 
rn 
:t> 
:::0 
n 
:::c 
MAR K U P F I L E 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
CONTROL C / R 
NO. M NUM3ER 
SOP RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S) 
NO. FOR EACH SOP NUM3ER 
DATE 
IN 
DA TE LTV 1WX NASA 1WX 
OOT NUM3ER NUM3ER COMMENTS 
*********************************************************************************************************************************** 
1173-4 R- 268 220 EEH/ JFD 
1229 DAL 3065 264 EEH/KFT 
1236 PA 2512 2625 EEH/ JFD 
1239 DAL3084C 268 EEH/ RlD/KFT 
636 RlD/KFT 
710 DMF/JFD/RlD/KFT/EEH/CWW/RlR 
1241 DAL 3098 262 EEH/ JFD 
1241-1 DAL 3099 2630 EEH/JFD 
1241-2 DAL 3102 2611 EEH/ JFD 
250 EEH/ JFD 
1241-3 DAL3103A 2639 EEH/RlD/KFT 
1241-4 DAL 31042613 EEH/JFD 
1256 DAL3091A 262 EEH/JFD 
1283 
2625 EEH/ JFD 
622 EEH/KFT 
631 EEH/KFT 
WI 2491A 269 EEH/RlD/KFT 
2640 EEH/DMR 
622 EEH/KFT 
2-25-82 3- 3-82 3T-025 5-6508/CWW OK 
10- 7-82 10- 9-82 3T-025 5-6508/CWW OK 
11-30-82 11-30-82 3T-025 5-6508/CWW OK 
3- 8-83 3- 7-83 3T-026 S-6528/CWW OK VOL II 3T-025 S-6508/CWW 
(COMMENTS CONTINUED): OK VOL VI & VII 3T-026 5-6528/CWW 
1-18-83 1-20-83 3T-025 5-6508/CWW OK W Illi COIotlENTS. E-TASK 
1-18-83 1-21-83 3T-025 S-6508/CWW OK E-TASK 
3- 8-83 3-10-83 3T-025 S-6508/CWW OK Willi COIotlENTS 
3- 8-83 3-10-83 3T-025 5-6508/CWW OK W Illi COt+ENTS 
3- 2-83 3- 2-83 3T-025 S-6508/CWW OK 
4-13-83 4-15-83 3T-055 S-6595/CWW OK VOL V I 3T-026 5-6528/CWW 
6- 6-83 6- 8-83 3T-073 5-6684/CWW OK VOL II :5T-055 S-6595/CWW 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE :: MARK UP FILE 
*************************************************************, 
SOP NUt-BER RESPONS IBLE ENG INEERS 
************************************************************* 
100 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
261 
2610 
2611 
2612 
2613 
2614 
2615 
2616 
2617 
2618 
2619 
262 
2620 
2625 
2626 
2627 
2628 
2629 
263 
2630 
2632 
2633 
2634 
2635 
2636 
2637 
2638 
2639 
264 
2640 
2641 
266 
267 
268 
269 
310 
320 
330 
381 
383 
421 
4210 
4211 
cww 
cww 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD/KFT 
EEH/C~~W 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/RLD/KFT 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/ RLD/KFT 
EEH/ RLD/KFT 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/ JFD 
EEH/Dlv1R 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/ RLD/KFT 
EEH/KFT 
EEH/DMR 
EEH/DMR 
EEH/RLD/KFT 
EEH/ RLD/KFT 
EEH/ RLD/KFT 
EEH/RLD/KFT 
FPK/KFT 
FPK/KFT 
FPK/KFT - (FDC) 
DMF/DMR/FPKiKFT/JDD 
Dr-1F/or·1R/FPK/KFT / JDD 
DMF/ JFD 
EEH/Dr-1R 
EEH/KFT 
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER SOP REPORT 
1-3 
~ 
0 
» 
r 
-< 
:c 
0 
;;0 
A 
-f 
fT1 
3: 
c.... III 
I 
III 
fT1 
» 
;;0 
n 
:J: 
0 
c: 
-f 
"'0 
c: 
-f 
7/ 15/85 
OWl ORIG. DATE ENGINEER 
tlO. IUPUT DATE LOCATION 
1952 12/ 13/1983 Sa-tl~1 DT 
12/22/1983 VAFB 
PAGE 
DAILY WORK ITEMS FILE REPORT 
====aaa=====D:=======-======~=== 
SYS- TITLE 
TEI-IS REFERENCE (S) 
M:a-t FABRICATION OF SHOP AID FOR USE DURING HEADCAP PRESSURE TEST 
f..GSE DRAWING: E.O.: CCR: OlliER: 
1952 12/13/1983 M.P. SCHMIDT M:a-t FABRICATION OF SHOP AID FOR USE DURING HEADCAP PRESSURE TEST 
10/31/1984 VAFB FLUID DRAWING: E.O.: CCR: OlliER: 
2114 1/17/ 1984 PARKS ELEC INSULATION RESISTANCE CHECKS, FOLLOWUP TO LAUNCHER WIRING INVESTIGATION 
1/23/1984 ~IFC EGSE DRAI~ING:331-60432 E.O.: CCR: OlliER:DWI 2096,2099 
2119 1/26/1984 PARKS ELEC TERI~INAL BUILDING/BLOCKHOUSE WIRING CX>RRECTIONS AND IMPROVEf.£NTS 
1/27/ 1984 WFC EGSE DRAWING.331-00003 E.O.: CCR: OlliER:331-00021,23,25 
2153 2/12/1985 R. PARKS EGSE LAUNCHER WIRING SAMPlES - INSULATION ANAlYSIS 
2/12/1985 WFC DRAWING:DWI-2096,2098, E.O •• WI 3506, 2509 CCR: OlliER:WI-2518, 1521A 
7/ 15/85 
BATES , JEREMIAH P. 
PROGRAMMER / ANAl YST 
DIGITAl 
832 D-IURD-II LL TERRACE 
LOS ANGELES CA 67654 
909 768-1234 1235 
GOFF , SHARON D. 
SOFTW ARE ANAlYST 
IBM 
555 FREEMAN LANE 
AMHERST MA 02510 
443 245-9765 9766 
HARRIS , AlLYN J. 
OPERAT I NG SYSTEMS ENG I NEER 
PR I f>E all.f'UTER, INC. 
1777 INDEPENDENCE BOULEVARD 
NATICK MO 23659 
544 243-7676 7677 
HARRIS , REBEKAH L. 
SOFTWARE ANALYST 
PR I r.E alMPUTER, INC. 
1456 BOSTON AVENUE 
NATICK MD 25690 
544 243-9090 9091 
SARGENT , D-IARLES L. 
PR INCI PLE SYSTEMS ANAlYST 
alMPTEK 
912 N. HILLTOP ROAD 
VIRGINIA BEAD-I VA 23454 
804 422-5691 
SIMPSON , ROBERT P. 
MANPGER 
DES IGNWORKS 
146057 COL ISEUM DRIVE 
HAMPTON VA 23666 
804 865-9090 9091 
PAGE 
SCOUT REGISTRATION MAILING OR CONFERENCE LIST 
K-i 
7/15/85 
SCOUT L AU NQ-l SIGN-I N SHEET 
NA~IE AND ORGAN IZATION 
BATES 
DIGITAL 
GOFF 
IBM 
, JERH1I AH P. 
, SHARON D. 
HARRIS , ALLYN J. 
PR I t,lE COMPUTER, INC. 
HARR IS, REBEKAH L. 
PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
SARGENT 
COr~PTEK 
SIMPSON 
DES IGNI~ORKS 
, Q-l ARL ES L. 
, ROBERT P. 
CITIZENSHIP SIGNATURE 
SCOUT REGISTRATION SIGN-IN SHEET 
K-2 
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